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CHAPTER 1
NEEDS ANALYSIS
1. Introduction
The study of the educational needs in the process of implementing
the newest mobile technologies was carried out by means of
questionnaires and interviews. Information was gathered by means
of them about the preconceptions and attitudes of both educators
and learners to the used technologies and their application in the
processes of teaching and learning.
The following tools were developed and implemented:


three questionnaires (for educators, trainees and students)



a card with questions for the interview.

This study aims to examine the readiness and use of mobile
technologies in the higher educational institutions in Jordan. The
study also seeks to assist in developing plans, strategies and
programs that support education reform for the People with special
needs.
This study will specifically answer the following questions:
1. What is the level of social adaptation of the students?
2. What is the state of the learning environment; is individual
approach applied for students with special needs?
3. What type of digital content is most frequently used (types
of digital resources – audio, video, images, or text)?
4. What type of mobile devices do they (the target groups)
use?
5. When do they most often use the mobile devices?
6. Where do they most often use the mobile devices?
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Based on information collected from the questionnaires and
interviews, the consequent analysis will define summarized profiles
of the target groups.
The basic characteristics of the target groups will be studied and a
pedagogical-psychological profile prepared. It will help to build a
conceptual model, corresponding to the age, abilities and specific
needs of the group, for which the digital resources for learning by
means of mobile devices will be developed.
Definition of the mechanisms by which the proposed model could
improve the way in which the students acquire knowledge and gain
skills.
For successful application of these mechanisms we have to:
1. Build a didactic model;
2. Define the technical means to be used (smartphones,
tablets, laptops);
3. Create a description for the selection of appropriate for the
target groups multimedia resources;
Construct an educational technology to combine the appropriate
methods and techniques of training.

2. Study Sample and Targeted groups
The target groups of this study are shown in the table below, as well
as the responsible university who had conducted the interviews
and the collected the surveys. A sample of 239 participants,
including Instructors, teachers and students, were contacted and
interviewed. (50) Were selected to One-on-one interviews.
The table below shows distribution of the targeted groups that
participated in the study among the Jordanian Universities.
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Targeted Groups:

Responsible
University

Status

General Secondary Schools for Children UJ
with Special Needs



Higher Council for Affairs of persons UJ
with Disabilities



Deanship of Students Affairs at each UJ, PSUT,JUST 
partner University
Gazza refugees camp

JUST



Nazik Al Hariri welfare center for PUST
special education



This table shows the number of collected samples by each
University:
University

Instructor’s
questionnaire

Student’s
questionnaire

UJ

35

57

JUST

29

53

PSUT

50

15

Total

114

125
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This study was implemented in March 2016. The study population
consisted of samples from three public Universities, General
Secondary Schools for Children with Special Needs, Gazza refugee's
camp and Nazik Al Hariri welfare center for special education in
Jordan, the qualitative study sample consisted of 114 teachers and
125 students with special needs.

3. Methodology and procedure
This study used the following research methods:
1. The analytical, descriptive quantitative method was used in
order to describe the extent of using mobile technologies in
Jordanian public and private Universities, and to identify the
possible obstacles to this usage and the reasons behind
these obstacles by conducting a comprehensive survey and
well-designed questionnaire.
2. The qualitative method was used in order to investigate the
views of Instructors and students about the extent of using
mobile technologies in the higher education in Jordan, and
to identify the obstacles that might face this usage. This was
implemented by conducting one-on-one interviews with
students and teachers.
To achieve the objectives of this study, the work team from Plovdiv
University developed a questionnaire that contained three major
sections: background information, general questions and specific
questionnaire questions.
An online questionnaire was created and circulated using Google+
forms (Appendix 1). Moreover, the questionnaires were translated
into Arabic language by UJ team to facilitate the process of data
collection and to get more accurate results.
Data collection methodology can be presented by the following
figure:
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4. Instructor’s questionnaire Analysis
Percentage distribution of respondents by gender
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Do you have a mobile device (cell phone or laptop computer or
tablet)?

Which mobile device(s) do you own?

How much do you use each of these devices?
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For what purpose(s) do you use this device?
The study shows that the majority use their phone devices to
conduct calls while they prefer to use laptops or tablets for
preparing course’s material or for research purposes.
Do you have an Internet access at school?

Do you use e-mail or social networks for communication?

Do you use Internet to retrieve information?
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Do you have any field experiences in teaching by mobile
technologies?

Are you able to recognize when a student with special needs
may benefit significantly by the use of mobile technologies in
his/her learning?

I have the knowledge necessary to teach by mobile devices.
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Mobile learning can be an effective method of learning as it
can give immediate support.

Mobile learning will bring new opportunities of Learning
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Mobile learning will be more flexible method of learning as it
can be done anytime, anywhere.

Mobile learning will improve communication between the
student and the teacher.
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Mobile learning is a quicker method of getting feedback in
learning.

Mobile learning cannot be used for learning due to:
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It is difficult to control the use of cell phones/laptops/tablets
in class?

Students need a classroom experience which is creative and
challenging.
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5. Student’s questionnaire Analysis
Percentage distribution of respondents by gender

Percentage distribution of respondents by age
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Do you have a mobile device (cell phone or laptop computer
or tablet?)

How much do you use each of these devices?

As shown in figure above 100% of respondents use their mobile
phone daily. The percentage of respondents who own tablets is very
low compares with the other devices.
For what purpose(s) do you use this device?
The majority of the respondents use mobile phones to conduct calls
and communicate with each other, while they prefer to use laptops
and tablets for studying and research purposes.
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Do you have an Internet access at home?

Do you have an Internet access at school?

Do you use e-mail or social networks for communication?
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Do you use Internet to retrieve information?

Have you used mobile devices in your education till now?

I am familiar with mobile devices

19%
Yes
No

81%
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It would not require me a lot of effort to learn because I am
skilled at mobile device functions

29%

yes
No

71%

I would feel more interested in study if I could use mobile
devices

35%

yes
No

65%

Learning by using mobile devices would be easier because it
allows me to study anytime, any place

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
yes

No
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It would be easier for me to ask help from others through
mobile devices
100

83.5

80
60

40

16.5

20
0
yes

No

It would be funny to use mobile devices as a way for learning

100

91.6

80
60
40
8.4

20
0
yes

No

I would like to be able to interact with teachers and
classmates both inside and outside class via mobile devices
100

89.6

80
60
40
10.4

20
0
yes

No
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I would like to have some lessons in which I can watch video
films
80
70

68.3

60
50
40

31.6

30
20
10
0
yes

No

I would like to use mobile devices when I learn in class or at
home
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

85.9

14.1

yes

No
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6. Conclusions


The study stressed the need for effective and continuous
integration of the mobile technologies in the educational
process.



The most suitable devices to be used are tablets or laptops
while using mobile device inside class rooms might be
difficult.



Tablets or laptops should be redistributed in a way that is
compatible with students’ numbers and educational needs.



Activating and promoting the mobile devices in the
educational process should be sustainably serviced to avoid
technical problems that students might face. Furthermore,
the lectures content must be updated to meet the students’
needs.



The study recommended activating e-mail accounts and
special apps (WhatsApp) as a means of communication
among students.



Finding radical solutions for slow Internet connection and
other disconnection inconveniences before Appling the
program.



Attracting and involving the all faculties in the development
of the educational process.



Change the type of lecture’s content most frequently used
from hard copies (text) to digital resources audio, video,
images.



Most teachers (about 80%) agree that mobile learning will
bring new opportunities of learning.



Around 78% of the students used their mobiles in
education. Students with special needs (deaf) are the most.
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7. Learners’ profiles at the partners organizations
7.1 Learners’ profile report from University of Jordan
7.1.1

Identifying and selection of the specific target groups

Based on the needs analysis survey's results that aimed to examine
the readiness and use of mobile technologies in the higher
educational institutions in Jordan (HEI), and seeks to assist in
developing plans, strategies and programs that support education
reform for the people with special needs, and depending on the
information gathered by means of questionnaires and interviews;
the target groups and their profiles, level of social adaptation,
learning environment, abilities and specific needs were
consequently defined.
The target groups of the project are shown in the table below, as
well as the responsible university who had conducted the interviews
and the collected the surveys.

Target Groups:
General Secondary Schools for Children with
Special Needs
Higher Council for Affairs of persons with
Disabilities
Deanship of Students Affairs at each partner
University
Gazza refugees camp
Nazik Al Hariri welfare center for special
education

Responsible
University
UJ

Status


UJ



UJ, PSUT,JUST



JUST
PUST




Number of collected samples by each University is shown in the
following table.
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Instructor’s
questionnaire

Institution
The University of Jordan
Jordan University of Science
& Technology.
Princess Sumaya University
for Technology
Total

7.1.2

Student’s
questionnaire

35

57

29

53

50

15

114

125

General secondary schools for children with special
needs

Students with special needs started to receive educational services
in Jordan in the late 1960s. It was clear that these services were
mainly focused on people who were visually impaired and deaf those who had disabilities which were obviously physical instead of
related to learning.
In 2010 the MoE established two specialist departments in order to
provide assistance. In July 2010 the MoE also established a
department of special education impairments combined with a
department of talent in Jordan.
7.1.2.1 Al-Amal Secondary School for Deaf Students.
A public institution- No fees are applied- located in Jabal Allweibdeh
in the middle of Amman, the capital, 8.5 km away from the
University of Jordan.
The system of education in Al-Amal school is "Coeducational" Where
girls and boys are jointly educated at the same classes. The
approximate number of registered students is 109, while the
number of staff is 32.
Students at Al-Amal School are divided into two categories;


Deaf Students (Majority)

Students who are found to be educationally deaf are being taught in
classes where Sign Language is the primary language for
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communication and for teaching/learning and where the written
Arabic language is taught/learned by way of translation = bilingual
education.


Students with Hard of Hearing (HH)

Students with this possibility are being taught in classes where the
Arabic (spoken) language is the main language and where some
signs and total communication are used to clarify and ease the
communication.
First one must make a thorough assessment of the hearing-loss, the
student's capability to utilize his residual hearing, the language-level
- in short: the student's possibilities of acquiring the spoken
language through hearing.
7.1.2.2 Teaching/learning methods at Al-Amal School
Since the education of the deaf needs so much extra
teaching/learning material beyond textbooks and exercise books,
they also use ample facilities for material production. Primarily, a
good photocopying machine and also ample supplies of paper,
cardboard, crayons etc.
They depend on Visual –Based learning as methods of teaching. The
languages used in the classroom by teachers are: Sign Language and
written English and Arabic Language.
It's worth mentioning that courses in sign language for families and
for beginner teachers, interpreters and other professionals working
with the deaf are being offered by the expert teachers.
7.1.2.3 Teacher training, ToT




The teachers in general seem devoted and skillful.
Qualified and motivated teachers are appointed in the
school.
Training workshops for the teachers are being organized
regularly, but they still need to receive training on new
techniques and tools to implement newly acquired teaching
approaches in the classrooms.
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7.1.2.4 Vocational Training Program
At the School they have pre-vocational programs. Since they believe
that Not many of the deaf students will be capable of receiving their
higher education. Furthermore, if they have finished their education,
they will have to compete on unequal terms with their hearing peers
in a field where unemployment is growing in Jordan.
7.1.2.5 Target group summary table:
Pilot Class:

10th grade

Age:

15-16

Characteristics:

Mixed Class room and
labs.

(12) Students.

(6-7) hrs daily class.

Each Lecture is (45) mins.

Methods to be used: QR Code
QRC Scanner Apps: Red Laser,
Qrafter or any other app.

Pilot Courses/Teaching materials to be
developed:
 1. Physics
(10) lessons



2. Biology
(10) lessons

Physics lectures is being offered to the
students (3) times a week while Biology is
given (2) times a week.

Open Recourses:

iPads.

Computer lab

Physics lab

Biology lab

Implementation Plan:


Teachers can easily create QR codes
A short manual and training session will be given to the teachers.



Excite students about upcoming material:
-

To connect a QR code to the "Figure" or “Question of the day” and use
it as an anticipatory set to get students thinking about upcoming
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information.



Link QRC to favorite websites.
Make interactive worksheets



In the case of films the free video
sharing portal YouTube or
Flicker is applicable, and teachers can upload sets of their own
videos or tutorials there.

Teachers can put small icons in the middle of the QR Codes to indicate
the content.

7.1.3

How using iPads and QRC method could improve the
way in which the students acquire knowledge and
gain skills?

QR (Quick Response) Codes are a two-dimensional bar code
originally designed for use in the automotive industry.
Using QRC for education is highly engaging and can provide a new
way to give students information. QR codes contain encoded
information which is often a URL to a website. Teachers can help
deaf and HH students address their needs by giving them additional
support to access the audio-visual videos posted online.
During classes teachers can also record their lessons in sign
language and post them online for students to access from home
while completing homework assignments. The homework sheets
can have QR codes linking to teacher directions or video file of that
assignment’s targets/overview, online tutorials or other websites
for additional support.
Additionally, for students who take class notes during lectures,
teachers can put their PowerPoint presentations online and provide
the students with the QR code to access them so they can pay
attention instead of taking notes.
QR codes linking to pre-selected websites for research can be
created and printed by the teacher ahead of time and given to
students in the physics lab or anatomy lab, and the students can use
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the iPads with camera and internet access to read the code and open
sites.
Lastly, QR codes can be used to give students with disabilities
immediate feedback when QR codes embedded in classroom
handouts and homework sheets link to the answers to problems so
students can check their work.
7.2 Learners’ profile report
University for Technology
7.2.1

from

Princess

Sumaya

Introduction

After the approval of mEQUITY project by the EU commission,
Princess Sumaya University for Technology formed a working team
consisting of the following:
a. Contact person: Professor Wejdan Abu El Haija was the
official contact person for the project, however, since she
was on a sabbatical leave at the time of the approval of the
project, Dr. Omar Bani Ahmad (Hasan), was named to be the
project contact person.
b. Financial department: an officer from the financial
department was appointed to be in charge of all financial
issues related to the mEQUITY project.
c. All individuals mentioned on the project proposal. In
addition, it was pointed by PSUT president that the contact
person can acquire ant expertise form any PSUT staff to
assure right implementation of the project according the
project plan.
Since the project involved of providing mobile learning platform for
disadvantage group for students attending the partner universities,
so it was necessary to get feedback on the availability and usage of
the internet, and the target group that can access the intended
mobile learning platform. This feedback was necessary in order to
consider challenges and usage difficulties as seen by educators and
learners. For this purpose, a survey form was proposed by the
project coordinator targeting all issues can measure challenges and
usage difficulties as seen by educators and learners. PSUT has
participated in adopting this survey form and it was distributed and
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filled by many educators from different departments at PSUT and
disadvantage learner groups at PSUT. After completing the survey
by our educators and learners, the data was analyzed. However,
after collecting the survey forms from our learners, we have noticed
that there are only 3 disadvantage learners at PSUT that can take
advantage of this proposed platform. This number of disadvantage
learners at PSUT was an actual average number since the
establishment of PSUT. So, to spread the usage of the proposed
mobile platform for wider number of disadvantage learners, PSUT
team decided to locate a larger group of disadvantage learners that
can take advantage of the mobile platform.
PSUT team has searched for possible candidate to increase the
number of disadvantage learners to utilize the mobile platform, after
the considerations of many possible institituiosn that can serve our
purpose, the decision was made on considering Nazik al Hariri
Welfare Center for special Education as our candidate to work with.
So, we have contacted this center and appointment was made to
visit the center. The meeting was conducted by PSUT project contact
person, dr. Omar Bani Ahmad and Dr. Yazan Qudah. The meeting
started by visiting the director of the center, where the PSUT team
gave an introduction about the project and its intentions toward
providing easy access learning methodologies using mobile platform
for disadvantage groups. Next, a comprehensive tour of the center
was given to us by two employee of the center. During this tour, we
have visited the different learning class rooms of the center and the
on hand skills that been taught for the students. In addition, we have
met with many students from the center and we interacted with
them on things they were doing or learning. We have watched some
of them trying to learn how to use simple skills on personal
computers and carpentering. After finishing tour, we have convey
the project message to director of rhecenter and our commitment to
provide easy mobile learning methodologies for their students as a
part of the mEQUITY project.
7.2.2

Survey and Analysis

Following our visit to Nazik al Hariri Welfare Center for special
Education, two days later we delivered survey forms and we have
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asked the manager to distribute the survey forms among some
educators and learners who can physically take part in filling the
forms. Two days later, the survey forms were collected by our team
and analyzed for evaluation. The following table, shows PSUT survey
as a part of the consortium feedback in terms of number of educator
and learners.
University
UJ
JUST
PSUT

Educators
questionnaire
35
29
50

Student’s questionnaire
57
53
15

After analyzing survey’s responses regarding whether mobile
learning can be an inevitably indispensable tool in education, by
averaging all candidates response in these forms, it was found that
an average of 62% Agreed.
7.2.3

Target Groups Identification and Proposed Tasks

As a summary of our work with Nazik al Hariri Welfare Center for
special Education, and the survey forms distributed among PSUT
educators and learners, we have now located our target groups
which we intended to propose during the second management
meeting being:
I. Target group one: All PSUT students
II. Target group two: Students from Nazik al Hariri Welfare
Center for special Education between the ages of 8-18
years old.
Following the work mentioned above, PSUT held many institutional
meetings as follow up on the project progress in which PSUT
president played a key role on imposing the project progress quality.
Next, PSUT start preparing to host the second management meeting
during the first of November 2017.
After the second m-equity meeting, PSUT team has discussed three
online course developments of these courses being; the
communication laboratory taught at PSUT and serving electrical
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engineering major’s students, English course which can be accessed
by all students. It is believed based on previous surveys conducted
after the kick off meeting, the online laboratory will be of great
assistance to both on-campus students that can attend the lab
physically and therefore can access all the lab facilities and those off
campus due to some medical or financial difficulties.
At the time, PSUT team have started planning a design for a learning
module for Nazik AL Hariri welfare center students based on onsite
visit to the center and the survey filled by their educators and
learners which was approved during the second meeting. The
learning topics were aimed at enhancing the teaching process at the
center by means of multimedia, animation for each of the following
skills agreed on during the third management meeting. Moreover,
as a part PSUT commitment to guidelines of the project tasks, PSUt
had successfully translated the MDR module from English into
Arabic and was posted on the project website prior to the third
management meeting.

Figure 1. Onsite Visit to Nazik Al Hariri Welfare Center
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7.2.4

Work to be performed

7.2.4.1 Target group one
Communications LAB
For this purpose, a team of specialist at PSUT was created with very
good experience in delivering communication theory and online
laboratories. The main task of the team is as follows
a. Since PSUT has stated online training years ago and has very
good experience from previous online systems, the team
studied the possibility of exploiting the infrastructure and
the course materials used previously
b. Keeping in mind the requirements agreed by the consortium
to deploy and manage the online contents using Dipseil
software, however, the current task conducted at PSUT
online stsrem platform uses the moodle platform shown
below in figures 1 and 2. To comply with the project
requirements, the contents of these experiments will have to
be formatted according to Dipseil module formats which is
expected to be done during the next meeting in Plovdiv. A
brief description of the current platform :
 A module is a set of experiments provided in the form
of tasks. Each task is covering an aspect of the
communication theory
 Each task contains a description, reference
information (resources, presentations, etc. ), and task
specific training to help the student learn while
experimenting as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
 Planning the whole system and creating the
infrastructure.
The team proposed to use the
hardware NI ELVIS from national instrument, where
the experiments can be created by means of subsystem
connections with the help of Emona board or by
discrete component circuits. In both cases, systems
will be prepared at the hardware level and the virtual
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instrument will be designed and deployed in a server
for the students to complete a given task managed by
Dipseil software.

Figure 2. Module Structure

Figure 3. Task structure
English course
This course is compulsory course for all students attending PSUT
and all students attending other universities in Jordan. Previously,
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this course was taught in class and now it is being taught in-class
and online. The online contents was developed as a apart of an EU
Tempus project eqtel. To make use of it for mEQUITY, the course
contents formats have to be changed to adapt to the platform of
Dipseil software.
7.2.4.2 Target Group Two
A design of multimedia resources to improve the following teaching
skills:














Basic IT skills
Typing
Drawing
Create files
Saving files
Open files
Basic Health
Teeth brushing
Religious teaching
Segments
Praying
Needle work
Basket weaving

A team from PSUT computer animation department has already
started the development of the above modules.
7.3 Jordan University of Science and Technology Learners’
profile
7.3.1

Foreword

Gaza refugees camp (also known as Jerash refugees camp) is located
in northern Jordan, 55Km form the capital Amman and 5 km away
from the famous Roman ruins of Jerash. It was established as an
emergency camp after the 1967 Six-Day War to accommodate about
11,500 Palestinians refugees from the Gaza Strip [1]. About 29,000
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people live in 0.75km2 camp now, only 6% of them hold the
Jordanian nationality (Tiltnes & Zhang, 2013).

Refugees without a national ID number face several constraints not
faced by other Palestinian refugees who are Jordanian nationals
which impact their socio-economic status. Such constrains include
work ban of positions in the public sector and some professions
such as dentistry or legal practice, have little property rights and
have limited access of services including; state universities and
public health insurance.
The residence of Gaza camp has unemployment rate of 16% and it
reaches 25% percent of female (other references claimed 39% of the
males and 85% of females are unemployed at Jerash camp), many
who are considered “workers” are time dependent workers (work
day by day). Jerash camp has higher household size, chronic illhealth problems, high unemployment rate, and poorer education
which make its population the poorest in Jordan. Socio-economic
studies indicated that these Refugees are three times more likely to
be amongst the very poorest and most destitute, living on less than
1.25 USD a day (Tiltnes & Zhang, 2013). Surveys showed that 25% of
houses in Gaza refugee camp have a cement roofs, while most of the
houses (65%) are tin houses and 9% are from Asbestos (“A ray of
hope in Jerash”, 2014; Zhang et al., 2011).
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In 2013, the Government of Jordan has taken steps to mitigate some
of the consequences of the poverty in Jerash camp, with the aid of
different foreign aid agencies, the government supported many
infrastructure projects in water network, sewerage project and
houses rehabilitation, and provided ex-Gazan children under the age
of six with free government health insurance and other ex-Gazans
with subsidized healthcare (Tiltnes & Zhang, 2013).
Such projects had a great impact on the lives of the camp’s
population. However, the root causes of their vulnerability,
including restrictions on their ability to earn a living and accessing
educational opportunities, remain unaddressed.
7.3.2

Educational challenges and need analysis

Jerash camp has an illiteracy rate of 11% which is double the
national average in Jordan, the camp suffers from high drop rate of
schools 9.2%, and only 13.2% of the populations have done after
school learning 13.2% (the national rate is 22%), Only 18% of men
and 12% women aged 25-34 completed post-secondary education.
Due to all the above, it can be anticipated that even the third
generation of Jerash refugees still suffers from many of problems of
their ancestral (Tiltnes & Zhang, 2013; Zhang et al, 2011). Indicators
in infrastructure and education have confirmed to give priority
Jerash camp in UNRWA projects to improve camps, currently funded
by the German government and the European Union.
Due to the reasons mentioned earlier, Gaza (Jerash) camp was
chosen to do one of the pilot experiments of mEQUITY project and
because education can be a game changer in the life of Jerash camp
youth. Dew to the circumstances mentioned earlier Jerash camp
youth have limited access to higher education, and here comes the
role of mEQUITY project to be a glimmer of hope for the youth and
be their ticket out of a triad of poverty, disease and poor education.
One of the successful aid programs concentrated on training young
men and women on careers that meet the needs of companies and
factories neighboring Palestinian camps including Jerash camp,
however, the number of beneficiaries in Jerash camp has not been
reported (“Improvement of Livelihood in the Palestinian Refugee
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Camps”, 2014; “$ 8.5 million for the implementation of development
projects in camps”, 2012).
Studies and projects outcomes confirmed the need for sustained
efforts to improve access to higher education for camp refugees, due
to the positive association of higher education with income, selfperceived, good health, and male employment (Tiltnes & Zhang,
2013; “Improvement of Livelihood in the Palestinian Refugee
Camps”, 2014; “$ 8.5 million for the implementation of development
projects in camps”, 2012).
The United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees
in the Near East (UNRWA) provides higher education services that
provide opportunities for approximately 3,500 students, as well as a
small number of university scholarships, but this is not enough due
to the large number of youth in the camps. Efforts of UNRWA and
other educational actors, should be supported.
There is a widely acknowledged need to tailor higher education that
satisfies the requirements of labor market, which should increase
the number of students who choose vocational and technical
qualifications; UNRWA’s vocational and technical colleges graduates
have much higher employment rates compared to the national
average.
7.3.3

mEQUITY project; scope and aims

Improving Higher Education Quality in Jordan using Mobile
Technologies for Better Integration of Disadvantaged Groups to
Socio-economic Diversity mEQUITY, is a project aims to develop an
adaptive curriculum in engineering education that is based on
digital learning resources for mobile devices, responds to the
requirements for modernization and accessibility of the Jordanian
high education system to improve the educational integration of
disadvantaged learners in the educational system; groups in risk
whose special needs or socioeconomic status significantly restrict
their ability for adequate education.
The consortium analyzed the need in different contexts and existing
curricula at three partner universities. Given the objectives of the
project, this study is oriented toward assessing the extent of the use
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of these technologies by the specified groups of learners and
opening opportunities for their inclusion in the learning process.
Mobile Digital Resources (MDR) will be designed and adapted to the
training conditions of disadvantaged groups of people to support the
didactic features of mobile technologies. One of the objectives is to
improve the conditions for equal access to education and training by
enhancing the motivation to participate in the educational process,
by facilitating the access and by additional activities with the
students.
This objective addresses the need for the implementation of mlearning across a range of disciplines in the field of engineering
education and across institutions, taking into consideration the
needs of disadvantaged groups education and training, and
strengthening the institutional capacities of the partner universities
from Jordan through short term intensive training of academics and
staff members. Jordan University of Science and Technology (JUST)
as part of the mEQUITY consortium, has chosen Renewable energy
to be the topic of the curriculum developed under mEQUITY.
7.3.4

Why Renewable energy?

Renewable Energy is a hot topic in Jordan and the neighboring
countries, and due to the planed and undergoing projects, this sector
is expected to create good number of job opportunities. As per
Jordan governmental plans, up to 1,000-megawatt (MW) of wind,
600MW of solar and 50MW of waste-to-energy to be brought online
by 2020 (Abu Al-Rub et al., 2016; Obeidat, 2014). As per
international studies, PV power plants can create from 7 to10 jobs
per megawatt of installed PV capacity (Kammen et al., 2004),
numbers are also confirmed by reports of the local projects. If the
national targets of renewable energy are to be fulfilled, about 3000
job opportunities will be created every year (“ Towards a Green
Economy in Jordan”, 2011), and about 4000 to 6000 job
opportunities by PV projects alone until 2020. A study by the
International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) conducted on Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) countries shows that if GCC members
meet their targets by 2020, around 116,000 jobs will be created
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every year (Obeidat, 2014). GCC is one of the most important job
markets for Jordanian professionals.
7.3.5

Renewable energy education in Jordan

Lack of awareness and practical skills about RE technologies poses a
threat to the development of RE resources in Jordan, but on the
other hand, expanding utilization and research related to RE in all
sectors of the economy including education is an opportunity that
should be utilized (Jaber et al., 2015).
Recent studies on the level of awareness of Jordanian high-schools’
students showed that most students consider RE to be a viable
future energy option, and generally exhibit a positive attitude
toward it. However, they have limited ability to distinguish
renewable from non-renewable energy sources despite being
familiar with the common RE sources like solar and wind (Zyadin et
al., 2012). These outcomes make sense when compared with other
studies that showed teachers have limited knowledge of RE and
neutral perceptions regarding its use (Zyadin et al., 2014). Other
studies on the level of awareness of senior engineering students
concluded that the level of awareness is not adequate and students
have shallow knowledge about energy and renewable energy
technologies Alawin et al., 2016; Jaber et al., 2017).
Main results obtained from field surveys in previous studies, suggest
that that renewable energy markets will suffer from ill-educated and
trained engineers and technicians in this field. This conclusion
confirms the result of another important study and market analysis
of needs for renewable energy and energy efficiency (REEE) in
Jordan done by Abu Al-Rub et al. (2014) prior to those studies. Staff
from 23 companies working in RE related areas working in Amman
and Irbid were interviewed. Total number of employees in this
companies exceeded 1,500 employees. The companies surveyed
indicated that it is difficult to find qualified persons with skills
related to technical aspects and general knowledge of RE (Abu AlRub et al., 2014). In the present and after 6 years from this study, it
can be concluded that the needs for a job oriented or performance
oriented education is still a priority.
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Fifteen Jordanian universities offer courses related to renewable
energy in their engineering study plans. Alawin et al. stated in that
“new specialty in engineering became as a fashion in both of state
and private universities without real market studies” (Alawin et al.,
2016). As this may (or may not) be the case at some of the
universities, this conclusion cannot be generalized.
In the past few years, and under two Tempus projects (MUREE and
MANSUR), Jordanian partner universities have modernized their RE
curricula and introduced new RE master programs. Market studies
was part of both projects, and labor market needs were surveyed.
While Master students from this program have graduated, Bachelor
students, two to three years to complete the program. Moreover,
two projects regarding modernization and the development of RE
related higher education in Jordan are in progress under Erasmus+
program (the successor of Tempus). The programs are: DESIRE Development of higher Education teaching modules on the Socioeconomic Impacts of the Renewable Energy implementation
(http://desire.gju.edu.jo) and SEM-SEM - Smart Control Systems for
Energy Management: New Master Degree (http://semsem.aast.edu).
Vocational and professional training in the fields related to RE are
also popular in Jordan. But because of the large number of training
programs offered, vocational training in RE suffers from chaos. Such
training courses are being held by what so ever public and privet
bodies like; the Vocational Training Corporation (where RE training
is available in the South only), Universities, Jordanian Engineers
Association, Jordan Energy Chapter EDAMA, Association of Energy
Engineers, Commercial champers, private institutes. The offered
courses spectrum is wide in both aspects; the topic and target
groups, targeting technician, professional engineers and even
secondary school failed student. These courses vary in the level of
depth, quality, and scientific content. To imagine the level of quality
variation in the offered programs, some of them are recognized
internationally (REP, CEM, etc…) while others are being marketed
under the slogan “Experience the university life without passing
secondary school certificate exam”.
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As concluded from the dissuasion above, RE vocational training
needs reforming. The objective of VT in RE should cover the need of
business activities of companies working in RE in Jordan which
basically lay within sales/installations of PV, and although there is a
clear need for qualified engineers and technician, engineers with
multidisciplinary skills (knowledge of finance, marketing, or
economics) are also needed.
Abu Al-Rub et al. (2014) indicate that “there is a clear interest in
broad and multi-disciplinary skills combining solid technical
background with economics, finance, and management
competencies”. RE vocational training curriculum’s educational
objectives should be established to satisfy this need.
mEQUITY team aims to develop a modern education strategy to
introduce the RE concepts and benefits through vocational training
to disadvantage people. The course will concentrate on PV and solar
water heaters since they are the most Job generating RE
technologies in Jordan, with accompanying tutorials that use; Mobile
Digital Resources (MDR) and Augmented Reality. The scope of such
tutorials should not be limited to support the curriculum
educational objectives but also support the performance of the
trainee in the everyday working environment.
7.3.6

Targeted trainee

The targeted grope as indicted before is the residence young people
of Gaza camp (Jerash) who are in the age from 18 to 25 years.
Within the mEQUTIY project, the following SWOT matrix has been
identified:
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Strengths
Jerash camp given priority in UNRWA
projects funded by the German
government and the European Union.
Active support civil societies
organization
Existing possibilities for training in
Entrepreneurship
Positive attitude toward the use of
distance learning programs, and
mobile digital resources
New funding program to support the
installation of PV and solar water
heaters in Jerash and Jordan
Opportunities

Weaknesses

about 4000 to 6000 job opportunity
by PV projects alone until 2020 in
Jordan

Large number young population

positive association of higher
education with income, self-perceived
good health and male employment

only 13.2% of the populations
have done after school learning

Strong and experience consortium
with experience in developing RE
education

have little property rights, and a
poor domestic condition
have limited access of services
including; state universities
high unemployment ratio
many “workers” are time
dependent workers (work day by
day).
Geographic location
access to education

–

limited

Threats
Lack of adequate funding to have
the desired impact

Lack of awareness and practical
skills about RE technologies
work ban of positions in the public
sector

Adaptation of educational system to
the needs of business
Interest in broad and multidisciplinary skills combining
technical background with
economics, finance, and management
competencies

This target group is to be divided into three trainee groups as follow:


Group 1: The graduate of engineering schools and
community colleges Aged 20 to 25
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Group 2: The graduate of technical training and high school
certificate holder aged 18-20
Group 3: Student who only finished primary schools
including; high-schools’ dropout, failed secondary certificate
students, but has adequate work experience in electrical
work. Aged 20 to 25 this group is a high-risk group since the
learners in it might not have the request knowledge to
attended the training and their commitment level may be
less than other target groups due to their possible other
commitments.

7.3.7

Educational objectives

Educational objectives are also divided into 3 groups as follow:
Basic
knowledge
related to PV and
solar water heaters

Practical
Designer
installer

Introduction to Solar
energy and other RE
technologies

Occupational safety
and health

Introduction of the
energy situation in
Jordan
Physics of Solar
radiations (quantity,
quality, spectrum)
Solar radiation
measurements (DNI,
GHI, DR, GNI, etc...)
Solar radiation and PV
energy Balance
PV system component
PV system design and
performance
indicators
Tilt angle, Air mass,
Sizing ratio, IV curves,

skills

of
and

Personal protective
equipment
Site survey and
Identification of
customer
requirements
Design and sizing of
an on-grid PV system

Business
skills
of
Designer and installer
Soft business skills
including:
Communication skills.
Self-introduction and CV
writing
Job Interview
management
Time management and
organization.
Presentation skills.

Design and sizing of
an off-grid PV system

Goal Identification.

Design sizing,
selection and
installation of a solar
water heater

Entrepreneurship
skills

Structural systems
calculation

Developing a Business
Plan

Introduction to the
legislations and codes
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Generating a Business
Idea

Market analysis
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MPPT etc...
Effect of environment
on the performance
and the IV (shading,
radiation soiling, etc...
Advantages and
disadvantages of PV,
Physics solar energy
balance water heaters
Types of solar water
heaters and sizing
calculation

that regulate the work
in the Solar energy in
Jordan
Electrical companies’
requirements for
issuing license to
connect RE system to
the grid
Pre-installation’s
calculation,
documentation and
drawing
Single line diagram.
Installation at site.
Testing and inspection
Operation and
Inverter sittings
As-built,
documentation and
drawing
Maintenance
(Preventive, failures,
reactive)
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Financial analysis
Realistic planning
Marketing
Costing and Pricing
Solar Market in Jordan;
current opportunities
futures trends
suppliers and logistics
RE
companies
registration
Market stake holders
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CHAPTER 2
MOBILE DIGITAL RESOURCES (MDR)
MODEL mEQUITY CASE
1. Introduction
The development of the conceptual model combines the activities of
team members and teachers, dealing with trainees from
disadvantaged groups of people. They implement their knowledge
and experience for defining the objectives of training by means of
mobile devices, for selection of appropriate methods and techniques
to be used in the process of training and preparation of the
corresponding tools for diagnostics of the acquired knowledge.
The development of the conceptual model is based on:


The specifics of the training of the target groups;



The specifics of the mobile platforms;



Studying the educational capabilities of the mobile devices for
learning;



The specifics of presenting digital resources and the access to
them from mobile devices in all popular formats: text, images,
video, audio;



The tools for diagnostics of the results of training by mobile
devices for the different target groups.

Identification of the basic components of the conceptual model:
Acquaintance with the present practices in training by mobile
devices. Focusing on the theory of training by mobile devices and its
use in practice, the motivational factors, and the strong and weak
points of this type of training.
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2. Mobile learning - characteristics and design
principles
2.1 Mobile learning
Mobile learning (mLearning) may be defined as the provision of
education and training on mobile devices. However, to facilitate this
mobility, the mobile device should meet several requirements. The
learner must be able to use the mobile device wirelessly, standing
and with minimal effort. Moreover, the device should be small
enough to be held in one hand and should be easy to take along
(Dye, 2007). Examples of such devices are smartphones, mobile
phones, tablets, iPads and similar devices.
There never was a technology as widely available to citizens as
mobile telephony. This technology connects people working at
different places and having different education and learning paths
with opportunities for expert and peer feedback and co-learning.
Mobile technology offers unprecedented possibilities for combining
the strengths of formal and non-formal education and professional
internship. For the first time in the history of the use of technology
in education and training, there is a technology that will cost the
learners nothing, because they own the technology to be used.
The mLearning is emerging as a new sector in education and
training provision, side by side with face-to-face education, distance
education and e-learning. We can say that we have been in the
process of acceptance of mLearning since the beginning of the 21st
century, along with 3G/UMTS and Smartphone. The new mobile
learning arena imposes significant new design requirements for
training programs - the ways they are structured and maintained.
The effective mLearning imposes specific usability requirement. The
assessment of the mobile learning in terms of learning outcomes is
similar in all VET systems but techniques in mLearning are specific.
The validation of the assessed formal and non-formal mLearning
should be done in accordance with the common European
principles. The quality assurance should be an integral part of the
management of mLearning providing institutions.
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Mobile learning differs from electronic learning (e-learning) because
it uses smartphones, mobile phones, PDAs (Personal Digital
Assistants), palmtops and similar devices instead of the desktop and
laptop computers of e-learning. This means that mobile learning,
unlike e-learning, uses devices which citizens are used to carrying
everywhere with them, devices which a man can carry in a pocket or
a woman can carry in a handbag and uses devices which citizens
regard as personal, friendly, cheap and easy to use. A further
difference is the mobility of the learner in mobile learning. The
mobility of the learner is seen with commuters on buses, trains and
metros, with learners on the job for instance on a crane or at a base
station and with learners at art galleries, museums or tourism
locations. A major difference is in the type of technology used which
means that there are types of learning that mobile learning can do
that the other sectors of education and training (face-to face,
distance education and e-learning|) cannot do or cannot do as well
as mobile learning: context sensitive and location sensitive learning
materials and augmented reality.
A promising approach to convince students to use their mobile
devices for educational purposes comes from the more usercentered studies on mlearning, which propose to ‘thread innovative
uses of technology into the existing fabric of behaviour’ (Pettit
&Kukulsksa-Hulme, 2007). The existing pattern of students’ use of
mobile devices identified forms the basis for mobile education.
Furthermore, when designing mlearning it is important to do this
from the perspective of the learning process and the learner and not
from the perspective of mobile technology. That is, the decision to
use a mobile device to deliver training or information should not be
driven by the mere availability of the mobile device, but should be
based on the added value of this device for the students’ learning
processes.
The use of mobile devices and related to them digital resources for
the purposes of educational and social integration is an innovative
solution of a need, which has arisen in society:


Mobile technologies give freedom both to teachers for complex
presentation, and to students for extended study of a
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considered problem in accordance with their educational needs,
what, according to the constructivist views, is a condition for
manifestation of independence and initiative.
The application of these technologies overcomes the limitations
related to time, place and volume of the school material. The
students can use these technologies both in the classroom and
out of it in convenient time, and they can access a wealth of
information resources.
The use of these technologies does not require from the
students preparation in advance. The interactive multimedia
products are usually complied with their intuitive perceptions
and their personal preferences and offer very good possibilities
for building up steady interest and lasting motivation.

The benefit of this type of innovative learning is justified by the fact
that the students willingly and enthusiastically accept everything
new, related to technologies. The news in the field of technologies,
applied to education, lead to raised motivation for active
participation in the process of learning, considerable improvement
of the process of memorizing the school material and, owing to the
use of more senses, to possibilities for facilitating the learning
process for disadvantaged people, what makes education more
effective.
2.2 Instructional design guidelines for mobile learning
2.2.1

Cognitive load theory and multi-media learning

Cognitive load theory and multimedia learning are both based on
two basic principles which underlie the cognitive processes which
operate in supporting or inhibiting human learning (Clark & Mayer,
2012; Mayer & Moreno, 2003). First, the theories make a distinction
between working memory and long-term memory. These two types
of memory form a complimentary partnership, although they work
in different ways. In working memory all cognitive processing
occurs, but it has a very limited capacity and could be easily
overloaded. These limitations of working memory should be taken
into account, when designing courses. Second, the theories propose
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the existence of two channels of processing information in working
memory: visual and audio. Being a sub-component of working
memory, each of these channels has a limited capacity and both
should be used to make learning more efficient.
Split attention principle







Focus attention and avoid split attention principle
(Contiguity principle)
Place corresponding printed words and graphics near each
other.
Integrate explanatory text close to related visuals on pages
and screens (split attention effect)
Place text explaining diagram near the diagram and provide
additional cues (lines, arrows, circles to draw attention to
relevant parts of content)
Text and related diagrams should not be separated on a page
or screen
If you have a group including both novices and advanced
students neglect the split attention principle and place the
text under the diagram, not integrated with it.

Modality principle







Use both words and illustrations or graphs.
Explain diagrams with words presented in audio narration.
Use audio for learners with a low level of prior knowledge.
Only use diagrams and audio if diagrams and/or text require
explanation (i.e., only in a case they do not provide selfexplanation).
Use text rather than audio when learners need reference to
content.
Provide text as a backup for audio explanations for learners
with hearing impairments.

Redundancy principle
•
•

Keep content down to essentials.
Avoid presenting words as narration and identical text in the
presence of graphics.
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•
•

Eliminate extraneous visuals, text and audio.
If a diagram is self-explanatory do not add a text to it.

These guidelines do not apply when:





there are no pictures;
the learner has difficulties processing the pictures and
words. This
might be the case with mobile learning; and
the learner might have difficulty processing words.

Segmenting, sequencing and learner pacing principle








Teach system components before teaching the complete
process
Present and visually segregate each component in context of
the whole process/system.
Give learners control over pacing.
Replace for novice learners some practice problems with
worked-out examples.
Use a variation of worked-out examples to foster far transfer.
Ask students to explore and explain examples.
Provide practice exercises that require learners to process
information in a job realistic context (Encoding-specificity
principle).

Collaboration principle
•
•

Make assignments that require collaboration among
learners.
Assign learners to groups in ways that optimise interaction.

2.2.2

Minimalism

The minimalism instructional design theory and practice is based
basically on three key ideas about how people learn: (a) instruction
should not obstruct the natural way people learn when they explore
learning tasks; (b) people make errors and they learn from their
mistakes; and (c) when approaching learning tasks, people make use
of their knowledge and skills in the context of specific goals and
expectations.
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2.2.3

Technical Affordances Guidelines

There are a number of general purpose principles of mobile learning
that should be taken into account:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep the information short, because mobile learning content
is bite sized.
Make sure the learning components are relatively short in
duration.
Do not use complex navigation and interfaces.
Along linear navigation, consider the possibility of nonlinear design.
If you opt for non-linear navigation build a hierarchical
structure of the content and provide access through drilldown navigation via hypertext links.
Provide a link to the launch screen on all inside screens.
Try to avoid using large, detailed images and graphs
Try to avoid horizontal and vertical scrolling.
If you use rich media, consider possible bandwidth issues.
Make access easy. It is acceptable if you download
information by PC first.
Take into consideration the cost factors of accessing mobile
learning content.

2.3 Strategies for effective mobile learning
Learner attention
When developing mobile learning materials it is important to
consider the reactions students should have when studying these
materials. Foremost amongst these is learner attention. At the start
of each course, strategies need to be designed to get and hold
learner attention. This can be done by a carefully chosen phrase, as
graphic or an illustration chosen and designed to arouse and hold
learner attention.
For learning to occur, the students’ attention must be directed to the
learning materials which must gain and hold their attention and
direct their attention to the most important parts of the mobile
learning materials.
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Learner focus
Mobile learning materials have to be designed to develop and
support learner focus and learner motivation. The reason for this is
that mobile learning, like other forms of distance education, does not
usually take place in school classrooms or other locations
specifically designed for learning. It often takes place with the
student as a solitary learner, removed from the support of other
students and of mentors, teachers and other educational personnel.
Relevant content
To maintain learner motivation and learner focus the mobile
learning manager needs to ensure that the mobile learning course
content is relevant: relevant to the course objectives, relevant to the
students’ needs and relevant to the employment goals that are
involved in the reasons why the student is studying the course.
The relevance of the content to the needs of the students who are
enrolled is crucial to the success of any mobile learning courseware.
It is often said that students will use mobile learning when
commuting by train or metro, in downtime at airports and other
locations, and at home or the office, if the incentive is great enough.
If the incentive is that they will achieve their MBA or similar
qualification, by this mobile learning study then the mobile learning
will be successful.
Interactivity in mobile learning
The mobile learning manager should always check that interactivity
is included in the mobile learning materials developed by his or her
staff. Interactivity means that interaction is built into the materials
in a way that stimulates the student’s mind to be ready to perform
effectively the skills learned from the materials.
Successful
educational
interactivity
has
the
following
characteristics: it provides opportunities for practice and for
applying the material learned; the interactivity is precisely focused
on the learning task; feedback to the students’ interactivity is given
to indicate correct or incorrect responses.
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Retention and transfer in mobile learning
The mobile learning manager needs to check that the mobile
learning materials developed by his or her staff focus on the
retention by students of the knowledge learned. Accepted methods
for achieving this are the provision in the learning materials of
opportunities for the consolidation of what has been learned,
opportunities for reflection on what is contained in the course and
the provision of assessment for testing the knowledge and skills
learned, either by self-assessment questions (SAQs), or tutormarked assignments (TMAs) or assignments that are marked by the
mobile device (DMAs).
Location and context sensitive mobile learning materials
Using software, which overlays digital sight, sounds and interactions
onto the physical world to create immersive and interactive
experiences and QR Codes, it is possible to produce location and
context sensitive course materials for mobile devices. QR Codes are
a form of visual data encoding that will support attaching devicereadable data to the ambient environment, allowing a location to
provide information to the user.
Mixed modes of representation attempt to augment learners’
meaning-making by enabling them to participate in a media-rich
environment rather than viewing the learner as a consumer. New
environments and visualisations are created where the physical and
digital interact and inform one another in real time. Learners are
enabled to construct content and place it in context using mobile
devices so that other learners can access and add to it.
Context-sensitive learning is a new area that holds great potential
for enabling learners to engage in meaning-making through
interactive practice. Context-sensitive systems are aware of the
activities of learners and can thus offer to give assistance.
2.4 Pedagogical framework
The introduction of new technology does not necessary implicate
that existing pedagogies and learning theories need to be revised.
Rather than creating a new pedagogy for new technologies, it better
serves the practitioner to locate new technologies within proven
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practices and models of teaching (Beetham& Sharpe, 2007).
Learning theories such as behaviourism, cognitivism, and
constructivism, can provide guidelines on how to implement mobile
technology in such a way that it enhances the students’ learning
processes.
From a behaviouristic perspective the learner has no influence on
the standardised learning process. An example of using mobile
technology from a behavouristic perspective is a drill-and-practice
mathematics exercise through text messages on a mobile phone. The
student acquires a body of knowledge through exposure to and
mastering of the “correct” information. Experience of the world and
individual interpretations of a body of knowledge will not be
deemed significant. It is assumed that students may passively
acquire their knowledge base from an authority figure or professor
who lectures in a classroom type environment.
From a cognitive perspective, the individual differences between
learners are recognised and the learning process should be adapted
to the individual needs. An example of the use of mobile technology
from this perspective is using mobile phones to enable students to
learn whenever and wherever they prefer. From a constructivist
perspective, learners actively construct their knowledge through
interaction with their environment and interaction with others. The
learner through his or her learning activities imposes meaning on
the world.
The learners construct their knowledge and
understanding through the learning experience, this knowledge is
constructed rather than discovered.
Compelling examples of the implementation of constructivist
principles with mobile technologies come from a brand of learning
experience termed ‘participatory simulations’, where the learners
themselves act out key parts in an immersive recreation of a
dynamic system. As a result of emerging technologies connectivism
was proposed, which is not as much a learning theory, but a
pedagogical view of what should be learned and why. (Verhagen,
2006) The core notion of connectivism is that the learning process
must create interconnections for knowledge that are distributed
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over many actual and virtual locations. Using mobile devices can
enhance the opportunity for making connections.
Some might suggest that mLearning technologies support
individualism; others might say that it facilitates the application of
constructivist techniques where collaboration and team work is
enhanced and promoted. There is a need for a shared, progressive
pedagogy for mobile learning that will provide the scientific basis
for networked and collaborative learning in both a virtual and a
virtual-augmented environment. It must accommodate different
teacher and learner perspectives, promote learner-centered
environments and collaboration among learners and between
learners and educators and support ambient learning. The
principles of Constructivism along with the main tenets of
connectivism will inform the development of a pedagogy for a
mobile learning course.
It should be noted, that besides learning theories, the different types
of learning processes students can engage in determine how mobile
technology should be implemented to support these processes.
Learning processes in which information is studied independently,
the mere distribution of structured information is sufficient.
Learning processes which involve the acquisition of complex
knowledge and skills require expert advice and performance
support. Learning processes related to the construction of new
knowledge or ideas, require the possibility of interacting with the
environment and brainstorming with others. By basing the design
and use of mobile technology on one or more of the aforementioned
learning theories and processes, mobile technology will have a
meaningful contribution to the learners’ performance and learning.
Most of the studies on the pedagogical aspects of mobile learning
bring the discussion to and maintain it at a very general,
paradigmatic level as little attempt is made to move to a more
concrete learning design level (Copley 2007, Gaskel, 2007;
Roschelle, Sharples& Chan, 2005; Siemens, 2006; Sharples, Taylor
&Vavoula, 2008). Reasoning about which of the theoretical
paradigms – behaviourism, cognitivism, constructivism, or the
recent, connectivism, is more appropriate for mobile learning is
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certainly important to discuss. More important, however, is to
operationally define these positions in concrete instructional design
steps, guidelines, and structure of content, whose effectiveness,
efficiency and appeal to students, is also a subject of experimental
investigation.
2.5 Assessmentin mobile learning
It is important for the field of mobile learning that the assessment of
students’ work should be just as rigorous in mobile learning as in
other forms of educational provision. In spite of the dexterity of
students today in data input referred to above it is unlikely that
essay-type questioning, a feature of many European universities,
would be feasible as a form of assessment in mobile learning. The
reasons for this are the difficulties of data input for a considerable
amount of text and the area on a mobile phone screen available for
assessment. as illustrated by the area marked ‘test’ in the screen
shot below. Nevertheless, e-learning has brought a large number of
other methods of electronic assessment.
Assignments which are useful on small screens are short questions
with automatic feedback, quizzes, multiple choice assignments and
other assignments requiring little amounts of textual input from the
user, such as a vocabulary test. It is possible to design multimedia
assignments, for instance in Flash, such as drag and drop and other
types of assignments if the device has support for them. Multiple
choice questions with 4 possible answers fit easily on the screens of
mobile devices.

3. Mobile learning- mobile devices and platforms
3.1 Physical characteristics of mobile devices
All mobile devices have a number of hardware features in common
like the display, the battery, an input mechanism to allow the user to
interact with the device, an antenna etc. but their characteristics can
be distinctive of the different types of mobile devices (mobile
phones, smart-phones and tablets) and of particular importance
when these devices are also though for a m-learning use. In this
light, it’s possible to distinguish the following features:
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•
•
•

Screen size
Weight
The interaction method

Range of screens
Mobile applications developers should provide support for multiple
screen sizes and densities, reflecting the many different screen
configurations that a device may have.
To simplify and reduce the large number of combinations of screen
size, it‘s possible to divide the range of actual screen sizes and
densities into:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A set of four generalized sizes: small, normal, large, and xlarge
A set of four generalized densities: ldpi (low), mdpi (medium),
hdpi (high), and xhdpi (extra high)
Some typical values you for common screen sizes are:
phone screen: 240x320 ldpi, 320x480 mdpi, 480x800 hdpi, etc.
tweener tablet like the Streak: 480x800 mdpi.
7” tablet: 600x1024 mdpi.
10” tablet: 720x1280 mdpi, 800x1280 mdpi, etc.

The interaction method
Mobile devices come in two choices of interaction: standard and
touch-screen. Standard devices require you to use a physical
keyboard to send and receive calls, navigate menus and access
additional features. This is the case of the classical mobile phones.
Touch screens allow to control the device by simply touching
graphic buttons and images that appear on the screen, which senses
the pressure of the fingers. Touch screens have a huge cognitive
advantage over using an input device because they more closely
resemble interactions with the physical world.
Usually the tablets come with the touch screen without the physical
keyboard. Lastly there are many high-quality smart phones that
have both standard and touch screen. Although you can be
innovative when designing contents for the mobile phone touch
screen, remember that the same content could be accessed by
traditional mobile devices without touch screen, therefore don’t
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limit the navigation or interaction to the touch commands or
buttons.
Mobile sensors
Mobile sensors like the multi-touch display, accelerometer can be
now exploited to create interactive contents, including educational
games and simulations.
Magnetometer, GPS and cameras present in the latest mobile devices
fully support location-based learning and augmented reality for
educational purposes. Given a connection to the Internet via Wi-Fi
or 3G, social networking from the mobile device becomes a breeze.
This is all good for asynchronous m-Learning.
Listed below are some useful sensors in mobile phones used in mlearning:
•
•
•
•
•

Proximity sensor
Accelerometer sensor
Magnetometer sensor
Image sensor
Tactile sensor

Proximity sensor: A proximity sensor in a mobile phone detects the
presence of users’ body and deactivates the display and touch pad of
phone when it is brought near the face during a call. Proximity
sensors are being incorporated in touch screen phones.
Accelerometer sensor: This sensor is incorporated to measure the
acceleration of the device. In a mobile phone, a 3-axis accelerometer
senses the orientation of the mobile phone and changes the screen
orientation accordingly. It lets users switch between the portrait and
landscape mode smoothly and neatly. In some phones, this sensor
also plays a life-saving role, sensing the rate of change of
acceleration resulted from a severe jerk from an accident. The
sensor helps users make an automatic call for assistance to preassigned number, when they face severe and fatal jerk. It is also used
for tap gesture recognition in the user interface for controlling an
application. The accelerometer input can be an alternative to direct
manipulation input to infer individual user styles within e-learning
environments.
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Magnetometer sensor: Magnetometer sensor measures strength,
orientation, and direction of magnetic field. This sensor orients
maps automatically towards North, while navigating and helps find
direction in an easy way. This sensor is also known by names such
as digital compass or e-compass.
Image sensor: Image sensor converts an optical image into an
electric signal. There are two types of image sensors: chargecoupled device (CCD) & metal-oxide-semiconductor active pixel
sensor (CMOS APS). CMOS APS is mostly used in a mobile phone
camera to sense images. CCD is very good for digital imaging and is
mainly used in professional, medical, and scientific applications,
where there is need of high quality image. Some of the mobile
phones also use CCD sensor for sensing images.
The simplest use of the mobile phone camera in m-learning foresees
the creation of Multimedia messaging (MMS) where the taken
picture can be enriched with text or audio material and sent
immediately.
Tactile sensor: Tactile sensor is a device that is sensitive to touch,
force, and pressure. Capacitive touch screen phones use touch
switch, one of the kinds of tactile sensors. Touch switches detect the
presence of finger or hand as well as stylus.
GPS sensor: it is basically a GPS receiver that uses the messages it
receives from the GPS satellites to determine the position of the user
with a precision of about 20 meters. The GPS is largely used in for
location-based learning which is rapidly becoming one of the most
pervasive uses of mobile devices. Location-based learning takes
advantage of the ability of mobile devices to know where they are
located and deliver information that is time- and place-relevant. The
potential advantages are great: from basic uses such as guided
historical tours to more complex applications for mapping,
fieldwork, and immersive activities, location-based learning holds
promise for just- in-time learning tied to a user’s physical location.
Intelligent sensors have made smart phone a complete device. The
business phone and high-end multimedia phones segments are
witnessing a trend of incorporation of more and more smart sensors
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to make the phone more intelligent, increasing its use for m-learning
applications.
3.2 Characteristicsof mobile platforms
The modern mobile operating systems combine the characteristics
of computer operating system with others that are typical for mobile
devices such as touchscreen, GPS navigation, camera or cellular
communication.
The most common mobile operating systems are:
•
•
•
•

Android from Google
iOS from Apple
Blackberry OS from RIM
Windows Phone from Microsoft

ADVANTAGES

Table below presents the advantages and disadvantages of the three
most widely used OS: Android, iOS и Windows Phone.
Android

Apple iOS

Windows Phone

 Easy management
 Popular among the
end users.
 Good
documentation.
 An open platform
based in Java.
 unlike Apple,
Google does not put
restrictions to
developers of Android
and all applications are
accepted in Google Play
(place for downloading
Android applications)
without prior approval.
 Unlike the other OS
you do not have to have
a program like iTunes
or Zune, to connect it to
your computer.

 Easy management
 High functionality
and stable operating
system.
 Better quality of
the software and
technical maintenance.
 Greater control
over applications
developed

 Windows
environment is
familiar to most users
 Uses standard
Windows programs
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 the lack of approval  Sharing files with
on the application
PC - only through
carries a certain risk
iTunes
 Applications are
available only from
Apple Store
 Problems with
displaying Flash pages


Sharing files
with PC - only
through Zune

Menus and
commands are not
optimized for touch
screen

4. Augmented reality technology
4.1 Augmented reality ineducation
Augmented reality is an environment that includes real world and
virtual world experiences (Azuma, 1997; Carmigniani & Furht, 2011;
Klopfer & Squire, 2008; Bower et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2008). The
nature of technology Augmented reality (AR) has the potential
power to build a proper learning environment so as to satisfy the
natural curiosity of students to explore the world according to
educational tasks.
Augmented reality may help usher in a new era for education, one
that is more capable of teaching students because it can engage
them through a medium that is nearly universal with all consumers:
Mobile technology.
Mobile technology and technology Augmented reality provide an
opportunity for freedom, both teachers for integrated presentation
and the students for advanced study of the problem, which
according to constructivist views is a prerequisite for the
manifestation of independence and selfinitiative.
Students do not require preliminary preparation to use these
technologies. Technology Augmented reality is based on their
intuitive perceptions and their personal preferences, and offers
many opportunities to build sustainable long-term interest and
motivation. The advantage of using AR systems instead of other
technologies, is that results highly intuitive for people who have no
experience with other computer systems. Thus, even the youngest
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students can enjoy a fun interactive experience (Núñez et al., 2008;
Yuen et al., 2011; Zünd et al., 2015).
The application of these technologies overcomes the limitations in
terms of time, place and the size of educative materials. Students can
use these technologies in the classroom and beyond, at a convenient
time and have access to a plenty of information for learning (Di Serio
et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014).
There are two main forms of Augmented reality technology,
currently available to educators (Cvetanovski et al., 2015). The first
form is based on a visual metaphor, the second counts of spatial
positioning. In the first method, the so-called. "markers" (such as QR
code) which are visual cues can be "seen" by the camera of the
mobile device (Patkar et al., 2013). Markers are used to accurately
determine the location and nature of the object. When the marker is
decoded by software, digital resources for the object are provided
(text, images, audio, video, 3D models). Spatially positioned apps use
GPS and digital compass for determining the location and provision
of digital resources for locating objects in this place. Regardless of
whether the marker is detected or using spatial positioning,
augmented reality is implemented in a specific context. A contextual
information on what the user wants to visualize on the right place is
obtained.
QR codes is a matrix barcode that contains information which is
displayed after scanning the code (Rikala & Kankaanranta, 2012;
Sharma, 2013; Saravani & Clayton, 2009; Leone, 2017).
Key benefits of the QR code, used as a marker in the AR applications,
are (“QR Code Essentials”, 2011; Azam M., 2012):




Omnidirectional (at a different angle) and fast reading of coded
information;
Ability to store different types of data: numbers, text
information, binary data, Chinese, Japanese or Korean
characters;
Ability to correct errors - allowing the reader to regenerate the
missing content at a violation of the integrity of the barcode
(spotting or detachment);
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Large volume of the stored information;
The playback code occupies a small part of the surface for
printing;
Compensation of deformation - the possibility of decoding even
if the surface on which the QR code is printed is bent or
distorted.
4.2 Technology "augmented reality" by mobile devices
within the active learning context

Definition of Active Learning
There is still no generally accepted definition of the term "active
learning." The following definitions present a different view of the
contents of this concept:


"Active learning" in short, includes all activities of students in
the classroom other than passive listening to the instructions of
the teacher. It involves listening, short written exercises, by
which students show understanding of the material, complex
group activities that enable students to apply the knowledge in
real life situations and / or in the process of solving problems
that are new for them (Paulson & Faust, 1998).



In active learning students are active during the lesson, they
discover, process and apply information received (Meyers &
Jones, 1998). Active learning is derived from two basic
assumptions: (1) learning is by nature an active effort, and (2)
different people learn differently. Research shows that learning
is successful when students are engaged in it.



In active learning students use their minds, study ideas, solve
problems and apply the learned material. It is fun, rewarding
and personally engaging. To learn something well, it must be
heard, seen, to raise questions about it and discuss it with
others. Above all, students need to operate - to judge things on
their own, to give examples to test their skills, to make
judgments based on knowledge that have or should acquire
(Green, L, &Giannola, DC 2011).
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Finding a learning strategy where students are more involved in
the learning process - that underlies the "active learning." The
idea of active learning is being developed over the past few
years when cognitive psychologists have noticed that learning
takes place better in terms of social interaction and less
competition. Various methods in which students work together
inside and outside the class, as well as during the lesson help for
the realization of active learning. (Dolan, 1996).
 Advantages of active learning:
 Without denying the benefits of traditional pedagogical
approach where teachers fully take responsibility for the
learning process, active learning allows freedom of students to
seek and offer solutions. This will create habits and skills of
young people for lifelong learning, which is considered a critical
factor for a successful career.
 Research show that the effectiveness of the learning process
increases greatly if it incorporates active learning - students are
able to learn more and more carefully, to express themselves
better, to make judgments, and durability of their knowledge is
greater.
 Active learning allows students to be engaged in the learning
process. They are included in more and more varied activities
than just to listen, and to a lesser extent are related to the place
of receipt of the information (school, for example). They
develop their learning skills for reading, writing and discussion
as the greatest emphasis is on the fact that they themselves
develop their own capacities and capabilities.
 Techniques and strategies of active learning can be applied in
class and outside of class.
Use of "augmented reality" technology by mobile devices for the
purpose of active learning
The technologies used for the purpose of active learning, should
provide the following four key characteristics of active learning
(Ntuli, 2015):
1. Engaging different senses of students (hearing, seeing, feeling).
2. Using the hands.
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3. Interaction and collaboration.
4. Construction of new knowledge based on what they have learned.
Engaging different senses of students
Research shows that students learn faster and durability of their
knowledge is longer when the learning process involves not only
their hearing, but their other senses. With regard to memory there
are three types of students: "visual", "hearing" and "kinaesthetic".





"Visual" students. Most effectively learn and remember
written information, diagrams, pictures and symbols. They are
about 65% of all students.
"Listening" students. They are most effective in speech
communication, in lectures and discussions. The written texts
are not so important. Especially importance has the quality of
speech - timbre, tone, strength. They are about 30% of all
students.
"Kinaesthetic" students. They learn effectively through
contacts and movements, imitation and practice. They are about
5% of the total.

Using the "augmented reality" technology by mobile devices allows
presentation and / or complement of the educational content with a
variety of multimedia resources - text, still images, audio, video, 3D /
2D animation. The added advantage here is that this information is
provided depending on the context or location of the student. Thus
AR creates additional experiences for students, contributes to a
better perception of curricula, stimulate the imagination and
creativity of the students.
Using of hands
The "augmented reality" technology with success can be used for the
study of complex spatial concepts. Most often this is done by
modelling of 3D objects. The students can with their hands to
manipulate the model – to move it, to rotated it, to increase or
decrease it (by zooming in or out the camera of the mobile device
from the marker), thus objects can be viewed from different angles.
This maximum closes interaction with virtual objects to the
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interaction with the physical ones and thus helps build visual images
and spatial relationships among students.
Collaborative learning and learning through interaction
Collaborative learning (in some ref. sources it is translated as
"learning through cooperation") and learning through interaction
(collaborative and cooperative learning) are one of the most
common training models used in active learning. It has been shown
that they improve the skills for learning, thinking and
communication skills. The main features of this study are defined as:
presence of common purpose accepted by all, around the group to
unite their efforts and be rewarded for the achieved result; the sense
of individual responsibility, which means that all members of the
group consciously contribute to the realization of the target; the
teacher structures and guides the activities in groups.
Regardless of the educational scenario, mobile devices can support
interaction and collaboration of students. Students can interact with
teachers and peers as synchronous or asynchronous communication
can exchange resources through the camera of the mobile device.
Moreover, camera, GPS, accelerometer, gyroscope of the mobile
device are the main hardware components of applications (games)
for augmented reality. The collaboration between students in this
case is achieved by sharing common markers.
Construction of new knowledge
One of the principles of active learning is that knowledge is not
translated, but it must be constructed. To achieve this the learning
environment must offer rich opportunities for learning through real
life situations that require students to work together, follow their
pace of work and cooperate with each other. All these conditions can
be successfully achieved through a combination of:





Appropriate methods and techniques;
Appropriately selected digital resources;
The opportunities offered by augmented reality by mobile
devices for joint learning;
The opportunities offered by augmented reality by mobile
devices and for the use of hands during learning.
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5. The specifics of presenting digital resources and the
access to them from mobile devices
5.1 Digital learning resources
The term digital learning resource is used here to refer to materials
included in the context of a course that support the learner's
achievement of the described learning goals. These materials consist
of a wide variety of digitally formatted resources including:


•
•
•

graphics images or photos
audio and video
simulations
animations
prepared or programmed learning modules.

Digital learning resources are different from traditional physical
textbook in many ways. One obvious difference is that digital
learning resources can be multi-modal, which means that the
communication can be made both visually and auditory.
Furthermore, visual presentations in digital format can be made not
only as still pictures but also as short video sequences or
animations. Another difference is that digital learning resources can
be constructed as simulations, where the simulator represents a
physical environment in which it is safe and inexpensive to make
dynamic experiments.
One further dissimilarity is that most textbooks have been
developed within the framework of the public school system with its
specific traditions and rules regarding what kind of goals students
should reach. Many digital learning resources have a different story
– not necessarily emanating from the needs of the school system but
a broader commercial market or social context.
A learning resource can refer either to any resource used by
teachers and students for the purpose of learning, or to only
resources particularly designed to be used in learning settings. To
conclude, this means that by digital learning resources we
understand any digital resource that is actually used for the purpose
of learning.
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Main characteristics of digital learning resources:
•
•
•
•

They are independent - each digital learning resource can be
used independently from the other;
They are reusable - separate digital learning resource can be
used in different situations for different purposes. This requires
structuring and maintaining in a certain way.
May be merged - digital learning resources can be grouped into
larger educational content.
Have a meta description through metadata - with the help of
metadata describing contents of the digital learning resource
and allows its indexing, search and reuse.
5.2 Practical considerations in developing digital resources
for mobile devices

When we talk about learning systems, the educational content and
how it is presented to the user is of great importance. Learners
receive all their educational materials in traditional learning and elearning in the form of text documents – books, leaflets,
presentations, pdf documents. Coming to a new platform – the
mobile, they have to change the way they accept and interpret data.
The information conveyed on one screen for an e-Learning may
need the equivalent of three or four screens on the mobile device.
The screen size is critical to presenting data to the user. Bigger
images will force the user to do a lot of scrolling. Reading longer
texts on a smaller screen makes the user uncomfortable and can
cause serious eye problems.
Another way of showing the same content to the user must be found.
A solution to these problems are sound and video files. Long texts
can be narrated. This way the learner doesn’t have to watch the
screen and could sit relaxed and concetrate on the materials. Video
files are an even better approach. Through such rich media the
system gets more interactive: interesting animations like, for
example, physical laws can be animated and therefore interactively
explained.
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TEXT
Usually all instructional designers and content developers have
enough experience about building up text based content.
Nevertheless, practitioners have already identified some text
development specifics for mobile devices. These issues are mostly
connected to the small screen size and the interoperability of the
tools.
Textual content should be used for:
•
•
•

short pieces of information;
tips;
pathways through the system.

The following type font suite is the best for most of the available
mobile equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
Times New Roman, Times, serif;
Courier New, Courier, mono;
Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif;
Verdana, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
Geneva, Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif.

Keep in mind that due to the small screen size using too many
colours might be disturbing. It is more advisable to use less, but
distinctive colours.
As was mentioned before readability is a key issue. Here we also
have to think about the time learners have to spend with reading the
text on their devices! Previous research showed that text based
mobile learning is actually very exhausting! Reading long minutes on
a mobile phone may make eyes tired quite easily. Therefore, we
advise operating with as little text as possible.
IMAGES
A picture can tell a thousand words, therefore using images in
learning content is highly recommended. Incorporating pictures in
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your content is not difficult but there are also some small, but
important, details you may have to consider.
Nowadays most of the mobile devices have a 3.5'' screen, displaying
240x320 pixels, but the majority still prefer smaller displays due to
the smaller price. When an image is uploaded to a mobile learning
system it needs to be viewable and understandable by the student.
Recommended image size is: 240 pixel maximum width and 320
pixels maximum height. The educational content creator should use
larger images only if he is sure about the devices of the target group.
Nowadays every mobile device manufacturer supports its own
standards and although there are attempts to settle on some
international ones, we still face the problem with the image file
format. As we know our computers support a vast number of image
formats – JPEG, GIF, BMP, TIFF, PNG, etc.
The mobile devices, due to their smaller operational memory and
slower transfer rates, must use a very good compressed, almost
noiseless format. This format should also be supported by most
mobile device manufacturers. It might also be a good idea to use
PNG format for all images. The PNG format is accepted in almost all
currently available devices.
AUDIO
Again, if an audio format is supported or not, depends on the
manufacturer, but still all devices nowadays use the standard format
WAV.
There comes another big problem – a minute of WAV sound with
acceptable good quality is about 10MB, which will take a lot of time
to download and process and also lot of money. Course material as
sound could also be a lot longer – 5 to 10 minutes or even more.
Some tips to minimize file size:
•

Students don’t need perfect quality, unless the course is about
music. Normally the human voice uses a frequency from
8000Hz to 16000Hz. So there won’t be considerable change of
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•
•
•

quality if a WAV file is converted from a 44kHz sample to
around 8kHz bandwidth.
Record the audio in mono format. Very few devices nowadays
offer true stereo sound from their loudspeakers and stereo
sound is almost not needed for speech.
The last characteristic of a sound file is its bit rate. For highquality sounds this is higher than 20kb/sec. For speech 7kb/sec
would do perfectly well without loss of quality.
The tests show, that a high-quality wav file of 1 minute is about
10MB in size, and after using the above three tips for converting
the file it was compressed to about 500kb.

VIDEO
The 3rd Generation Project has developed a standard for video files
on mobile devices – 3GP (file format is *.3gp). 3gp is a container for
video information. Every modern device should and must support
this format. Resolution of a video (recommended 240x320 pixels)
should again not be bigger than the user’s screen.
The video format underneath can follow two standards.
The first one is the so called H.263, which is the default 3gp
standard. It is characterized by:
•
•
•

less compression;
poor quality;
easier to implement.

Therefore, it is supported even by older mobile devices. Sound
contained in the file should be the standard AMR or AAC.
The second format is the H.264. It allows better compression
without losing much of the quality. The drawback of this method is
that the implementation of the parsing algorithm is heavy and
cannot be implemented on every device.
The H.264 format is also an extension to the MPEG-4 called ‘Part 10’
by the standardization authorities. It is interesting to note, that this
format is used also on other platforms like YouTube, Blu-Ray discs,
Adobe Flash Video, etc.
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H.263

H.264

Older mobile devices used the, easier
to implement on weak devices,
format H.263. This format has a
limitation in the size of the video,
where the maximum is set at
176x144 pixels. Displaying textual
information on such a small space is
pointless, because of the small
amount of information, that it can
contain.

If the user has a more modern
device – with a
bigger
screen
calculation power,

and

better

then it is probable that it supports
the better
format H.264. This format allows
larger video sizes and in video files
encoded with it is also possible to
place text.

There are a couple of simple ways to create video from learning
content:
•
•

using a Web screen-recording tool (for example Camtasia);
converting a PowerPoint content directly to video format. You
create your content in Power Point, add animations, synch
narration and convert directly to video format.

The following conclusions can be made:
1. One of the advantages of designing mLearning is that it forces us
to express the most with the least; it compels us to design concise,
elegant content and remove the superfluous.
2. If the information can be shown interactively – in the form of
animation or video, then results could be better than expected.
3. Downloading larger files could cost more at some places,
according to the data plan of the user. Therefore it is best to use
lower bit rates for audio and video, and make the video screen
smaller.
4. Textual content should be used for short pieces of information
and tips.
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6. The specifics of the training of the target groups
Many Jordan universities and institutions of higher education have
recognized the value of the Internet in changing the way people
learn. Traditional classroom courses can be augmented with
interactive materials on the Web and old fashioned distance
learning courses can be transformed from correspondence courses
or television lectures into e-learning environments.
However, few Jordan institutions have been able to embrace elearning in a way that enables widespread innovative uses of
learning technology throughout the institution. Instead, many rely
on individual faculty or departments to make their own decisions
about how to implement an e-learning environment that best suits
their needs. The result is a hybrid of incompatible solutions that
make it difficult for faculty to share their work.
The lack of a centralized technical support organization can also
limit the use of e-learning tools to departments that have technical
expertise. E-learning can be defined as the use of information and
communication technology to acquire knowledge and improve skills
at times and on terms defined by each learner in an interactive and
engaging environment. It can cover a spectrum of activities from
supported learning, to blended learning (the combination of
traditional and e-learning practices), to learning that is entirely
online.
The higher education in Jordan has been traditionally recognized as
the base for learning, technological innovation, and knowledge
creation. Empowering this base with widened and lifelong learning
capabilities better promotes innovation, intellectual capital
investment, social and economic development, and education
empowerment. Recent advances in ICT have spurred an increasing
interest in e-learning pedagogy to widen access to learning and
cultivate lifelong learning among citizens through the use of ICT.
Some characteristic features of using Information & Communication
Technologies (ICT) in Jordan are:
•

Jordanian Universities have robust, standards-based
information technology network infrastructure, including
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

hardware, software, and applications for intra-university
connectivity; and global connectivity through the Internet.
Jordanian Universities are connected to centralized integrated
e-library system.
Some Universities have invested in e-learning tools (VLE and
Content Development tools).
Mobile penetration is growing rapidly and reached 64%, mainly
due to significant drops in mobile charges.
The quality and reliability of the telecommunications
infrastructure is above global standards.
E-learning experience is immature in all Jordanian Universities
and it is scattered among some departments/faculties without
consistency.
There is no common understanding of the benefits of e-learning.
Some see it as a lesser form of education (when compared with
traditional classroom based, teacher or professor-led
instruction). Very few people see the potential it can bring to
improving the quality of education, and increasing the reach
and breadth of educational opportunities.
Most of the content being developed does not leverage elearning instructional design

The target groups as well as the responsible Jordan universities,
schools and training institutions have conducted the interviews and
collected the surveys. A group of participants, including instructors,
teachers and students, were contacted and interviewed.
The following conclusions from the needs analysis are made:
•
•
•
•

The study stressed the need for effective and continuous
integration of the mobile technologies in the educational
process.
The most suitable devices to be used are tablets or laptops
while using mobile device inside class rooms might be difficult.
Tablets or laptops should be redistributed in a way that is
compatible with students’ numbers and educational needs.
Activating and promoting the mobile devices in the educational
process should be sustainably serviced to avoid technical
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•
•
•
•

problems that students might face. Furthermore, the lectures
content must be updated to meet the students’ needs.
Finding radical solutions for slow Internet connection and other
disconnection inconveniences before Appling the program.
Change the type of lecture’s content most frequently used from
hard copies (text) to digital resources audio, video, images.
Most teachers (about 80%) agree that mobile learning will
bring new opportunities of learning.
Around 78% of the students used their mobiles in
education. Students with special needs (deaf) are the most.
6.1 mEQUITY Case Target Groups

Based on the needs analysis survey's results that aimed to examine
the readiness and use of mobile technologies in the higher
educational institutions in Jordan (HEI), and seeks to assist in
developing plans, strategies and programs that support education
reform for the people with special needs, and depending on the
information gathered by means of questionnaires and interviews;
the target groups and their profiles, level of social adaptation,
learning environment, abilities and specific needs were
consequently defined.
The target groups of the project are shown in the table below, as
well as the responsible university who had conducted the interviews
and the collected the surveys.
Target Groups:
1.
General Secondary Schools for
Children with Special Needs. (QRC)
2.
Students at the School of EngineeringUJ (Dipseil)
Higher Council for Affairs of persons with
Disabilities
Deanship of Students Affairs at each partner
University
Gazza refugees camp
Nazik Al Hariri welfare center for special
education
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Responsible
University
UJ

Status


UJ



UJ, PSUT,JUST



JUST
PUST
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6.1.1

University of Jordan Case

Students with special needs started to receive educational services
in Jordan in the late 1960s. It was clear that these services were
mainly focused on people who were visually impaired and deaf those who had disabilities which were obviously physical instead of
related to learning.
In 2010 the MoE established two specialist departments in order to
provide assistance. In July 2010 the MoE also established a
department of special education impairments combined with a
department of talent in Jordan.
Al-Amal Secondary School for Deaf Students.
A public institution- No fees are applied- located in Jabal Allweibdeh
in the middle of Amman, the capital, 8.5 km away from the
University of Jordan.
The system of education in Al-Amal school is "Coeducational" Where
girls and boys are jointly educated at the same classes. The
approximate number of registered students is 109, while the
number of staff is 32.
Students at Al-Amal School are divided into two categories:


Deaf Students (Majority)

Students who are found to be educationally deaf are being taught in
classes where Sign Language is the primary language for
communication and for teaching/learning and where the written
Arabic language is taught/learned by way of translation = bilingual
education.


Students with Hard of Hearing (HH)

Students with this possibility are being taught in classes where the
Arabic (spoken) language is the main language and where some
signs and total communication are used to clarify and ease the
communication.
First one must make a thorough assessment of the hearing-loss, the
student's capability to utilize his residual hearing, the language-level
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- in short: the student's possibilities of acquiring the spoken
language through hearing.
Teaching/learning methods at Al-Amal School:
Since the education of the deaf needs so much extra
teaching/learning material beyond textbooks and exercise books,
they also use ample facilities for material production. Primarily, a
good photocopying machine and also ample supplies of paper,
cardboard, crayons etc.
They depend on Visual –Based learning as methods of teaching. The
languages used in the classroom by teachers are: Sign Language and
written English and Arabic Language.
It's worth mentioning that courses in sign language for families and
for beginner teachers, interpreters and other professionals working
with the deaf are being offered by the expert teachers.
Teacher training, ToT




The teachers in general seem devoted and skillful.
Qualified and motivated teachers are appointed in the school.
Training workshops for the teachers are being organized
regularly, but they still need to receive training on new
techniques and tools to implement newly acquired teaching
approaches in the classrooms.

Vocational Training Program.
At the School they have pre-vocational programs. Since they believe
that Not many of the deaf students will be capable of receiving their
higher education. Furthermore, if they have finished their education,
they will have to compete on unequal terms with their hearing peers
in a field where unemployment is growing in Jordan.
Target Group II: Students at the School of Engineering-UJ
(Dipseil)
The Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Department at the
University of Jordan approve to include the following developed
courses that use DIPSEIL system as e-learning platform in the
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context of mEQUITY project within the curriculum of the
departments, which have been offered at the:
1.
1st Semester of the academic year 2017/2018.
2.
2nd Semester of the academic year 2017/2018.
3.
Summer semester of the academic year 2017/2018.
Lectures were prepared and taught by mEQUITY team at the
University of Jordan;





Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh (Project Coordinator at UJ).
Prof. Dia Abu Al-Nadi (Electrical Engineering Department).
Prof. Mohammad Hawwa (Electrical Engineering Department).
Dr. Ghazi Al-Sukkar (Electrical Engineering Department).
6.1.2

Princess Sumaya University for Technology Case

As a summary of our work with Nazik al Hariri Welfare Center for
special Education, and the survey forms distributed among PSUT
educators and learners, we have now located our target groups
which we intended to propose during the second management
meeting being:
III.

Target group one: All PSUT students

IV.
Target group two: Students from Nazik al Hariri Welfare
Center for special Education between the ages of 8-18 years old.

Target Groups
Our Lady of Peace Center (Special Education)
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Current training / classes / services









Typing
Basic IT skills
Drawing
Play ground
Health care activities
Counting Lessons
Identifying Letters
Identifying Animals
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Partners Institution Technology Students
Current training / classes / services:
Remote Communication Experiments

6.1.3

Jordan University of Science and Technology Case

The Target groups of mEQUITY project at JUST were students with
problems in access to education including:
1. Gaza camp students who suffers from socioeconomic
isolation (please refer to the Pilot Experiment Organization
report for more details about this group [1])
2. Unemployed young professional who recently graduated
from JUST
3. Senior students with special needs.
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4. Students from the host communities (here they will be JUST
students who live in the host communities as encouraged by
local officials to comply with the national response plan to
support refugees and their host communities adapted by the
EU and other international donors [2-4])
In the first phase of the project a Need analysis study was conducted
to identify the characteristics of the target group and the attitudes of
both educators and students to the use of mobile technologies and
their application in the processes of teaching and learning in JUST
which showed a great acceptance of using such technology in
education despite the fact that only minority of students and
teachers have ever used mobile for learning.
The Need analysis study emphasized the importance of developing
vocational training courses in renewable energy which can improve
the life quality of this low-income community, create new jobs, and
protect the surrounding environment.
The study also showed that using mobile application technology is
an essential tool to reach these targeted low-income groups in and
deliver useful and successful training materials.
Using this technology in teaching and training can have a great
impact on other low-income communities such as village and
isolated regions in Jordan to deliver different type of training for
them to improve their income and enhance their life quality and
health.
Within the mEQUTIY project the following SWOT matrix has been
identified for the target groups:
Strengths
Positive attitude toward the use of
distance learning programs, and
mobile digital resources
New funding program to support the
installation of PV and solar water
heaters Jordan
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Weaknesses
have limited access to services
including; state universities
high unemployment ratio
Geographic location – limited
access to education
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Opportunities
about 4000 to 6000 job
opportunities by PV projects alone
until 2020 in Jordan
positive association of higher
education with income, selfperceived good health and male
employment
Strong and experience consortium
with experience in developing RE
education
Adaptation of educational system to
the needs of business
Interest in broad and multidisciplinary skills combining
technical background with
economics, and management
competencies

Threats
Large number of young
populations
Lack of adequate funding to have
the desired impact
Lack of awareness and practical
skills about RE technologies
Work ban of positions in the public
sector for Gaza camp students

7. Implementation of two educational scenarios –
MDR model mEQUITY case
7.1 Educational scenarios
1. Encouraging interactivity and expand training opportunities
for students with special needs;
2. Use of mobile devices for distant training of socio-economic
disadvantaged people.
The design of educational scenarios is based on the following
prerequisites:
•

The implementation of the “augmented reality” technology by
using mobile devices in the educational process allows for
applying specific approaches, based on the modern pedagogical
theories and their realization in practice, what is due to the fact
that it can be implemented successfully in training. Thus the
interest toward attending study will be increased, as the
students will look at their classes as a place for interesting and
creative activities.
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•

•
•

•

The use of mobile digital resources during the lessons will
practically contribute to students knowledge and skills
integration and forming competences in various fields of
knowledge. The students with special needs will be encouraged,
by means of increasing their motivation and self-assessment for
obtaining better education with a view to a better perspective
for their socialization and fulfilment in life.
Appropriate use of “augmented reality” technology on mobile
devices in training creates prerequisites for full control over the
basic components of the material.
Training with the help of mobile devices has the potential to
enhance the access to education for students, to create
supportive learning environment, adaptive to their individual
needs. Advancement in development of mobile technologies
creates prerequisites for facilitating the online students in three
main areas: Information resources delivery; Access to training
resources; Interactive communication between educators and
students. The main advantage, offered by training with mobile
devices to students with special needs is that it removes the
spatial barriers in front of them – the physical classrooms
become unnecessary in the traditional sense of this word and
the students can join a course from a place and at time, chosen
by them.
The second scenario addresses people who do not have access
to education as it is far away from their place, because of lack of
finances, or because of socio-economic isolation. In times when
big groups of people permanently remain outside the labour
market, taking measures to increase employment and
organizing retraining and motivation of the unemployed people
are of primary importance. Obtaining additional training and
qualifications is a prerequisite for start a job. For this scenario a
package of courses for initial vocational training will be
developed based on the platform for electronic training
DIPSEIL.

The previous experience of the team members and the results,
obtained during the study of the “augmented reality” technology and
its application in education gives us reasons to expand the study to
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different groups of users in various educational and training
contexts. The character of the “augmented reality” technology has
the potential to build an appropriate learning environment to satisfy
the natural curiosity of the students and give them the chance to get
to know the world in accordance with their educational objectives.
The use of these technologies does not require from the students
any preparation in advance. The “augmented reality” technology is
based on their intuitive preconceptions and personal preferences
and offers very good possibilities for building steady interest and
lasting motivation.
Scenario 1.
Encouraging interactivity and expand training
opportunities for students with special needs;
The focus of the scenario is placed on the students with special
needs: people with disabilities, ethnic minorities students, students
dropping out from the educational system for various reason. The
integration of these groups depends mainly on their training and the
knowledge they acquire. All the means, listed above, facilitate
memorizing and learning by offering visual and audio stimuli and
therefore they are appropriate for people with deficits.
The use of an innovative method of training for improving the
conditions for access to education aims at making the schools more
attractive by building up a supportive educational environment, by
enriching with appropriate for the particular age school materials
and school-aids.
The formulation of the objective is based on the prerequisite that the
implementation of the augmented reality technology by using
mobile devices in the educational process allows for applying
specific approaches, based on the modern pedagogical theories and
their realization in practice, what is due to the fact that it can be
implemented successfully in training. Thus the interest toward
attending school by the students from minority groups will be
increased, as they will look at their school as a place for interesting
and creative activities.
Training with the help of mobile devices has the potential to
enhance the access to education for students with special needs, to
create supportive learning environment, adaptive to their individual
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needs. Advancement in development of mobile technologies creates
prerequisites for facilitating the online students in three main areas:

Information resources delivery;

Access to training resources;

Interactive communication between educators and students.
Scenario 2.Use of mobile devices for distant training of socioeconomic disadvantaged people.
This scenario is addressed to people who do not have access to
education as it is far away from their place, because of lack of
finances, or because of socio-economic isolation. In times when big
groups of people permanently remain outside the labour market,
taking measures to increase employment and organizing retraining
and motivation of the unemployed people are of primary
importance. Obtaining additional training andqualificationsis a
prerequisite forbetter employment.
Advantages, offered by distant learning to unemployed people from
remote areas are:
•
It removes the spatial barriers – the physical classroom now
becomes unnecessary and the students can join the courses in the
virtual learning environment from a place on their choice;
•
Removes the time barriers – thus the various styles of
learning are satisfied and the students follow a flexible schedule of
learning in convenient for them time;
•
Removes the dependence on the basic paper source of
information (mostly a textbook), wherein a possible potential
advantage is the access to more up-to-date and relevant
information;
•
Increasesthe commitment ofthe studentstothe learning
process. This can happen in practice by facilitating the access to
information and by wider choice of available materials.
7.2 Model of the use of "augmented reality" technology by
mobile devices in learning
The construction of educational technology of teaching of the
educational content using augmented realitycomplies the following
factors:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Psycho-physiological characteristics students with special
needs;
The principles of active learning.
Educational technology includes the following set of activities
such as:
Preparation of plan-scenarios of individual lessons from
selected subjects. They reflect the place and manner of
incorporating "augmented reality" technology;
Selection of the appropriate system of methods and techniques
of teaching and organization of educational process on selected
topics using "augmented reality" technology by mobile devices.
The preparation of appropriate tools for diagnostic of students’
knowledge.

In preparing this structural element the experience and views of the
teacher who set his teaching style and personal preferences is
dominant. The teacher is the one who adapts prepared educational
multimedia products for augmented reality to the characteristics of
the students.
Educational technology includes three methodological options to
carry out the learning process.
In methodological option 1 QR Codes are printed on transparent
film, which is placed on the relevant page of the textbook. For each
page of the book, for which there is multimedia content created,
there are transparencies with a corresponding QR code.
Under this option, the teacher plays a leading role in
organizing the learning process. He:
• Sets the pace of work so that all students can work
simultaneously;
• In the course of the lesson he organizes a targeted surveillance
of multimedia resources related to the QR code.
In methodological option 2 the QR Codes are printed on separate
worksheets made according to the theme of the lesson. Students
work in pairs, but alone, without the intervention of the teacher. For
the monitoring of each individual resource, completing the
questions and tasks of the worksheet to it a fixed time is allocated.
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After the expiry of this time the answers are checked collectively
and if necessary the teacher gives further clarification. In this
methodological option the teacher has again a leading role in
organizing the learning process, as the pace of the work is set by him
again. Here, in contrast to the methodical Option 1, independent
work of students has a greater share. Students read tasks, prepare
joint responses and only then participate in the lecture organized by
the teacher.
In methodological option 3 worksheets with printed QR Codes are
used again, but the organization of learning is different. Students
observe all the multimedia resources in pairs and alone (without the
intervention of the teacher), answer all questions and problems
from worksheets. Shortly before the end of the lesson collectively
check the answers again. The main differences between this version
and version 2 are as follows:
There is increased the individual work of students - the
intervention of the teacher is only at the end of the lesson to
examine and summarize the results;
•
This option provides relatively good job opportunity students
to follow their own pace of learning (as far as it is possible in
the class-classroom system of education).
Choosing this option is linked to the idea to increase autonomy in
the study of topics and to provide conditions for shared learning.
•

7.3 Model for the use of DIPSEIL
DIPSEIL (http://env.dipseil.net/v3) is a platform for electronic
learning, giving possibilities for designing, development and offering
resources for the educational process, characterized by ensuring
help for the students when necessary and as much as required, so
that they can deal with real assignments in the context of a problembased type of education. DIPSEIL has two specific characteristics:
•
The learning content is based on learning tasks. Performance
tasks aim preliminary at specified learning outcomes.
•
There will be no lectures, practicals or final examination.
Students only perform the learning tasks throughout the
semester and collect credits for each learning tasks they
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perform adequately. They receive a final mark at the end of the
semester based on the collected credits.
•

DIPSEIL task for performance provides a combination of the
following elements:

•

Task description - the learning tasks is described, explaining the
students what is expected of them.
Reference information - task relevant resources support
students by making immediately available information, which
they either have to study or use just in time to perform the task.
Task-specific training - training materials which help the user to
learn while performing the task.
Instructions how to perform the task.
Expert advice about a task - expert advices part contains
specific advice on performing tasks.

•
•
•
•

According to the needs and capabilities of the students, educational
modules/courses will be developed and adapted on the platform for
electronic learning DIPSEIL.
Some principal changes in the instructional design of course
materials:
Instructional designers have to think in terms of training
solutions to performance tasks. The task analysis defines the
underlying skills and knowledge that lead to expert task
performance.
•
The students’ assessment is changed in term of well-performed
task. Goals and objectives transform the measurement of
achieved knowledge and skills to the measurement impact on
performance. And the evaluation of this impact will be the
required level of performance.
By means of DIPSEIL platform individual support will be provided
and individual approach will be applied. To enable students to
participate fully in the learning process, when developing the
educational courses, both the capabilities and requirements of the
particular group of students should be precisely analysed and well•
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grounded choice of the most appropriate mobile technology should
be made for development of digital resources, adequate to their
needs.
1. For the students with musculoskeletal disorders educational
modules from a Master’s degree course will be adapted. The use of
the mobile technologies has a key and facilitating role in offering
educational resources to students with musculoskeletal disorders
because of the fact that mobile technologies give a flexible access to
a wide spectrum of information and educational digital resources,
tailored to their needs. They allow online courses to be accessed
from mobile devices at any time and from any place.
2. For unemployed people a set of courses for professional
qualification will be developed, based on the platform for electronic
learning DIPSEIL. It will give a possibility to include in the
educational system people, isolated for social-economic reasons.
The Design Model presents main steps and activities that the course
designer has to undertake preparing the course, presented and
structured as DIPSEIL, and obtained results from these activities.
The results are input data for the DIPSEIL Editor, which aimed to fill
the DIPSEIL data-base, giving up the course designer a friendly and
useful environment to do this.
The first step in the Design Model is to define the subject matter
domain in a form of knowledge model. In educational contexts, the
domain is a subject area and for the domain analysis we have to
define the domain and identify and list all tasks that comprise the
domain. For defining the domain the designer has to identify main
concepts in the domain and their relations; materials that allow the
user to learn more deeply about a given concept and provide the
theory defining the concept; additional information, software, good
examples and instructions.
The next step in the Model is to state the objectives to define the
desired learning outcomes in terms of a measurable learner
performance. In this step objectives are stated on the level domain
objectives.
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The next two steps continue the process of defining the domain of
learning and lead to the well defined tasks for performance – list
with tasks for performance, activities to be operated upon in each
task and tools to be used. The transactions define the tasks that gain
each of the objectives. The following information will be required:
major ways that the concepts are likely to be used by or useful to the
learner; major competencies that are part of the concepts; any tools
that are used in the performance of each task; any objects that
gained during performance of each task.
The result from the transactions is a list with all tasks for
performance, mastering the domain. The designer has to think of,
list and arrange all tasks in the optimal procedural order, avoiding
duplication of tasks. Then he has to determine any paths trough
tasks in order to gain each objective, sequence the paths and
organize them into modules.
For each task for performance the designer has to identify
instructions for task performance, software for task performance
and direction for using software for task performance purpose.
One of the most important parts of DIPSEIL is the Expert advice.
Expert systems allow expertise of the few to be disseminated to the
many. They do this by encoding an expert's knowledge in discrete,
declarative 'chunks' of knowledge, without the need for
conventional programming. A reasoning engine applies that
knowledge to specific cases by having information from the course
designer. The reasoning engine, using the knowledgebase, probes
the user for information about a particular situation as needed, and
finds the appropriate recommendations for that user, based on their
situation.
7.4 Realization of MDR model mEQUITY case at the three
Jordanian Universities
The term 'model' consists main elements and their identification
during the implementation phase. In mEQUITY case these elements
are:
1) courseware and content;
2) software tools (e.g. learning management systems);
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3) material for e-learning capacity building;
4) repositories of learning objects; and
5) free educational courses.
According to their function in learning, mobile digital resources
include:
• Learning resources - courseware, content modules, learning
objects, learner support
and assessment tools;
• Resources to support teachers - tools for teachers and support
materials to enable
them to create, adapt, and use MDR, as well as training materials for
teachers and
other teaching tools.
7.4.1

mEQUITY MDR Model at JUST

Based on the Need analyses study, JUST developed University level
courses (vocational and academic courses) about renewable energy,
agriculture engineering, and IoT fields that correspond to the skills,
knowledge and competence, abilities and specific needs of the target
group, for which the digital resources for learning by means of
mobile devices was developed.
Performance Centered Learning methodology was adapted during
the development of the courses. The performance in education
related to performance of students’ future working environments.
During the course students should be confronted with and trained
for situations they will also encounter in their future profession. The
scope of courses should not be limited to support the curriculum
educational objectives but also support the performance of the
students in the everyday working environment.
The open educational resources were available to the students
within the DIPSEIL framework (Distributed Internet Based
Performance Support Environment for Individualized Learning).
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Renewable energy courses
mEQUITY team aims to develop a modern education strategy to
introduce the Renewable Energy (RE) concepts and benefits through
Vocational Training (VT) to disadvantage people.
The courses concentrate on Photovoltaics PV since it is the most Job
generating RE technology in Jordan.
The objective of VT in RE should cover the need of business
activities of companies working in RE in Jordan which basically lay
within sales/installations of PV, and although there is a clear need
for qualified engineers and technician, engineers with
multidisciplinary skills (knowledge of finance, marketing, or
economics) are also needed.
Main results obtained from field surveys on the RE education in
Jordan, suggest that that renewable energy markets will suffer from
ill-educated and trained engineers and technicians in this field.
The following table shows a group of educational objectives that was
identified for the renewable energy courses, the Educational
objectives are also divided into 3 groups as follow:
Basic
knowledge
related to PV and
solar water heaters

Practical
Designer
installer

Introduction to solar
energy and other RE
technologies

Occupational
and health

Introduction of the
energy
status
in
Jordan
Physics
of
solar
radiations (quantity,
quality, spectrum)
Solar
radiation
measurements (DNI,
GHI, DR, GNI, etc...)

skills

of
and

safety

and
of

Design and sizing of
an on-grid PV system
Design and sizing of
an off-grid PV system

Solar radiation and PV
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Soft business
including:

skills

Communication skills.

Personal
protective
equipment
Site
survey
identification
customer
requirements

Business
skills
of
Designer and installer

Self-introduction and CV
writing
Job
management

interview

Time management and
organization.
Presentation skills.
Goal identification.
Relationship building at
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energy Balance
PV system component
PV system design and
performance
indicators
Tilt angle, Air mass,
Sizing ratio, IV curves,
MPPT etc...
Effect of environment
on the performance
and the IV (shading,
radiation soiling, etc...
Advantages
and
disadvantages of PV,
Physics solar energy
balance water heaters
Types of solar water
heaters and sizing
calculation

Design
sizing,
selection
and
installation of a solar
water heater
Structural
calculation

systems

Introduction to the
legislations and codes
that regulate the work
in solar energy in
Jordan
Electrical companies’
requirements
for
issuing license to
connect RE system to
the grid

work.
Entrepreneurship
skills
Generating a business
idea
Developing a business
plan
Market analysis
Financial analysis
Realistic planning
Marketing
Costing and Pricing
Solar Market in Jordan;

Pre-installation’s
calculation,
documentation
and
drawing

current opportunities

Single line diagram.
Installation at site.

RE
companies
registration

Testing and inspection

Market stake holders

Operation
inverter sittings
As-built,
documentation
drawing

and

and

Maintenance
(preventive, failures,
reactive)
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Based on the educational objectives above one academic
engineering course was updated and four others were developed
under project, the courses are:
1. Renewable Energy: updated by mEQUITY project and taught in
Pilot I and pilot II
2. Intro. to Energy Situation in Jordan: developed within mEQUITY
project taught in Pilot I and pilot II.
3. Photovoltaics (PV) Technology: developed within mEQUITY
project taught in Pilot I and pilot II.
4. Career orientation and Personal Development: developed
within mEQUITY project taught in Pilot I and pilot II.
Photovoltaics (PV) System Design: developed within mEQUITY
project but was not taught in the pilot.
The last four courses are vocational training courses three of them
were taught under the pilot. To turn the educational objectives into
tasks, DACUM technique was used. DACUM (Developing A
Curriculum) is a quick yet highly valid job analysis technique. The
DACUM process is used to determine the competencies that should
be addressed in a training curriculum for a specific occupation. This
technique will extend the use of the MDR after the course as it can
serve as Performance support system for the students at the point of
need when they are employed.
Four professional engineers and two experience technicians were
interviewed and were asked to describe their daily tasks at work
and were asked to identify what are the competencies that they
consider when interviewing new engineer for work. Based on the
DACUM panel recommendation, the tasks of the courses were
developed. For detailed description of the courses and the
competencies please refer to tool no 17.
After Pilot I the tasks of the last course were finalized based on the
feedback of the students and a professional engineer who audited
the course.
Agricultural engineering courses
1.
Field Crops Production: updated by mEQUITY project and
taught in Pilot I
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2.
Seed Production and Technology: updated by mEQUITY
project and taught in pilot II
The above courses are academic B.Sc. labs offered by Department of
Plant Production at JUST for Agronomy students. The course
consists of 12 lab activities. the students are required to submit a
report for each lab as a hardcopy as well as an electronic copy using
the DIPSIEL system.
Courses developed or updated within the mEQUITY project but
was not part of the pilot:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Internet of Thing course (IoT)
Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point Course (HACCP)
Concept mapping course,
Photovoltaics (PV) System Design

These courses were developed within mEQUITY project using the
methodology of task-based learning or performance-based learning
for the targeted group above but were tough either after the pilot
(HACCP and IoT) or scheduled to be taught in the next semesters.
7.4.2

mEQUITY MDR Model at PSUT

Interactive Course for Disabled Students
•
•
•

Developing interactive courses for disabled students covering
basic skills such as Drawing, Typing, Framing, Weaving, etc...
QR-codes are scanned using a dedicated mobile app to
download and play the lessons.
Standalone mobile apps. can be downloaded from the DIPSEIL
course management system.
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Interactive Courses for Disabled Students
Our Lady of Peace Center for Special Education
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Course contents/Development (QR codes designed)

•

Basic IT skills

•

Typing

•

Drawing

•

Create files

•

Saving files

•

Open files

•

Basic Health

•

Teeth brushing

•

Segments

•

Recognizing Letters, Numbers and Animals
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Remote Communication Lab Platform

•
•
•
•
•

General multi I/O board.
The board is equipped with multiple communication systems
experiments.
Users can select and operate the desired experiment using
DIPSEIL course management system.
DIPSEIL is loaded with a user interface coded with *.html pages.
System paradigm emphasizes easy selection and execution of
the desired experiment.

System Hardware
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•
•
•

The experimental circuits were built using National
Instruments ELVIS® hardware.
The virtual instruments are implemented using LabView®
platform.
A dedicated server is used to cater for users connecting to the
experiments through the DIPSEIL course management system.

List of Experiments on the DIPSEIL eLearning Platform

A Sample Experiment Uploaded as html into DIPSEIL
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7.4.3

mEQUITY MDR Model at UJ

Target Group 1: Al- Amal School for Deaf students.
Lessons:





(7) Lessons in Biology: The cell, chromosomes, circulatory
system, digestive system, respiratory system, bacteria,
viruses and the seedless plants.
(3) Lessons in Geology: Earthquakes, the solar system, the
water cycle and volcanoes.
(7) Lessons in Physics. States of matter, simple machine, the
eye and reflection of light.
(3) Lessons in Chemistry: The 1st group elements, the 2nd
group elements and hydrocarbon compounds.

Taking into consideration the needs of the target students, the QR
codes technology was adapted, as it is the best method to serve our
purpose.
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Preparing Plan Scenarios:
Based on the sample plan scenario sent by the project coordinator,
and after adapting it to become convenient with the strategic plan
and scenarios used in the school.
In total (20) Plan Scenarios were prepared in both Arabic and
English language illustrating the objectives; expected outputs; tools
to be used; strategies; lessons flow( students role and teacher role)
and the resources.
Plan scenarios and recourses for the (4) subjects are uploaded to the
PMC<02-Implementation<Pilot experiment and analysis < UJ< Plan
Scenarios.

Sample plan scenario in Biology: The cell and its types
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Methodology:
•

•

First category: develop illustration videos and educational
supplemental material for students (that includes sign
language) and linking the scientific content of their regular
lessons with the technology using quick response codes (QRC).
Second category: develop illustration videos and educational
supplemental material translated to Arabic language and
distributed free of charge.
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Video processing and Editing:
In this stage illustration videos and educational supplemental
material for students (that includes sign language) were developed
and linked with the scientific content of their regular lessons and the
technology using QR codes. The Arabic subtitles as text and the
Arabic sign language interpreter were added to the video via video
editing software CAMTASIA. Synchronization between the video
running, the Arabic subtitles and the sign language interpreter was a
challenging problem.

Screen shot for editing a video on Earthquakes and Richter scale
showing the video, the Arabic Subtitles and the Arabic Sign language
Interpreter
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Relevant videos, subtitles, text, sign language
An Edited video Showing the three part: the demonstration Video,
the Arabic Subtitles and the Arabic Sign Interpreter running
synchronously.

The Process of recording The Arabic Sign language Interpretation.
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Students at the School of Engineering-UJ (Dipseil)
Advanced Renewable Energy Systems:
This course was offered during 1st Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for master students at the Mechanical Engineering
Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh. The number of
students enrolled in the course was 23 students from different
backgrounds.

Dipseil V3<mEQUITY teacher< Advanced Renewable Energy
Systems
Modules/Tasks are available at:
http://env.dipseil.net/v3/editor/courses.php
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Renewable Energy/Special topics in Thermals:
This course was offered during 1st Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Mechanical Engineering
Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh. The number of
students enrolled in the course was 68 Students.

Dipseil V3<mEQUITY teacher< Special Topics in Thermals-RES
Modules/Tasks are available at:
http://env.dipseil.net/v3/editor/courses.php
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Digital Signal Processing:
This course was offered during 2nd Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Electrical Engineering
Department and taught by Prof. Dia Abu Al-Nadi. The number of
students enrolled in the course was 27 Students.

Dipseil V3<mEQUITY teacher< Digital Signal Processing
Modules/Tasks are available at:
http://env.dipseil.net/v3/editor/courses.php
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Signals and Systems:
This course was offered during 2nd Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Electrical Engineering
Department and taught by Dr. Ghazi Al-Sukkar. The number of
students enrolled in the course was 76 Students.

Dipseil V3<mEQUITY teacher< Signals and Systems
Modules/Tasks are available at:
http://env.dipseil.net/v3/editor/courses.php
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Electrical Engineering Principles:
This course was offered during 2nd Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Electrical Engineering
Department and taught by Dr. Ghazi Al-Sukkar. The number of
students enrolled in the course was 22 Students.

Dipseil V3<mEQUITY teacher< Electrical Engineering Principles.
Modules/Tasks are available at:
http://env.dipseil.net/v3/editor/courses.php
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Fluid Mechanics Lab (3 sections)
This course was offered during 2nd Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Mechanical Engineering
Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh. The number of
students enrolled in the course was 50 Students.

Dipseil V3<mEQUITY teacher< Fluid Mechanics Lab.
Modules/Tasks are available at:
http://env.dipseil.net/v3/editor/courses.php
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Photovoltaic –PV:
This course was offered during 2nd Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for master students at the Mechanical Engineering
Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh. The number of
students enrolled in the course was 15 Students.

Dipseil V3<mEQUITY teacher< Photovoltaic –PV.
Modules/Tasks
are
available
http://env.dipseil.net/v3/editor/courses.php
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Special Topics –Renewable Energy Systems:
This course was offered during summer Semester of the academic
year 2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Mechanical
Engineering Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh.
The number of students enrolled in the course was 21 Students.

Dipseil V3<mEQUITY teacher< Special Topics –Renewable Energy
Systems.
Modules/Tasks are available at:
http://env.dipseil.net/v3/editor/courses.php
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Engineering Measurements Lab
This course was offered during summer Semester of the academic
year 2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Mechanical
Engineering Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh.
The number of students enrolled in the course was 15 Students.

Dipseil V3<mEQUITY teacher< Engineering Measurements Lab.
Modules/Tasks are available at:
http://env.dipseil.net/v3/editor/courses.php
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Thermal and Fluid Sciences Lab
This course was offered during summer Semester of the academic
year 2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Mechanical
Engineering Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh.
The number of students enrolled in the course was 15 Students.

Dipseil V3<mEQUITY teacher< Thermal and Fluid Sciences Lab.
Modules/Tasks are available at:
http://env.dipseil.net/v3/editor/courses.php
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CHAPTER 3
mEQUITY AUGMENTED REALITY
METHODOLOGY
1. Introduction
An in-person course was provided to University teachers in the
country of Jordan so they would acquire, practice and develop skills
needed to create content for Augmented Reality experiences and
content to enhance education for disabled as well as socially
disadvantaged students.

2. Establishing Minimised Workflows for Creativity
As well as designing and producing the content on behalf of
Jordanian University staff, it was felt that it would be a more
sustainable approach to train staff in creating multimedia and AR
content by using off the shelf software coupled with tight, minimal
learning curve workflows to create end-user ready content that
could be completed from inception to dissemination in a matter of
minutes. Having creative workflows that spanned between 5 and 10
minutes would allow for many iterations of content refinement to be
carried out ensuring delivery and implementation of optimally
engaging student learning experiences.

3. ‘Eight Realities’ Technology Enhanced Education
In education many ways exist to illustrate the reality of the world
students learn about through Technology Enhanced Learning. At
Ravensbourne University London, Architecture and Fashion course
tutors adopted an approach known as ‘Eight Reality’ Technology
Enhanced Education to convey how students need to become
familiar with many different creative realities in order for them to
be prepare with emerging trends in the workplace and in society. In
putting together a practical approach to training teachers, the
mEQUITY methodology would draw upon this approach to create
mobile ready content for students. Eight kinds of approach to
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creativity contribute to innovation, each a kind of ‘reality’ the
student must learn to use as a channel for their creativity and
inspiration.
1. Everyday Reality.
2. Imaginary Reality.
3. Drawn/Captured Reality.
4. Computer/Electronic Aided Reality.
5. 3D Printed Reality.
6. Augmented Reality.
7. Virtual Reality.
8. Extended/Holographic Reality.
Each of the above realities is now described and references given to
how they relate to one another in the table below:
1. Everyday Reality. There
is the real world that
people can learn about
directly without any
aids other their own
senses. People can build
things in the real world,
whether that is a house,
car, a landscaped garden
or a sculpture.
2. Imaginary Reality. A
polar opposite to the
real world is a person’s
imaginary world where
they dream and create
simply by shifting their
own thoughts and
perceptions.
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3. Drawn/Captured Reality.
Illustrations, drawings
or paintings can be
another way to portray
the world. Using
anything as simple as a
pencil or a palette of
oils, a creative can
illustrate a perception or
an idea in a way that can
be visibly shared with
others. A series of
drawings can be made
into an animation. Also a
series of photographs
can be combined into a
filmstrip to create a
motion picture or video.
Captured images can
also be used to construct
3D Digital models of the
world as is done with 3D
Scanning.
4. Computer/Electronic
Aided Reality. A more
sophisticated form
drawing and
construction where a
creative design or idea
can be portrayed on a
two dimensional screen
such as a TV screen, or
Computer monitor.
Often used for
Advertising,
Architecture and
Engineering this
approach is now also
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used in Fashion for
designing new
garments. Designs can
be Drawn onto paper by
using a printer to
physically print them
and give independent
existence from the
computer.
5. 3D Printed Reality. A
combination of
Computer Aided Reality
and Everyday Reality,
designs can now be
printed into physical
form using a 3D Printer.
A form of Digital
sourced Sculpture,
designs can be printed
in materials including
plastic, powdered stone,
wood and even metal.
6. Augmented Reality. A
mobile device such as a
smartphone, tablet or
laptop can have the view
from an onboard camera
overlaid with digital
content such as text, a
3D Model, video,
animation or an
interactive element. The
content is augmented or
added to the reality
presented by the camera
view. Everyday Reality
content can be 3D
scanned and the model
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shown overlaid on the
camera view. In
addition, Drawn as well
as Computer Aided
Reality can contribute
content to the camera
view. The viewer sees a
reality through the
camera view that is a
hybrid reality made
from Everyday Reality
and Digitally sourced
elements while still
being able to be present
to Everyday Reality
through the human
senses.
7. Virtual Reality. The user
can be placed
completely in an
artificially generated
digital environment
with no direct sensory
connection to Everyday
Reality. A
binocular/stereoscopic
Virtual Reality headset
can provide a Computer
Generated Reality to
each human eye to give
the impression to the
viewer they are in
another world
altogether from
Everyday Reality. VR
headsets commonly
used include the Oculus
Rift and HTC Vive. Mixed
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Reality headsets are like
Virtual Reality headsets
except the feeds into
each eye are founded on
camera views of the
Everyday Reality.
8. Extended/Holographic
Reality. Headsets such as
the Microsoft Hololens
have transparent lenses
placed in front of each
eye through which
Everyday Reality can be
seen. Digital content
such as video, 3D
Models or Computer
Generated Imagery can
be projected onto the
lenses to give the
impression of content
being present in the
Everyday Reality.
This can be an
experience akin to
observing a Hologram in
the physical space a
person is in, a kind of
extension to Everyday
Reality or Extended
Reality (XR). A headset
as the Magic Leap
(shown on the right) can
even take in
environmental lighting
and simulate it on the
models project to
provide added realism
and immersion.
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As the person moves
around the apparent
Hologram, the headset
sensors detect the
movement and
reconstruct the
presented perspective of
the content to give the
illusion the person is
walking around
something in their
physical space.
For the mEQUITY project, Augmented Reality was chosen as the
main channel through which disabled and disadvantaged students
would have their education enhanced through technology. Teachers
would be shown how to take existing video or make new subtitled,
sign language video and display it through the mEQUITY Dipseil
Augmented Reality platform and mobile application for
smartphones and tablets. Content such as 3D models would be
shown to teachers through the Unity 3D software which can output
mobile ready applications.
The process that teachers were trained in to create a video or digital
3D content, ready for mobile device based Augmented Reality
experiences, will now be described.

4. Creating Multimedia content for Augmented Reality
Experiences
Figure 4. shows the key stages of preparing a video for use in
Augmented Reality experiences displayed through the mEQUITY
Dipseil mobile application.
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Figure 4. Resources used in Production for Augmented Reality
Experiences
Each teaching Multimedia resource used in an mEQUITY
presentation can consist 4 types of components:
1. A central Content Video/Audio track that is a microlesson, for example for a topic such as Sewing, Typing,
Biology, Engineering or Renewable Energy. No more
than 2-3mins in length to ensure it is easy to practice
many times within a main lesson and minimizing
learning curve.
2. A Signing Video to accompany the Content component.
This can be video overlaid on top of the Content,
displayed next to the Notes/Subtitle text or shown on its
own.
3. A Notes/Subtitle text component to be shown overlaid
and below the Content Video, beside the signing Video or
below the Content and Signing Videos .
4. A 3D/ Augmented Reality/ Animation Video/Model
that allows a 3D Model, Animation or Interactive Video
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to be experienced via a Mobile or other AR ready device.
This could just be video or an AR app that be
experienced via a mobile, tablet, laptop or desktop PC.

5. Teaching Optimized Video and Augmented Reality
Content Production
The in person course showed teachers productions skills for making
videos for a mobile device such as smartphone, tablet or laptop. The
course’s aim was to show how content such as an Image, 3D-Model
or a 2-minute video could be created for supplementing class
textbooks and which could be activated through an Augmented
Reality image trigger. As the classroom video was not going to be
longer than 2 minutes the course design had to ensure video was
optimized for mobile download and therefore no longer than 2
minutes’ duration and approximately 10MB in download size. The
Augmented Reality app produced for mEQUITY, driven by the
Dipseil platform allows mobile devices to playback content when
triggered by a QR code in a textbook. Much of the content was
delivered through this Augmented Reality experience. In addition,
teachers were shown how 3D Models can be created for viewing
using the Unity 3D Game Engine software combined with a facility
for Augmented Reality production, the Vuforia plugin feature.
Production of Course content
The software used to teach participants how to make 2-minute
subject videos for classrooms was Camtasia video editing software.
The online course videos would be made using this application and
would take the participant through the process of making a 2minute video for delivering an Augmented Reality experience either
through the Dipseil mobile app or through an app created using
Unity 3D software.
Production of
Experiences

Video

Content

for

Augmented

Reality

The first practical stage of the course would be to show how to take
a conventional English language video, teaching on a topic and show
how to convert it into one with English subtitles and sign language.
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The second stage would show how to replace subtitles and labels
Arabic captions and save the result as a Arabic Language video.
Production of Augmented Reality content
Any video produced through Camtasia can be uploaded to the
mEQUITY Dipseil platform and used to provide Augmented Reality
experiences via the Dipseil mobile application. Video, or content
such as a 3D Model could be brought into the Unity 3D application,
to create 3D content for AR viewing using the AR plugin, Vuforia. An
Android app would be built from within Unity to which could be run
on any Android mobile device such as a smartphone or tablet to
deliver the Augmented Reality experience.

6. Discovering, Defining, Developing and Delivering
the mEQUITY online course.
The process for creating the online course content centred on the
Double Diamond Design process (created by the UK Design Council).
The process involves four key stages,
1. Discover
2. Define
3. Develop
4. Deliver
This design process is illustrated below on figure 5.
In principle this aligned to the same process taught to teachers
relating to making a 2-minute video for a class. This process
followed the steps:
1. Preparation
2. Creation
3. Production
4. Dissemination
5. Implementation.
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Figure 5. Double Diamond Design Process
Preparation involved gathering of assets such as images, text,
animation, sound recordings, 3D models or video. Some assets
needed to be edited for quality and conciseness. Audio was prepared
using free sound editing software Audacity. Real world objects might
be 3D scanned using a tool such as the Structure IO scanner. Models
could be cleaned up using 3D modelling tools such as Meshlab,
3DSMax [9] or the online platform Sketchfab. This was followed by
exporting into file formats suitable for use in AR or VR content
production software, typically OBJ or FBX file formats.
Creation involved the layout, compilation and editing of finished
assets that had been imported as a result of going through the
preparation process. This was done in Camtasia software for video
production and in Aurasma, Unity software for AR production.
Production typically was centered on exporting the finished
content in alignment for a particular platform such as web, desktop,
mobile, tablet or a AR/VR headset.
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Dissemination focused on importing produced content into a
specific application, platform or device. Finished videos from
Camtasia were uploaded to a mEQUITY's database of assets and
packaged for download to different devices. For AR/VR and 360
media, content was either uploaded as a 3D model to the Aurasma or
Sketchfab website or prepared as a standalone mobile app. The
Sketchfab platform allowed the 3D model to be viewed online or,
through a smartphone, viewed in a VR headset. Standalone apps
exported from Unity could be loaded onto a desktop, smartphone or
tablet and viewed in AR or VR. The Sketchfab platform could also
allow viewing content via mobile handsets, including VR views that
could be experienced with a VR headset such as a Google Cardboard
compatible device or Samsung Gear.
Implementation was about arranging events, classes or portals for
end-users or audiences to experience the created content. This
would either be conducted by a teacher in a class or via online
learning. Pedagogical structure was applied to the implementation
including appropriate assessments and evaluation.

Asset Preparation
Assets for production usually come in 5 varieties: Video, Audio, Text,
Image as well as in 3D Model form.
Video: Typically footage was supplied or had to be downloaded
from the Internet. Files were given in MPEG (.mpg) or 3GP format
but for the sake of editing, compiling or final production in Camtasia
software, were converted into MPEG4 (.mp4) format. This was done
by importing an .mpg file into Adobe's Media Encoder software, part
of its Creative Cloud (CC) suite. Footage, say of a person using sign
language to describe a topic video's content, was often a key
component asset in making educational videos for users with
hearing issues. Often accompanying such videos were videos with
educational content relating to a particular subject, such as
Recycling or Alternative Energy, downloaded from the Internet. For
360 Video content, the file was imported into Unity software for it to
be wrapped around a sphere, with a camera positioned in the centre
to create the 360 experience.
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Audio: Although audio asset files were not used, often audio within
a video needed cleaning up for noise, quality or volume. Camtasia
software imports video as a video rack and as a separate but joined
audio track, In cases of poor sound, the audio track was separated
and exported into a standalone file. The standalone audio file was
imported into the free software Audacity and its filters for noise
removal and volume amplification were used to provide a clearer
audio track. The old track was uncoupled from the video track in
Camtasia software and deleted. The cleaned up audio track was
imported into Camtasia and placed on the vacated sound track,
synchronized and aligned to the original video track.
Text: Microsoft Word documents or ASCII compatible Text files to be
used as subtitle content for Camtasia produced videos, had their
content cut and pasted into Camtasia's 'Callout' text boxes and then
positioned under a content video and accompanying signing video.
The subtitle text began to be actively displayed at the time in the
video where referred content was first shown. The duration of
display of the subtitle text box was adjusted to fit the signing video
or the relevant content in the topic video, whatever was being
covered. Creating subtitles that followed international standards of
presentation was then presented, including use of captions text files
(.SRT format) that were imported into Camtasia and could also be
exported for translation purposes.
Image: Images for use in Camtasia produced videos would arrive in
a number of pixel formats, typically JPEG, PNG or BMP. The images
may sometimes have to be cropped to just cover relevant content.
Sometimes labels needed to be added to highlight part of the image's
content. This was done in Adobe Photoshop software and saved back
out in a JPEG format for importing into Camtasia. For 360
photograph or image content, the file was imported into Unity
software for it to be wrapped around a sphere, with a camera
positioned in the centre to create the 360 experience.
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3D Model: Models for viewing in Virtual Reality or Augmented
Reality will typically have been exported from 3D Modelling
software applications such as 3DS Max, Blender or may have been
generated from 3D scanning a real world object using a handheld
scanner such as Occipital's Structure io. For use in Unity a 3D model
has to be in .OBJ or .FBX file format. Sometimes the model may need
cleaning up especially if a 3D scan. Cleaning, simplification and
editing of 3D scans was done by importing the model file, usually in
.OBJ or .STL format into Meshlab software or the Sketchfab website.
Meshlab allows excess polygons, points or mesh areas to be edited
and then the model saved back out as a .OBJ file with attached
Texture file in JPEG format and the integration information of
Texture and Model mesh in a .MTL material file. Sketchfab also
allows more user friendly finishing of 3D scanned models. The
outputs from Meshlab could be taken into 3DSMax software and
exported with Texture content embedded so the output was a single
.FBX file. The .OBJ, .MTL and JPEG Texture files could simply be
dragged into a project folder within Unity and a pre-fabricated
(prefab) 3D object would be created that could be positioned in a 3D
Scene. Similarly dragging a .FBX file into a Unity folder would also
create a 3D prefab object.
The Discover and Define steps of the Double Diamond Design process
for the online course relates well to the Preparation stage of
showing teachers how to make a video.

Discovering and Defining suitable video content to
produce
The Discover stage or Preparation phase involved discovering what
kind of video should the course show how to make. The original
components consisted of an English Language video, Arabic subtitle
and label text, a sign language video as well inclusion of an mEQUITY
logo as shown in Figure 6. It was felt that the course should show
how to take the original English language video and show how to
add English subtitles, label text and logo and produce a finalized
video that could be shown as an Augmented Reality experience via
the Dipseil application or via Unity 3D, an Android application. The
Arabic subtitles were imported to the Camtasia project provided by
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the teacher in an Arabic subtitles or captions text file (a text file with
SubRip Text file extension, .SRT, the standard file extension for a
captions file).
(a) The mEQUITY
logo used in
creating the
outcome video for
the video
production
course.

(b) English, Arabic and Spanish Captions text files, in Unicode
format, used in making subtitles for the videos in the
Augmented Reality course.
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(c) A snapshot of the English Language
video on The Human Eye to be subtitled
and to have a sign language video placed
beside it.

(d) Sign language video
to accompany original
video on The Human
Eye.

Figure 6. Materials used as assets in making a classroom video, utilised
in creating the Online Course.
The Develop stage corresponded well to the Creation and Production
phases and the Deliver stage related to the Dissemination and
Implementation phases. The final video project produced, similar
components of which were used as the basis for the course to create
a Video for an AR experience is shown in in Figure 7, the Camtasia
video production environment.

Figure 7. Camtasia video Production Environment used to create
Augmented Reality video content.
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A snapshot of the finished video is shown in Figure 8, with
integrated topic video, sign language video and Arabic subtitles. This
was uploaded to the mEQUITY Cloud Database for download into
the project app which would provide an AR experience via a QR code
trigger in textbooks teachers would use with students.

Figure 8. Example of completed video to be used in mEQUITY’s Dipseil
AR app

7. Augmented Reality Experience Creation
Teachers were shown how to produce videos using Camtasia so they
could be used with the mEQUITY Dipseil Cloud based system and AR
app. Most of the AR experiences teachers provided students with
used this process. Additional teaching was given to show how to
create simple AR experiences using off the shelf solutions like
Aurasma, Blippar and Zappar software platforms. More bespoke AR
experiences were demonstrated through use of Unity 3D software in
conjunction with the Vuforia AR plugin.
Aurasma
The Aurasma app could be downloaded onto a mobile device such as
a smartphone or a tablet. Using Aurasma for existing content
involved the stages outlined in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Mobile device Screenshots of Aurasma AR software key
stages of production
If pre-existing content was not suitable then it is possible to go to
the Aurasma website, register a user account and load up models
that might be suitable. The Aurasma application has now been
rebranded as HP-Reveal (https://www.hpreveal.com). The Zappar
(http://www.zappar.com) and Blippar (http://www.blippar.com)
applications also provide similar ‘drag and drop’ functionality that
teachers could use to create quick AR experiences but that had more
comprehensive building toolkits and platforms
Blippar has creates Augmented Reality experiences called Blips. It
has an application BlipBuilder that allows for the experiences to be
built. Its interface is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Blippar Augmented Reality Experience BlipBuilder
application
Zappar, like Blippar provides an off the shelf solution to deliver
Augmented Reality experiences. Its interface is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Zappar Augmented Reality Application, AR Studio
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Unity 3D (currently Unity 2018) is a game engine application that
also can, via the Vuforia plugin, was shown to teachers to discover
how they could build more bespoke AR.
Teachers were shown how Unity can save AR projects as apps for
mobile devices including apps in formats that can run on platforms
such as Android, iOS, and Universal Windows. The built apps can be
run on any mobile device with the appropriate operating system. A
working screen from the process is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Unity 3D software using an image as a trigger to display a
3D cube.
When teachers built the project and ran the built app, the mobile
device’s camera would be triggered by the image in the scene and a
cube would appear through the device screen
In Jordan there is an extensive interest in educating students in
Renewable Energies. Getting models of Renewable Energy
engineering, devices or machines and seeing them in AR proved
engaging and useful. An example of a Wind Turbine to be showed in
AR being prepared in the Unity environment is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13. Wind Turbine to be showed in AR being prepared in the
Unity environment
When the Unity app was run through a laptop, tablet or PC the
rotatable 3D image was seen through the devices camera and screen
as seen in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Wind Turbine 3D model being triggered by an AR trigger
image seen through a mobile device.
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The process for setting up AR content to be viewed through a
desktop/webcam combination or through mobile device is outlined
below.
1. A user account for using content with Vuforia to be used in
AR production is created on the web page
https://developer.vuforia.com/user/register
2. Once logged in, the user generates a key to digitally
fingerprint all AR content created through using Vuforia. The
Vuforia websites Developer Portal has a License Manager
for
creating
and
managing
keys:
https://developer.vuforia.com/license-manager
3. A database is created to house target images for AR content
using the Vuforia Target Manager.
4. Target or trigger images are added by uploading to the
database. These can be analysed to see how many unique
identifiers on the image there are. The more there are the
easier a trigger image can be responded to with content.
5. The database with target images is downloaded as a Unity
package.
6. A Unity Project is created and the Vuforia Software
Development Kit Unity Package is downloaded and imported
from the Vuforia website. The SDK can be used to build
Android, iOS, and Universal Windows applications for mobile
devices and digital eyewear. Apps can be built with Android
Studio, XCode, Visual Studio, and Unity.
7. One of the basic AR template scenes is used to create an
initial AR experience. These usually have an ARCamera to
handle the associated device camera and an Image Target
that will be linked to the trigger or target image.
8. The Vuforia Configuration associated with a ARCamera can
component is edited to include the license key
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9. The database of target images is imported using the Unity
Import Package menu item. After this is done the database
can be selected and activated in the Vuforia configuration
associated with the ARCamera component.
10. A 3D model (in .OBJ format with optional associated .JPG
texture and material .MTL files) for viewing in AR is
imported into the Unity project's Assets folder, usually into
a folder specifically for models. Other content such as images
or video can also be imported. The model and associated
files must be dragged into the model folder together.
11. The model is then added to the Unity AR scene hierarchy and
positioned on the target image on the scene. Once the scene
and project are saved the application can be run through the
associated camera being pointed at a printed target image,
the 3D model or other content can be seen.
12. The projects build settings can be changed to build a Google
Android or Apple iOS app. Providing the appropriate SDK
software development kits from Google or Apple have been
installed then a package that can be imported into a mobile
device can be generated. For instance an .apk file could be
generated to be imported to an Android device and run as an
app.
Models that could be displayed in AR via the Unity/Vuforia pathway
could be imported or could be obtained by physically scanning an
object. Using the Structure IO handheld 3D scanner, a model could be
scanned and imported in as little as 5-10 minutes. Teachers were
given the scanner attached to an Apple iPad. They got to scan a
colleague and email the model gained and have it imported into
Unity for it to be used to create an AR app.
The Structure app on the iPad was used by teachers to scan a real
world object and have a 3D model for it be created and emailed as in
Figure 15.
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Figure 15. A Structure IO scanner, manufactured by Occipital, is
attached to an Apple iPad device.

Figure 16. A Structure IO scanner app being used to scan a real world
3D object for use in displaying during an AR experience. The scanned
object file can in digital 3D format such as .OBJ, .FBX or .STL files be
uploaded to the Sketchfab website to view in in AR or VR via a
standalone mobile device or together with a Google Cardboard
compatible VR headset.
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Sketchfab online software (https://sketchfab.com/) allows 3D
models to be edited, shared and viewed easily. For example a scan of
a real world object taken using Occipital's Structure IO scanner
generates 3D files in .OBJ, .FBX and .STL formats that can be emailed
from the Apple iPad device it is attached to. The files can be
downloaded locally and then uploaded to the Sketchfab website
providing the user has an account. The models can also be seen in
Virtual Reality in a Google Cardboard compatible mobile device by
simply logging into the site on the mobile device and selecting the
model's VR/Cardboard icon. When the mobile device is placed in a
Cardboard compatible headset it can be viewed in Virtual Reality. It
can take as little as 5-10minutes to go through the whole process of
scanning something using the Structure IO scanner, emailing it and
then uploading it to the Sketchfab website to be ready for viewing in
VR through a mobile device and a Cardboard compatible VR headset.
Once a user has registered and logged in at the Sketchfab website,
the whole workflow for seeing something in VR in 5-10minutes was
shown to teachers as follows.
1. On an Apple iPad, email ready device Occipital's Structure IO
app is downloaded for their Structure IO handheld scanner.
2. The Structure app is started and the real world object, to
have a 3D model for it be created, is scanned, as shown in
Fig.13.
3. The full set of 3D files generated is emailed to an accessible
account.
4. The set of 3D files are downloaded from the email locally
onto a computer.
5. On the Sketchfab website the new model is uploaded by
selecting the Upload option. The 3D files previously
downloaded are selected and uploaded.
6. Once the 3D model is uploaded, the Edit Settings option on
the website can be used to change the lighting, materials or
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scene background as well as VR environment that will be
experienced.
7. When loading and editing have been completed the model
can be saved and then published for public access or simply
kept private.
8. Logging into the Sketchfab website via a mobile device and
then selecting the uploaded model, the VR icon on the image
of the model can be pressed to generate a stereoscopic view
on the mobile device (Fig 17.). When the mobile device is
loaded into a Google Cardboard compatible VR headset then
the model can be experienced in Virtual Reality, including
having the ability to change the position of view (Fig.18).

Figure 17. Sketchfab website with an uploaded model of a 3D scanned
object.
When seen on a mobile device, and the glasses icon selected, it can
be placed in a Google Cardboard compatible headset and viewed in
VR.
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Figure 18. Sketchfab website showing how a 3D models qualities can
be changed including Virtual Reality viewing properties.
Augmenting Video and 3D Models to Acrobat Documents
In addition to seeing Video or 3D models through Augmented
Reality experiences on mobile devices, teachers were shown how to
import 3D models or Video into Adobe Acrobat PDF documents. The
3D models were first converted into .U3D format in Photoshop. The
U3D format model or Video was then added into an Acrobat PDF file
using Acrobat’s Rich Media tool to draw out an area that the file
could be imported into. When saved, the PDF file could have its 3D
content activated and a user could move a 3D model round in the
document. The image in Figure 19. shows a 3D model of a car placed
in a PDF document.
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Figure 19. 3D Model added to an Acrobat PDF page.
A user could click on the image in the PDF and by dragging the
mouse could rotate the model view and interact with it.
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8. Summary
To design Augmented Reality experiences for disabled and
disadvantage students it was important to have a clear process, so a
decision was made to base a build process on the Double Diamond
approach stages of Discover, Define, Develop and Deliver. For
experiences to be mobile ready the course given to teachers ensured
video or interactive content did not exceed 2mins and be around
10MB in size. Subtitles for videos were compiled by teachers to
follow international standards and be ideally placed in standard
.SRT files for importing to video production software such as
Camtasia. Augmented Reality stages were covered with off the shelf,
drag and drop solutions such as Aurasma (HP-Reveal), Blippar or
Zappar. More bespoke, tailored interactions were produced using
Unity 3D software in conjunction with Augmented Reality Unity
packages such as Vuforia to enable mobile apps to be created that
could run on Android, iOS or Windows environments.
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CHAPTER 4
PILOT RESULTS
1. Preparation Stage
Needs Analysis
The study of the educational needs in the process of implementing
the newest mobile technologies was carried out by means of
questionnaires and interviews. Information was gathered by means
of them about the preconceptions and attitudes of both educators
and learners to the used technologies and their application in the
processes of teaching and learning.
Identifying and Selection of the Specific Target Groups
Given the objectives of the project, we started with the study
oriented toward assessing the extent of use of technologies by the
specified groups of learners and opening opportunities for their
inclusion in the learning process. The study of the basic
characteristics of the target groups track the following parameters:
What is the level of social adaptation of the students? What is the
state of the learning environment; is individual approach applied for
students with special needs? What type of digital content is most
frequently used (types of digital resources – audio, video, images, or
text)? What type of mobile devices do they (the target groups) use?
When do they most often use the mobile devices? Where do they
most often use the mobile devices?
Our primary target groups are:
A)
Disadvantaged groups of learners - groups at risk, whose
ethno-cultural peculiarities, special needs and social-economic
situation considerably limit the opportunities for adequate
education for them.
Students with special needs: people with disabilities, ethnic
minorities students, students dropping out from the educational
system for various reason. The integration of these groups depends
mainly on their training and the knowledge they acquire. All the
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means, listed above, facilitate memorizing and learning by offering
visual and audio stimuli and therefore they are appropriate for
people with deficits.
People who do not have access to education as it is far away from
their place, because of lack of finances, or because of socio-economic
isolation. In times when big groups of people permanently remain
outside the labour market, taking measures to increase employment
and organizing retraining and motivation of the unemployed people
are of primary importance. Obtaining additional training and
qualifications is a prerequisite for better employment.
B)

Academic staff – teachers in engineering education.

C)
Technical and IT staff engaged in multimedia learning
resources development and integration.
The study of the educational needs in the process of implementing
the newest mobile technologies was carried out by means of
questionnaires and an interviews. Information was gathered by
means of them about the preconceptions and attitudes of both
educators and learners to the used technologies and their
application in the processes of teaching and learning. The following
tools were developed and implemented: two questionnaires (for
educators and students, respectively) and a card with questions for
the interview.
The numbers of collected samples by each University are shown in
the table below:
Based on information collected from the questionnaires and
interviews, the consequent analysis and summarized profiles of the
target groups were defined.
Based on the needs analysis survey's results that aimed to examine
the readiness and use of mobile technologies in the higher
educational institutions in Jordan (HEI), and seeks to assist in
developing plans, strategies and programs that support education
reform for the people with special needs, and depending on the
information gathered by means of questionnaires and interviews;
the target groups of learners (primary target group A) and their
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profiles, level of social adaptation, learning environment,
abilities and specific needs were consequently defined.
The identified target groups of the project are shown in the table
below, as well as the responsible university who had conducted the
interviews and the collected the surveys.
Table 1: The distribution of the targeted groups that participated in
the study among the Jordanian Universities
Target Groups:
3. General Secondary Schools for Children
with Special Needs. (QRC)
4. Students at the School of Engineering-UJ
(Dipseil)
5. Gaza camp students who suffers from
socioeconomic isolation
6. Unemployed young professional who
recently graduated from JUST
7. Senior students with special needs.
8. Students from the host communities (JUST
students who live in the host communities
as encouraged by local officials to comply
with the national response plan to support
refugees and their host communities
adapted by the EU and other international
donors)
7. Our Lady of Peace Center (Special
Education). (QRC)
8. Partners Institution Technology Students.
(Dipseil)

Responsible
University
UJ

JUST

PSUT

The overview of the short term and long-term impact of the project
on the different target groups is shown in the next two tables (Table
2, Table 3):
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Table 2: Short term impact
Short term
impact
Courses
from
adaptive
curriculum
in
engineering

Mobile
Digital
Resources
(MDR)

Target
groups/pote
ntial
beneficiaries
Students in
technology
and
engineering

Teachers in
technology
and
engineering

Quantitative
indicators

Qualitative
indicators

At least 10 courses
from existing
curriculum in
engineering at each
of Partners
universities

Courses based on
mobile technologies
answer to
disadvantaged
students intuitive
preconceptions and
personal
preferences and
offer very good
possibilities for
building steady
interest and lasting
motivation.
MDR on the base of
augmented reality
technology, used for
visualization of
models of objects,
which can be seen
on the display of a
smartphone or a
tablet. These objects
(text and
illustrations –
photos, images etc.)
define the content
and the context.
Educational digital
resources for mobile
devices, in
accordance with the
specific character of
the platform for
electronic learning
DIPSEIL,
characterized by

Full set of MDR for
at least 10 courses
from existing
curriculum in
engineering at each
of Partners
universities
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MDR for
disadvanta
ged groups
education
Methodolog
y

Teachers in
technology
and
engineering

Electronic
methodological
document/ guide

MDR
package for
engineering
education

Students in
technology
and
engineering
Teachers in
technology
and
engineering

Integrated MDR into
the adapted System
of mobile
applications with
augmented reality,
as well as into the
system DIPSEIL, and
their
implementation in
education and
training based on
the created
conceptual model
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ensuring help for the
students when
necessary and as
much as required, so
that they can deal
with real
assignments in the
context of a
problem-based type
of education.
Methodological
guide giving
possibilities for
designing,
development and
offering mobile
digital resources for
the educational
process of
disadvantaged
groups of learners
The results from the
study are expected
to show whether the
chosen approach is
reliable and if the
developed package
MDR is flexible and
useful in training
disadvantaged
groups of people in
engineering and
technology
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Table 3: Long term impact
Long term
impact
MDR for
disadvanta
ged groups
education
usability
document
(Final
evaluation
report)

Courses
from
adaptive
curriculum
in
engineering

Target
groups/poten
tial
beneficiaries
Policy makers
in education
and training

Quantitative
indicators

Qualitative
indicators

Electronic
document
published on
Web – free
access

Disadvantaged
learners –
groups at risk,
whose ethnocultural
peculiarities,
special needs
and socialeconomic
situation
considerably
limit the
opportunities
for adequate
education for
them

Full range of
courses from
regular
curriculum in
technology and
engineering in
educational
plans of
interested
parties

Guaranteing equal and
flexible access to
education and
scientific information
any time and from any
place – starting with a
desktop computer and
going through a
laptop, a tablet, to a
mobile phone.
Opening the
educational and
scientific environment
toward the mobile
devices and give start
to successful practices
in mobile learning (mlearning)
Courses based on
mobile technologies
answer to
disadvantaged
students intuitive
preconceptions and
personal preferences
and offer very good
possibilities for
building steady
interest and lasting
motivation
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2. Results from the Pilot with the Identified Target
Groups (primary target group B and C)
2.1 Training of Teachers and Technical Staff in Spain
The workshop was held at UNED University, Madrid, Spain
27.03.2017 – 31.03.2017.
Purpose of Attending this workshop:
Responding to the increasing requirements for modernization and
accessibility of the Jordanian high education system to improve the
educational integration of disadvantaged learners in the educational
system - groups in risk whose special needs or socioeconomic status
significantly restrict their ability for adequate education, by
development of an adaptive curriculum in engineering education
that is based on digital learning resources for mobile devices.
Training Course Aim:
Increasing the quality of the Jordanian higher education system by
promoting the adoption of the MDR Model as a model for a wider
reform of the education in the domain of engineering education for
people with special needs.
Training Program Summary:


Training Day 1: Monday 27.3.2017
o Quality Assurance Plan: Common basis of the project,
as well as a framework for transparency and
reference for the partners involved, criteria and
measures: (Overview of the QAP, including of the
project, description of the QAP, Qualitative and
Quantitative Key Indicators of the QAP, Design of the
QAP and the ISO Certification, and the MDR).
o Evaluation Plan: Objectives of the Project (global and
specific), the evaluation process within the QAP,
Measuring Tools, Blocks of Evaluation and its
scenarios, Assessment Framework in each WP (Work
Package) and Questionnaire, and the Time Table.
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Instruments: Includes all the WPs (Work Package)
tools and evaluations which identify the weaknesses
and strengths in the outcome and efficiency of the
project.
o Digital Humanities in Academy: Using computers for
teaching and research in the Humanities: new ways
to work with old materials, new research questions,
methods and tools, new ways of knowledge
representation,
Reconceptualization
of
old
disciplines.
2 Training Day 2: Tuesday 28.3.2017
o Technology Enhanced Learning: How is evolving
Education and the World & Education, progress in
the use of Learning Technologies, Platforms,
Engineering Education, X-Learning, Open View: from
the Learning Objects to MOOCs (massive online open
courses), Redesign of the Teaching and Learning
Cycle in Engineering, Practical competences: Virtual
and Remote Laboratories.
o Multimedia Applications, Virtual reality & Mobile
Learning: Mobile Applications and mobile learning,
cloud computing (public and private cloud) and
internet of things.
o People Focused Technology: The aim of Technology,
how to make a social enhanced use of technology,
sharing
knowledge,
generating
citizen
empowerment.
o Principle of Data Analysis with R: The analysis of
data by computer within the free software, the
statistical package R (is a statistical-mathematical
software oriented to the analysis and processing of
data).
o Introduction to Security and Education: The main
and most extended security problems, technical
solutions and organizative solutions, internet viruses
and data theft.
o Remote Laboratories & Practical Competences in
Learning: Theoretical Knowledge and Practical
o
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knowledge, educational platforms, video streaming,
online labs, remote labs, and virtual labs, UNED
projects.
Training Day 3: Wednesday 29.3.2017
o Mobile Devices and their Impact in the Learning
Process: Mobile learning (the use of mobile or
wireless devices for the purpose of learning while on
the move) limitation and benefits, and the
recognition of potential of mobile technologies as a
learning tool for students and have incorporated
them into the distance learning environment.
o Light Virtualization Use on Mobile Devices in
Education: Physical resources, internet connectivity,
cloud computing.
o Innovation in Education with Technology: The ability
to measure innovation is essential to an
improvement strategy in education. Knowing
whether, and how 3 much, practices are changing
within classrooms and educational organizations,
how teachers develop and use their pedagogical
resources, and to what extent change can be linked
to improvements would provide a substantial
increase in the international education knowledge
base, the use of technology in teaching boosts the
learning process, Internet teachers can obtain a wide
variety of visual, audio and written materials thus
being able to provide students with social interaction
means and a place where to interchange information.
o Assessment and Inclusion of Students with
Disabilities: Supporting people with disabilities at
university by understanding student’s abilities and
training requirements, use of technical resources,
personal education, and profissional guidance.
Training Day 4: Thursday 30.3.2017
o International Activities and UNED: About UNED
university as a distance university in Spain, students,
faculities, specifications, courses, degrees, distance
learning center (mixed model), All the academic
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o

procedures are computerized TV, radio and
international video conferences, Digital study
materials. UNED is the leader in the implementation
of cutting edge technologies applied to learning, with
the largest offer of virtual courses in Spain.
International Resourses, Erasmus Plus Projects and
European Funding: mEQUITY is one of the more than
30 projects of the Erasmus plus projects.

Recommendation:
1. The partnership should update (work package Timeline).
2. The Jordanian partnership should conduct the
Questionnaire for students in the post phase of (MDR) Pilot,
and Questionnaire for teachers in the post phase of (MDR)
Pilot, both questionnaires measure the variables below:
 Expectations /Motivation
 Content/Methodology
 Tools
Once obtained the results of the “Pre” phase, these will be analyzed
searching for weaknesses and strengths, giving the corresponding
feedback and comparing results with the “post” phase, deadline of
post questionnaire: September 2017.
3. Our suggestion would be to work with a (Cyber
Volunteers), Cyber-volunteers are volunteers who put their
professional or academic experiences acquired in the field of
information and communication technologies (ICTs), as well
as their human qualities.
4. Collaborative assistance programs between EU
universities and Jordanian universities through study tours,
expert experience, seminars.
2.2 Training of Teachers and Technical Staff in Bulgaria
Introduction
The objective of this workshop was the training on Technology and
Digital Literacy development of mEQUITY project and how to use
DIPSEIL and QRC-Quick Response Code in the courses development
for mEQUITY pilot study.
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Training with the help of mobile devices has the potential to
enhance the access to education for students, to create supportive
learning environment, adaptive to their individual needs.
Advancement in development of mobile technologies creates
prerequisites for facilitating the online students in three main areas:
Information resources delivery; Access to training resources;
Interactive communication between educators and students. The
main advantage, offered by training with mobile devices to students
with special needs is that it removes the spatial barriers in front of
them – the physical classrooms become unnecessary in the
traditional sense of this word and the students can join a course
from a place and at time, chosen by them.
Location and period of the workshop
The workshop was held at Plovdiv University from Monday 24th to
Friday 28th April, 2017.
Attendance
Representatives from each Jordanian partner institution attended
the training workshop in Plovdiv, as shown below:
Name
Eng. Fedaa Al-Qasem
Eng. Omar Al Asali.
Eng. Omar Hassan
Dr. Reema Shdefat
Mrs Maryana Nimri
Prof. Nezar Samarah
Eng. Qutada Damrah
Mr. Mahamoud Habayeb

Institution
University of Jordan
Princess Sumaya University for Technology
Princess Sumaya University for Technology
Al Amal Secondary School for Deaf
Students
Al Amal Secondary School for Deaf
Students
Jordan University for Science and
Technology
Jordan University for Science and
Technology
Gaza Refugees Camp
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Opening
The training workshop was opened at 10:00 a.m. with a
welcome statement by the mEQUITY project General Coordinator,
Prof. Mileva, followed by a brief presentation on the activities to be
implemented during the five day training. Prof. Mileva mentioned
the importance of such training to mEQUITY project
implementation.

Finally she wished all participants a good and successful training
workshop. Afterwards participants thanked Plovdiv University for
organizing the workshop.
Workshop Sessions and Discussion
The teams were then divided into groups according to the targets
and special training needed. Tasks were assigned to each group to
prepare and implement. This included DIPSEIL implementation and
QR training.
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The DIPSEIL basic structure and features were demonstrated,
including the distribution of the courses into modules and tasks. And
the management of courses associated with the structure, and
teacher-student interaction were also presented. In depth training
on DIPSEIL and hands on course (module) setup and evaluation of
students. This included the module setup, setup of a sample student
task. Student accounts were also setup to simulate student work,
and the evaluation and feedback to students. Continued in depth
training. Also the trainers provided solutions to resolve issues faced,
such as images inclusion and display in HTML pages in tasks used by
PSUT team for their lab experiments setup.
In day 2, 3and 4 of the training workshop, one of the groups of
Jordan teachers were trained to prepare lesson's materials where
QRC will be used; the procedure to generate QRC was explained in
details.
For recognition of the images from the pages of the textbooks
transparent foils will be used, with a QR code imprinted on them.
The transparent foil is placed on the corresponding page in the
textbook. After being scanned, the QR code activates the
corresponding audio-visual and multimedia content, which is seen
on the display of the mobile device by the student.
Implementation Plan to be used at the School:
 Teachers can easily create QR codes
-

A short manual and training session will be given to the
teachers.

 Excite students about upcoming material:
-

To connect a QR code to the "Figure" or “Question of the
day” and use it as an anticipatory set to get students
thinking about upcoming information.

Link QRC to favorite websites.
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 Make interactive worksheets

 In the case of films the free video sharing portal YouTube or
Flicker is applicable, and teachers can upload sets of their
own videos or tutorials there.
Teachers can put small icons in the middle of the QR Codes to
indicate the content.
Each participant was asked to prepare a lesson plan and insert the
QRC within the content and then to upload all materials to mEQUITY
website.
A field visit was conducted to a school in Sodovo village. The visit
was to observe the elarning method used for teaching disadvantaged
students. An actual class session was observed. The use of QR codes
in display of subject matter was observed. The students enthusiasm
and participation was clear. Use of the technology had a strong and
positive effect on the education process. Class teachers were also
proficient in use of technology. Closing Meeting attended by the
project coordinator, training staff and trainees. Results of training
and its benefits were discussed. Transfer of knowhow by training
sessions in Jordan were also discussed. Timetables for the project
were pointed out.
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Conclusion
This training workshop was very useful to learn two systems used in
teaching (the QR code and the DIPSEIL system). Jordan teachers and
technical staff had an opportunity to gain new experience about how
the two systems can be used in teaching. It gave them an
opportunity to be exposed to a real case of using the two systems in
actual school. Each participant established a new course in DIPSEIL
and learnt how to use the system in details. They had a chance to
tackle the problems of using the system with very well trained
personnel at Plovdiv University. This training course can be used in
teaching courses at Jordan schools and approach the target groups
in the project. Including the QR code or DIPSEIL system in teaching
in Jordan is a new initiative for better teaching tools.
2.3 Training of Teachers and Technical Staff in UK
A training session on “Multimedia and Augmented Reality
Development for Disadvantaged Groups” was held at the “Learning
Technology Research Centre (LTRC)” of “Ravensbourne College of
Design and Communication”, London on 22th -26th May, 2017.
The attendees were Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh, Prof. Mohammed
Hawa, and Dr. Ghazi AL_Sukkar from The University of Jordan, in
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addition to Dr. Omar Hasan and Mr. Ahmed Awwad from Princess
Sumaya University for Technology, and Ms. Ala’a Al-Theinat and Ms.
Ala from Jordan University of Science and Technology.
The hosts were Dr. Carl H Smith and Mr. Jazz Rasool from
“Ravensbourne College of Design and Communication”. The first day
involved a tour of Ravensbourne College building and facilities, in
which the attendees got a briefing on the degrees and courses
offered by Ravensbourne, in addition to the Labs and facilities
provided to students. Open spaces, where students can meet and
discuss ideas, were particularly interesting. The attendees were also
impressed by the material library, virtual reality studio and
professional recording studios available at Ravensbourne. The
attendees also got a chance to meet and talk to several faculty
members and students during the tour.
The first day also included and overview of the training material to
be delivered during the week, in which Mr. Jazz Rasool presented
several examples of finished projects that were developed using
Unity and Camtasia software packages. In addition, the attendees got
to try first-hand using augmented reality on a Galaxy S8 phone, see
virtual reality demos using Microsoft Hololens, and perform scans of
3D Models using an iPad and upload them to Sketchfab.
The second day was dedicated to practicing creating video using the
Camtasia Studio 8.0 software package, where the attendees installed
the software on their laptops, and Mr. Jazz went through the details
of the software and its features. Things such as: importing assets,
editing content, adding titles and effects, introducing captions,
exporting and producing video were all discussed. Prof. Ahmed AlSalaymeh provided some instructional videos that were delivered in
sign language and are taught in a local school here in Jordan. The
attendees practiced joining these videos with other video material
and introduced captions. These skills will be beneficial in developing
videos for deaf people or those who depended on translations to
understand educational videos.
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The next topic was passive and active Augmented Reality (AR).
Augmented reality is when a computer-generated image, 3D model
or video is superimposed on a video taken by a phone or a PC
camera. This creates the illusion that this computer-generated
model actually exists in the real-world environment. Augmented
reality enhances student’s perception of reality, and can be a great
educational tool.

The training explained the use of prepared AR cards, such as those
from animal 4D+, octaland 4D+, humanoid 4D+, with which the
trainees experimented. In addition, the use of the Aurasma
Augmented Reality mobile App was discussed, in which usercontributed models can be superimposed on reference cards
specified by the designer. What makes a good reference image and
its importance, methods to create your own 3D model and how to
import them were also introduced.
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The final topic that was discussed was the use of the desktop Unity
software for AR. The software is very powerful and even though it
was designed to cater for 3D modeling and game engine
development, the Vuforia AR plugin for Unity allows it to be used to
create original 3D content for AR viewing. Topics that were
explained include: Unity navigation and operations, importing
models, scanning models, saving AR projects as an Android or iOS
mobile App, using Meshlab, 3DS Max and Sketchfab to prepare and
modify 3D Models.
Throughout the training sessions, discussions of experience-driven
learning and collaborative creativity were extensive. Attendees
thought carefully and asked questions about the best uses of such
technology to build better educational material.
Pictures were taken at the conclusion of the training session.
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Outcomes of the training:




Be able to create various multimedia contents (lectures,
lessons etc.) to help people with learning difficulties in
learning process using Camtasia software.
Develop mobile app to support the learning process using
unity software and vauforia sdk to by exploring the model in
3d view using google cardboard.
Create 3D model in few steps using 3d scanner.

2.4 Training of Teachers and Technical Staff in Jordan
The training was held in Amman, Jordan in the period of 15.10.2017
– 18.10.2017.
In every Jordan university (UJ, PSUT, JUST) the training was
conducted in 3 parallel sessions:




DIPSEIL Training Session
Quality Assurance Training Session
Camtasia Training Session.
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15.10.2017

University of Jordan

DIPSEIL Training Session
The training started in University of Jordan. Welcoming and
introduction to the training workshop was made by prof. Ahmed AlSalaymeh.
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Prof. Dia Abundi presented a summary of the work progress with
target groups.

The training session on DIPSEIL was held with teachers from UJ by
the team from PU. The number of the participants was 10 teachers.
PU teachers first showed to the Jordanian colleagues and discussed
with them the four courses developed by PU team and situated in
the DIPSEIL environment. The courses are Optical Fiber
Communication Systems; Internet/Web-based Technologies for
ICSE; Electronics for Information and Communication
Technologies; Microelectronics. The courses are uploaded in
DIPSEIL.
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Then we proceeded to discuss the Renewable Energy course
developed by the team from UJ and JUST. The course is uploaded in
DIPSEIL.
The course in its original version was rich in theoretical materials,
but it had a number of drawbacks:


Too many and unequal distributed tasks;



Bad definitions of the task descriptions in the TASK
DESCRIPTION section;



Many of the theoretical materials were located in the Task
Specific Training section when they should be on the
Reference Information.

After substantial processing, the course has the following form:
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The content of the text in the tasks has been also redrafted, and then
they have become clear and concrete.
16.10.2017
Technology

Princess Sumaya University of

DIPSEIL Training Session
Welcoming and introduction to the training workshop was made by
Dr. Omar Bani Ahmad. The training on DIPSEIL was attended by 12
colleagues from PSUT.
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The training started with the presentation and discussion of the four
courses developed by PU team and situated in the DIPSEIL
environment. The courses are Optical Fiber Communication
Systems; Internet/Web-based Technologies for ICSE; Electronics
for
Information
and
Communication
Technologies;
Microelectronics.
Then the teachers from PSUIT presented the course
Communication Lab, which was in a process of development by
them. The course is uploaded in DIPSEIL.
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The course at that moment had five fully developed tasks. The PSUT
team together with the team from Plovdiv University finished the
uploading of the final three tasks. Now the course has the following
structure:

In the Communication Lab course a LabView remote experiment
module with which the students can work remotely in the DIPSEIL
course is used. It was bought with the help of mEQUITY financing.
The picture of the module is shown below:
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After that, PU teachers visited a number of training laboratories in
various technical disciplines, and we were delighted with the full
equipment, work patterns, the use of modern software (Labview,
etc.). Below are photos of some of them:
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Then the teachers from European universities had meetings with the
Dean of the Faculty of Engineering and the President of PSUT where
we talked about the mEQUITY project goals and activities.
17.10.2017

JORDAN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

DIPSEIL Training Session
The training sessions were opened by prof. Fahmi Abu Al-Rub. The
training on DIPSEIL was attended by 8 colleagues from PSUT.
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From 11.00 till 15.00 JUST lecturers were trained to work with the
DIPSEIL training system. The training involved working with the
module for preparing and uploading learning content - task
assignments, work instructions, task theory, and reference
information.
There was also training for working with the student module. It has
been shown how student assignments can be uploaded and how
they are being evaluated by the lecturers.
A conversation with Qatada took place from 15.00 till 16.00 and it
was explained to him exactly how the pilot experiment should be
conducted with JUST students - that the experiment with 1 course
developed by JUST and 4 courses developed by PU should be carried
out. Qatada explained that they will not use PU courses with their
target group and will develop and upload 5 courses which are
suitable for the trainees in JERASH CAMP Refugee Center.
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The first course which was developed by UJ and JUST teams and is
ready and uploaded in DIPSEIL is Renewable Energy. The course
which was under development by JUST team is Intro. to Energy
Situation In Jordan.
There were missing some of the tasks and Qatada and PU team
discussed the already uploaded tasks and modules. A meeting was
arranged between them on Friday morning (20.10.2017) for
accomplishing the course. At this meeting Qatada showed the fully
uploaded course Intro. to Energy Situation In Jordan. Its structure
is the following:

Qatada explained that the next 3 courses which are under
development by JUST team are: PhotoVoltaics (PV) Technology; PV
Design and Installtion; PP314 Seed Lab. He assured the PU team
that these courses will be ready soon for the purposes of refugees’
education. The pilot experiment at JUST will start at the first week of
November.
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From 16.00 to 18.00 PU teachers visited the JERASH CAMP Refugee
Center under the auspices of UN UNRWA.
At this center, PU teachers were introduced how the DIPSEIL system
and the QR code system will be used for the training of
disadvantaged refugees.
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In parallel with the training sessions for DIPSEIL, there took place
another two training sessions:
Quality Assurance Training Session
This training session was conducted by Clara Perez, form UNED,
Spain. The training discussed the quality assurance and evaluation
plan as seen by the package development in the project proposal.
During this session and according to quality assurance plan, it was
necessary to translate the WP4 Tool, Questionnaire on motivation
/autonomy / self‐esteem/ sociocultural integration, from English to
Arabic and PSUT did translation and it was uploaded into the
mEQUITY PCM platform. During this meeting, Clara gave
comprehensive explanation on how to implement and use the
quality assurance and evaluation tool and how upload this into the
mEQUITY PCM platform, as seen by the wrk packages. Following
that, a training was conducted to assure appropriate
implementation of the quality and evaluation tools to produce the
right measures.
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Camtasia Training Session
This training was held at the computer science department and
conducted by Jazz Rassol form Ravensbourne, UK. Mr. Jazz training
consist of three modules:
 Module I: Creation of task video
 Module II: Creation of augmented reality (AR) contents
 Module III: video training course.
During the training session, Mr. Jazz did a couple of sample modules
which was beneficiary to the audience. The staff from three
Jordanian universities has the opportunity to experiment with the
Camtasia during the training session.
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18.10.2017

Al Amal For Deaf Secondary Mixed School

The teachers from European universities visited Al Amal For Deaf
Secondary Mixed School in Amman. They were welcomed by the
Principal of the School and a representative of the Ministry of
Education of Education in Jordan. The students were prepared a
very interesting welcoming program which included a theater play
and a national dance.
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After that the students began their regular classes. PU teachers
visited a biology class with deaf students. The lesson was for the
structure of the eye and the eye illness. For both topics the teachers
from the school have developed two multimedia materials for the
needs of disadvantaged deaf students. The materials include a video
file with signpost translation, pictures and subtitles in Arabic. The
students used tablets for better understanding of the learning
material by scanning QR codes which provided additional
information in very attractive and understandable form. The
students showed how they have learned to use QR codes and tablets
in learning process.
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The teachers from Al Amal For Deaf Secondary Mixed School and PU
team discussed the development of the multimedia materials and
the relevant QR codes for 7 lessons in Biology, 3 lessons in Geology,
7 lessons in Physics and 3 lessons in Chemistry.

3. Results from the Pilot with the Identified Target
Groups (primary target group A)
3.1 Results from the Pilot with the target group students
from UJ
General Secondary Schools for Children with Special
Needs
Students with special needs started to receive educational services
in Jordan in the late 1960s. It was clear that these services were
mainly focused on people who were visually impaired and deaf those who had disabilities which were obviously physical instead of
related to learning.
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In 2010 the MoE established two specialist departments in order to
provide assistance. In July 2010 the MoE also established a
department of special education impairments combined with a
department of talent in Jordan.
Students at Al-Amal School are divided into two categories;


Deaf Students (Majority)



Students with Hard of Hearing (HH)

Vocational Training Program
At the School they have pre-vocational programs. Since they believe
that Not many of the deaf students will be capable of receiving their
higher education. Furthermore, if they have finished their education,
they will have to compete on unequal terms with their hearing peers
in a field where unemployment is growing in Jordan.
Table 4: Target group summary table
Pilot Class:

10th grade

Age:

15-16

Characteristics:
 Mixed Class room and
labs.
 (12) Students.
 (6-7) hrs daily class.
 Each Lecture is (45)
mins.

Methods to be used: QR
Codes
QRC Scanner Apps:
mEQUITY manager.

Pilot Courses/Teaching materials to be
developed:
1. Physics
2. Biology
(10) lessons
(10) lessons


Physics lectures is being offered to
the students (3) times a week while
Biology is given (2) times a week.

Open Recourses:
 iPads.
 Computer lab
 Physics lab
 Biology lab
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Implementation Plan:
Teachers can easily create QR codes
A short manual and training session were given to the
teachers.
Excite students about upcoming material:



-

To connect a QR code to the "Figure" or “Question of the day”
and use it as an anticipatory set to get students thinking about
upcoming information.




Link QRC to favorite websites.
Make interactive worksheets



In the case of films the free
video sharing portal YouTube
or Flicker is applicable, and teachers can upload sets of their
own videos or tutorials there.

Teachers can put small icons in the middle of the QR Codes to
indicate the content.

How using iPads and QRC method could improve the way in
which the students acquire knowledge and gain skills?
QR (Quick Response) Codes are a two-dimensional bar code
originally designed for use in the automotive industry.
Using QRC for education is highly engaging and can provide a new
way to give students information. QR codes contain encoded
information which is often a URL to a website. Teachers can help
deaf and HH students address their needs by giving them additional
support to access the audio-visual videos posted online.
During classes teachers can also record their lessons in sign
language and post them online for students to access from home
while completing homework assignments. The homework sheets
can have QR codes linking to teacher directions or video file of that
assignment’s targets/overview, online tutorials or other websites
for additional support. Additionally, for students who take class
notes during lectures, teachers can put their PowerPoint
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presentations online and provide the students with the QR code to
access them so they can pay attention instead of taking notes.
QR codes linking to pre-selected websites for research can be
created and printed by the teacher ahead of time and given to
students in the physics lab or anatomy lab, and the students can use
the iPads with camera and internet access to read the code and open
sites.
Lastly, QR codes can be used to give students with disabilities
immediate feedback when QR codes embedded in classroom
handouts and homework sheets link to the answers to problems so
students can check their work.
Lessons:


Lessons in Biology: The cell, chromosomes, circulatory
system, digestive system, respiratory system, bacteria,
viruses and the seedless plants.



Lessons in Geology: Earthquakes, the solar system, the
water cycle and volcanoes.



Lessons in Physics. States of matter, simple machine, the
eye and reflection of light.



Lessons in Chemistry: The 1st group elements, the 2nd
group elements and hydrocarbon compounds.

Taking into consideration the needs of the target students, the QR
codes technology was adapted, as it is the best method to serve our
purpose.
Training for teachers in Bulgaria:
Two staff members from Al-Amal School attended the mEQUITY
training workshop in BG on how to create, use and integrate QR
codes in their lessons. Also, a field visit was conducted to explore
closely the use of QR codes in the real classes.
Preparing Plan Scenarios:
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Based on the sample plan scenario sent by the project coordinator,
and after adapting it to become convenient with the strategic plan
and scenarios used in the school.
In total (20) Plan Scenarios were prepared in both Arabic and
English language illustrating the objectives; expected outputs; tools
to be used; strategies; lessons flow( students role and teacher role)
and the resources.
Plan scenarios and recourses for the (4) subjects are uploaded to the
PMC<02-Implementation<Pilot experiment and analysis < UJ< Plan
Scenarios (Fig.4).

Fig. 4. Plan scenarios and recourses for the 4 subjects in the PMC
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Fig.5. Sample plan scenario in Biology: The cell and its types
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Methodology:


First category: develop illustration videos and educational
supplemental material for students (that includes sign
language) and linking the scientific content of their regular
lessons with the technology using quick response codes
(QRC).



Second category: develop illustration videos and educational
supplemental material translated to Arabic language and
distributed free of charge.

Video processing and Editing:
In this stage illustration videos and educational supplemental
material for students (that includes sign language) were developed
and linked with the scientific content of their regular lessons and the
technology using QR codes. The Arabic subtitles as text and the
Arabic sign language interpreter were added to the video via video
editing software CAMTASIA. Synchronization between the video
running, the Arabic subtitles and the sign language interpreter was a
challenging problem.
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Fig. 6: Screen shot for editing a video on Earthquakes and Richter
scale showing the video, the Arabic Subtitles and the Arabic Sign
language Interpreter

Fig. 7: An Edited video Showing the three part: the demonstration
Video, the Arabic Subtitles and the Arabic Sign Interpreter running
synchronously.
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Fig. 8: The Process of recording The Arabic Sign language
Interpretation.
Pilot Lesson:
During mEQUITY training workshop, was conducted in Jordan
during 15.10.2017 – 19.10.2017.
A field visit to Al-Amal Secondary School for Deaf Students was
conducted by EU and Jo partners, during the visit the adaptation of
digital educational resources for students with special needs was
tested by implementing a biology lesson (The eye) using iPads, QR
codes. Students were pleased with the videos and sign language
translation, especially that the translator was their own teacher.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 9: Engagement of Students in the learning process using QR codes
Students at the School of Engineering-UJ
The Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Department at the
University of Jordan approve to include the following developed
courses that use DIPSEIL system as e-learning platform in the
context of mEQUITY project within the curriculum of the
departments, which have been offered at the:
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4. 1st Semester of the academic year 2017/2018.
5. 2nd Semester of the academic year 2017/2018.
6. Summer semester of the academic year 2017/2018.
Lectures were prepared and taught by mEQUITY team at the
University of Jordan:





Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh (Project Coordinator at UJ).
Prof. Dia Abu Al-Nadi (Electrical Engineering Department).
Prof.
Mohammad
Hawwa
(Electrical
Engineering
Department).
Dr. Ghazi Al-Sukkar (Electrical Engineering Department).

Table 5. Pilot Courses uploaded to DIPSEIL system
N

Course
Number

Course
Title

Department

Cours
e level

Cre
dit
Hou
rs
3

1.

0904774

Advanced
Renewab
le Energy
Systems

Mechanical
Engineering

Maste
r

2.

0904554

Special
Topics in
Thermal

Mechanical
Engineering

Bache
lor

3

3.

0903424

Electrical
Engineering

Bache
lor

3

4.

0903221

Digital
Signal
Processin
g
Signals
and
Systems

Electrical
Engineering

Bache
lor

5.

3016220
7

6.

09048
64

Teacher
Semeste
r
Prof.
Ahmed
Alsalaym
eh

1
2017/2
018

Prof.
Ahmed
Alsalaym
eh
Prof. Dia
AbuAlNadi

1
2017/2
018

3

Dr. Ghazi
AlSukkar

2
2017/2
018

Electrical Electrical
Bache 3
Engineeri Engineering lor
ng
Principle
s
Photo
Mechanic Master
3
Voltaic
al
Engineeri
ng

Dr. Ghazi
AlSukkar

2
2017/2
018
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7.

09045
54

Fluid
Mechanics
Lab

8.

09549
54

9.

09042
49

Special
Topics
Renewabl
e Energy
Systems
Thermal
and Fluid
Sciences
Lab

Mechanic
al
Engineeri
ng
Mechanic
al
Engineeri
ng

Bachel
or

1

Bachel
or

3

Mechanic
al
Engineeri
ng

Bachel
or

1

Prof.
Ahmed
AlSalaymeh
Prof.
Ahmed
AlSalaymeh

2
2017/201
8

Prof.
Ahmed
AlSalaymeh

Summer
Semester
2018

nd

Summer
Semester
2018

Advanced Renewable Energy Systems
This course was offered during 1st Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for master students at the Mechanical Engineering
Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh. The number
of students enrolled in the course was 21 students from different
backgrounds.
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Statistics of the assessed tasks sent by students:
Module/Task
M1/T1
M2/T2
M3/T3
M3/T4
M3/T5
M3/T6
M3/T7
M3/T8
M4/T9
M4/T10

Number of sent tasks
19
21
21
19
21
20
20
20
7
17

197

Average points
9,94
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
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Advanced Renewable Energy Systems
25
20

19

21

21

19

21

20

20

20
17

15
10

9.94

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

7

5
0

Number of sent tasks

Average points

In Module 3 Task 4 the students were asked to make a conference
article on the task materials and knowledge learned by now, while in
Module 3 Task 5 they made a presentation of the paper. In Module 4
Task 10 the students created a project and submitted all the projects
into the DIPSEIL system.
In Modules 1, 2, 3 and 4 there are additional lecture materials for the
corresponding modules provided by the teacher and put into
separate tasks. Modules 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 consist only of
lecture materials but it is not required by students to submit a task.
These materials are additional for the course.
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Before and after the completion of the course the students were
asked to fill in questionnaires.
Number of Students filled Questionnaires:


Pre Questionnaires: 21



Post Questionnaires: 21



Course evaluation Questionnaires: 21

Renewable Energy/Special topics in Thermals
This course was offered during 1st Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Mechanical Engineering
Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh. The number
of students enrolled in the course was 68 Students.
The course consists of 5 modules, 11 tasks. There is one additional
module of training materials, which support the other tasks with
additional knowledge and training. They do not require the
students to fulfil tasks. The final module is set for sending the final
students projects for completion of the course.
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Module/Task
M1/T1
M2/T1
M2/T2
M2/T3
M2/T4
M2/T5
M2/T6
M2/T7
M3/T1
M4/T1
M5/T1

Number of sent tasks
12
7
8
62
68
61
43
58
3
2
4

200

Average points
9,83
10
10
7,92
9,95
9,98
9,55
9,65
9,16
9,5
10
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Special Topics in Thermals
80
68

70

62

61

58

60
50

43

40
30
20
10

12
9.83

7

10

8 10

7.92

9.95

9.98

9.55

9.65

9.16
3

9.5
2

10
4

0
M1/T1 M2/T1 M2/T2 M2/T3 M2/T4 M2/T5 M2/T6 M2/T7 M3/T1 M4/T1 M5/T1
Number of sent tasks

Average points

Before and after the completion of the course the students were
asked to fill in questionnaires.
Nunber of Students filled Questionnaires:
Pre Questionnaires: 50
Post Questionnaires: 50
Course evaluation Questionnaires: 50.
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Digital Signal Processing
This course was offered during 2nd Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Electrical Engineering
Department and taught by Prof. Dia Abu Al-Nadi. The number of
students enrolled in the course was 25 Students.
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Module/Task
M1/T1
M2/T1
M2/T2
M3/T1
M4/T1
M5/T1
M6/T1

Number of sent tasks
23
23
22
21
23
22
22

Average points
9,89
9,9
9,87
9,78
9,84
9,85
9,6

Digital Signal Processing
25

23

23

22

23
21

22

22

20
15
10

9.89

9.9

9.87

9.78

9.84

9.85

9.6

M1/T1

M2/T1

M2/T2

M3/T1

M4/T1

M5/T1

M6/T1

5
0
Number of sent tasks
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Average points
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Before and after the completion of the course the students were
asked to fill in questionnaires.
Number of Students filled Questionnaires




Pre Questionnaires: 25
Post Questionnaires: 25
Course evaluation Questionnaires: 25

Signals and Systems
This course was offered during 2nd Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Electrical Engineering
Department and taught by Dr. Ghazi Al-Sukkar. The number of
students enrolled in the course was 78 Students.
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Module/Task
M1/T1
M2/T2
M3/T3
M4/T4
M5/T5
M5/T6

Number of sent tasks
78
62
39
37
25
72

Average points
7,1
6,65
5,9
8 (4 from maximum of 5)
7,6 (3,8 from maximum of 5)
10

Signals and Systems
90
80

78

72

70

62

60
50

39

40

37
25

30
20
10

7.1

6.65

5.9

M1/T1

M2/T2

M3/T3

7.6

10

M5/T5

M5/T6

8

0
Number of sent tasks
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M4/T4

Average points
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For the facilitation of the students there is created Module 5 Task 6.
It consists of the links to the pre- and post- questionnaires, which
the students must fill in for the course. Questionnaires were filled
online and the students were gained 10 points.
Electrical Engineering Principles
This course was offered during 2nd Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Electrical Engineering
Department and taught by Dr. Ghazi Al-Sukkar. The number of
students enrolled in the course was 18 Students.
The course consists of 6 modules, 16 tasks. The pilot is carried out
with 18 students who have made only 4 tasks (Module 3, Tasks 8
and 9; Module 4, Tasks 10 and 11). The students will learn the other
tasks the next semesters after the end of the project.
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Module/Task
M3/T8
M3/T9
M4/T10
M4/T11

Number of sent tasks
12
18
15
10

Average points
4,28 (2,14 from maximum of 5)
5,0 (2,5 from maximum of 5)
9,4 (4,7 from maximum of 5)
8,26 (4,13 from maximum of 5)

Electrical Engineering Principles
20

18

18

15

16
14
12

12
9.4

10

10
8.26

8
6

4.28

5

4
2
0
M3/T8

M3/T9

M4/T10

Number of sent tasks
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Before and after the completion of the course the students were
asked to fill in questionnaires.
Number of Students filled Questionnaires




Pre Questionnaires: 18
Post Questionnaires: 18
Course evaluation Questionnaires: 18

Fluid Mechanics Laboratory
This course was offered during 2nd Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Mechanical Engineering
Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh. The number of
students enrolled in the course was 47 Students.
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Module/Task
M1/T1
M2/T2
M3/T3
M4/T4
M5/T5
M6/T6
M7/T7
M8/T8

Number of sent tasks
43
45
47
41
39
39
44
47

Average points
7,5
7,24
8,3
7,95
8,12
8,25
7,97
8,56

Fluid Mechanics Laboratory
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

45

43

47

44

41

39

47

39

7.5

7.24

8.3

7.95

8.12

8.25

7.97

8.56

M1/T1

M2/T2

M3/T3

M4/T4

M5/T5

M6/T6

M7/T7

M8/T8

Number of sent tasks

209

Average points
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The last two modules (Module 0: Questionnaires, mEQUITY
Survey) are created for the ease of the students – by these modules
they have a quick access to the pre- and post-questionnaires.
Number of Students filled Questionnaires:




Pre Questionnaires: 38
Post Questionnaires: not yet
Course evaluation Questionnaires: not yet

Photovoltaic (PV)
This course was offered during 2nd Semester of the academic year
2017/2018 for master students at the Mechanical Engineering
Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh. The number of
students enrolled in the course was 14 Students. The course consists
of 15 modules with tasks for performance and two last modules
containing questionnaires. The students were asked to make the
following tasks during the pilot: M1/T1, M2/T2, M3/T3, M4/T4,
M5/T5, M6/T6, M7/T2, M8/T8, M15/T1, M15/T2, M15/T3,
M15/T4, M15/T5, M15/T6.
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Module/Task
M1/T1
M2/T2
M3/T3
M4/T4
M5/T5
M6/T6
M7/T2
M8/T8
M15/T1
M15/T2
M15/T3
M15/T4
M15/T5
M15/T6

Number of sent tasks
14
14
14
13
14
14
2
11
14
14
14
14
14
14
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Average points
8,3
7,95
9,43
8,65
8,12
7,97
8,5
8,56
8,25
9,15
9,95
9,98
9,56
9,67
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Photovoltaic (PV)
16
14

14

14

14

13

14

14

14
11

12
10
8

14

8.3 7.95

9.43

8.65

8.12 7.97 8.5 8.56 8.25

9.15

14

2

2

0

Number of sent tasks
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14

14

9.95 9.98 9.56 9.67

6
4

14

Average points
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Number of Students filled Questionnaires:




Pre Questionnaires: 9
Post Questionnaires: not yet
Course evaluation Questionnaires: not yet

Special Topics –Renewable Energy Systems
This course was offered during summer Semester of the academic
year 2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Mechanical
Engineering Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh.
The number of students enrolled in the course was 44 Students.

The course consists of 9 modules containing 10 tasks and 2
assignments. Module 10 is created for the final project submissions.
As three last modules, there are put links to the pre-, post- and
“evaluation of efficiency” questionnaires.
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Module/Task
M1/T1
M2/T2
M2/T3
M3/T4
M4/T5
M5/T6
M5/T6
M6/T7
M7/T8
M8/T9
M9/T10

Number of sent tasks
42
44
39
10
41
42
41
39
39
40
39

214

Average points
9,5
9,8
9,8
9,87
10
9,65
9,55
9,95
9,3
9,54
9,6
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Special Topics/Renewable Energy
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
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9.8

41

39

9.87
9.8 10

10

42

9.65

Number of sent tasks

41

9.55

39

9.95

Average points

Number of Students filled Questionnaires:




Pre Questionnaires: 21
Post Questionnaires: 11
Course evaluation Questionnaires: 11
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Thermal and Fluid Sciences Laboratory
This course was offered during summer Semester of the academic
year 2017/2018 for bachelor students at the Mechanical
Engineering Department and taught by Prof. Ahmed Al-Salaymeh.
The number of students enrolled in the course was 15 Students. The
course consists of 9 modules and tasks. The first and the last tasks
are the pre- and post- questionnaires.
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Module/Task
M1/T1
M2/T2
M2/T3
M3/T4
M4/T5
M5/T6
M5/T6
M6/T7
M7/T8
M8/T9

Number of sent tasks
13
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

Average points
7,2
8,4
9,8
9,12
7,9
9,65
9,15
8,95
8,67
9,5

Thermal and Fluid Sciences Laboratory
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Number of sent tasks
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Number of Students filled Questionnaires:


Pre Questionnaires: 15

3.2 Results from the Pilot with the target group students
from PSUT
Our Lady of Peace Center (Special Education). QRC
A pilot course module (not academic) was prepared for students
with special needs at Our Lady of Peace Center, however, due to the
mental and physical disability of students at the center, as of today,
it was not adequate to perform a course evaluation for the pilot
course module, however, PSUT team is intended to perform other
measures to perform evaluation. This course module was designed
using QR-Code, and its contents was based on unity and Camtasia
technologies.
Our Lady of Peace Center is for students who require special
Education.
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Pilot Design Time Schedule
•

Developed applications are demonstrated and discussed
with instructors at center for possible modification.
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01/11/2017

27/09/2017

23/08/2017

19/07/2017

14/06/2017

10/05/2017

05/04/2017

Small groups of students with similar disability are being
trained by instructors to use the multimedia applications.
01/03/2017

•

The Pilot Design Time Schedule of the activities is shown on
the figure below:

Proposed
Contents
App.
Implementati…
QR code design
Pre-Evaluation
Pilot Ready

Interactive Course for Disabled Students
•

Developing interactive courses for disabled students
covering basic skills such as Drawing, Typing, Framing,
Weaving, etc...

•

QR-codes are scanned using a dedicated mobile app to
download and play the lessons.

•

Standalone mobile apps. can be downloaded from the
DIPSEIL course management system.
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For creating the multimedia resources the following tools were
used:
•

Adobe Photoshop.

•

Unity.

•

Camtasia.

Design The Images on Photoshop: At the beginning of the work we
analyzed each application individually, then we applied each
experiment in a practical way, after that we designed the images on
Photoshop as it is apparent in applications, where the process took
considerable time and effort.
An application has been developed to train disabled students to do
several activities such as:










Typing in Arabic (Unity tool).
Typing in English (Unity tool).
Draw a house (Unity tool).
Creating a frame (Unity tool).
Brush a teeth (Unity tool).
Count from one to ten (Camtasia tool).
Learn Arabic Letters (Camtasia tool).
Learn some names of wild and marine animals
(Camtasia tool).
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Course contents/Development (QR codes designed)
Multimedia materials for acquiring the following skills are
devepoled:

•

Basic IT skills

•

Typing

•

Drawing

•

Create files

•

Saving files

•

Open files

•

Basic Health

•

Teeth brushing

•

Segments

•

Recognizing Letters, Numbers and Animals

The content of the multimedia resources is the following:
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Typing in Arabic (Unity Tool):
•

The disabled students learn how to write the sentence "انا
" أحب والديusing Microsoft word in an easy and suitable way.

•

In the beginning the program will illustrate how to open the
Microsoft word program from the start menu in a smoothly
way step by step through several images, after that a
keyboard image appears to the kid with all the letters on it
as real keyboard image. For each letter of the sentence four
pictures - one after another- will show the child how to press
one the keyboard in a clear and easy way. The program
continue to show the images for each letter to the end.

Typing in English (Unity Tool):
• The disabled students learns how to write the sentence "i
love my dad" using a Microsoft word same as the typing in
Arabic program explained before, the process is the same
but with English letter.
Drawing a House (Unity Tool)
• The drawing house video teach the disabled students how to
draw a house using a pen and paper in enjoyable way. In the
beginning the program will show the material needed to
draw the house, then show how to hold the pen correctly,
then the program show how to draw a house step by step
using several images.
Creating a Frame (Unity Tool)
•

The Creating a frame video demonstrate how to create a
beautiful frame using cardboard, scissor and colorful paper,
the program clarify step by step how to create the frame and
how to use the glue properly.

Brushing Teeth (Unity Tool)
•

The brush teeth video work the same as the previous videos
using several images to teach how to brush your teeth using
a brush. In the beginning the program illustrate how to put a
suitable amount of toothpaste on the brush in an easy way,
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then start show how to clean the two jaws the upper and the
lower, in an easy and clearly way.
Count From One To Ten (Camtasia Tool)
•

•

The counts video was developed from 1 to 10 for disabled
students on the Camtasia tool, where the video learning the
student the number from one to ten. Each number from one
to ten is represented by an equal number of images.
To increase interaction with the students, a number of
exercises were placed at the end of the video.

Learn Arabic Letters (Camtasia Tool)
•

•

The Arabic letters video was developed for disabled
students on the Camtasia tool, Where the video learning the
students to write some Arabic letters, and each letter is
represented by three words.
To increase interaction with the students, a number of
exercises were placed at the end of the video.

Learn Some Names Of Wild And Marine Animals (Camtasia
Tool)
•

•

The animals video was developed for disabled students on
the Camtasia tool, where the video learning the student to
some names of wild and marine animals, and a picture of the
animal was placed against his name.
To increase interaction with the students, a number of
exercises were placed at the end of the video.

Partners institution technology students
The pilot case at PSUT was conducted over three stages, the first
stage was the pre-pilot stage (July-August, 2017), and was
conducted using the developed communication engineering remote
LAB developed by PSUT team to serve students with disability. The
second stage consist of two courses, the first being Signals and
Systems course and the Microelectronics course, both pilot courses
were conducted during November – December, 2017. The last stage
included two pilot courses; the Communication Engineering Remote
LAB and Digital Communication course, both pilot courses were
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conductred during the second semester 2018, February – June,
2018.
All pilot courses were done using DIPSEIL platform and included the
participation of good number of students and course assignments. In
addition, a comprehensive evaluation was conducted for each pilot
course.


Evaluation of pilot courses was conducted over three
phases:
•
•
•

•
•

Trial evaluation: Remote communication lab (Jul.Aug., 2017)
1st semester (Nov.-Dec., 2017): Signals & Systems
and Microelectronics
2nd semester (Feb.-June, 2018): Remote
Communication Lab, Digital Comm.

Students performed pre/post surveys
Performance of students calculated in each course.

Trial Phase Evaluation was accomplished in July and August, 2017.
The time schedule of the evaluation of the pilot is shown on the
chart below.
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•

19 students were selected to perform the experiments.

•

Students were motivated to perform the tasks and submit
their work through DIPSEIL.

•

A tutorial on DIPSEIL use was provided by means of
handouts and video.

•

Grading and feedback of each submission was available to
students through DIPSEIL.

•

Surveys were designed by PSUT team due to difficulty
getting the analysis in August, 2017.

•

Students filled out a questionnaire about the lab work
through an online form.

•

Statistical analysis was performed on the filled
questionnaires.

Signals and Systems
The pilot took plase in the 1st Semester (Nov.-Dec., 2017) of the
school year. The students were asked to make the following tasks:
M4/T10, M4/T11, M4/T13.
Tasks Description
•

Module 4/Task10: Write a Matlab code (or use any other
software) to check the orthogonality of any two signals.

•

Module 4/Task 11: Find the equivalent Trigonometric form
of F.S. expansion for the given exponential form.

•

Module 4/Task 13: Determine the output of a LTI system to a
given periodic input in the form of F.S.

Module/Task
M4/T10
M4/T11
M4/T13

Number of submitted tasks
12
12
8
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Average points
7.5
7.7
9.1
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Signals and Systems
14
12

12

12

10
7.5

8

8

7.7

9.1

6
4
2
0
M4/T10

M4/T11

Number of submitted tasks

M4/T13
Average points

10
8

Poor

6

Fair
Good

4

Very Good

2

Excellent

0
md4-10

md4-11

md-13

•

Students conducted pre/post surveys through Google forms.

•

Submissions were graded and availed to students.

•

Sample mean of each submission was calculated.
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Microelectronics
The pilot took plase in the 1st Semester (Nov.-Dec., 2017) of the
school year. The students were asked to make the following tasks:
M1/T1, M2/T1, M2/T2, M2/T3.
Tasks Description
M1T1: Define the advantages and the drawbacks of CMOS and
integrated circuits in accordance with their classification.
M2/T1: Choose the most suitable methods of lithography and
etching for production of sub-micron integrated circuits and to
justify the choice.
M2/T2: Describe the technological sequence for obtaining threelayer commutation with aluminum bars.
M2/T3: Choose appropriate technological methods for changing the
type of conductivity of a p-type Si crystal for obtaining n-channel
and p-channel transistors in its volume. Define the technological
sequence.

Module/Task
M1/T1
M2/T1
M2/T2
M2/T3

Number of submitted tasks
16
16
14
15
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8,3
6,1
5,7
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Microelectronics
18
16

16

16

15

14

14
12
10

8.3

7.9

8

6.1

5.7

6
4
2
0
M1/T1

M2/T1

M2/T2

Number of submitted tasks

M2/T3

Average points

14
12
Poor

10

Fair

8

Good

6

Very Good

4

Excellent

2
0
md1-1

md2-1

md2-2

md2-3

•

Students conducted pre/post surveys though Google forms.

•

Assignment submission was graded and availed to students.

•

Sample mean of each submission was calculated.
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Communication Lab
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Remote Communication Lab Platform

•
•
•
•
•

General multi I/O board.
The board is equipped with multiple communication
systems experiments.
Users can select and operate the desired experiment using
DIPSEIL course management system.
DIPSEIL is loaded with a user interface coded with *.html
pages.
System paradigm emphasizes easy selection and execution of
the desired experiment.

System Hardware
•

The experimental circuits were built using National
Instruments ELVIS® hardware.

•

The virtual instruments are implemented using LabView®
platform.
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•

A dedicated server is used to cater for users connecting to
the experiments through the DIPSEIL course management
system.

A Sample Experiment Uploaded as html into DIPSEIL
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Results of the students tasks:
2nd Semester (Feb.-May, 2018)
Module/Task

Number of submitted
tasks

Average
points

M1/T1
M2/T1
M3/T1
M4/T1
M5/T1

15
13
14
11
8

8.0
7.7
7.9
7.9
8.1

Avg. Score
(10)
w/o DIPSEIL
7.2
7.0
8.1
7.3
7.8

Communication Lab
15

14

13

11
10

7.7

7.9

7.9

8

8.1

5
0
M2/T1

M3/T1

M4/T1

Number of submitted tasks 15

M5/T1

Average points 8

6
5

Poor

4

Fair

3

Good

2

Very Good

1

Excellent

0
md1-1

•

md2-1

md3-1

md4-1

md5-1

Students conducted pre surveys though Google forms.
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•

Assignment submission was graded and availed to students.

•

Sample mean of each submission was calculated.

Courses Results
•

Several courses were developed by PSUT and partner
institutions for the mEquity project including: Remote
Communication lab, Signals and Systems, Microelectronics,
Digital Comm., etc…

•

Communication lab was offered to students, and course
outcomes were assessed for quality assurance.

•

As part of the dissemination process, PSUT students are
enrolled in other mEQUITY courses developed by partner
institutions.

•

Several training videos (Camtasia and Unity) have been
developed for teaching students with disabilities.

•

These videos are deployed on the mEquity server and can be
accessed using mEquity QRC app available from the app
store.

3.3.Results from the Pilot with the target group students from
JUST
A) Gaza camp students
socioeconomic isolation

who

suffers

from

B) Unemployed young professional who recently
graduated from just
C) Senior students with special needs
D) Students from the host communities (just students
who live in the host communities as encouraged by
local officials to comply with the national response
plan to support refugees and their host
communities adapted by the eu and other
international donors)
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Design of the educational scenario
Based on the Need analyses study, the JUST professors and
teachers developed University level courses (vocational and
academic courses) about renewable energy, agriculture engineering,
and IoT fields that correspond to the skills, knowledge and
competence, abilities and specific needs of the target group, for
which the digital resources for learning by means of mobile devices
was developed.
Performance Centered Learning methodology was adapted during
the development of the courses. The performance in education
related to performance of students’ future working environments.
During the course students should be confronted with and trained
for situations they will also encounter in their future profession. The
scope of courses should not be limited to support the curriculum
educational objectives but also support the performance of the
students in the everyday working environment.
The open educational resources were available to the students
within the DIPSEIL framework (Distributed Internet Based
Performance Support Environment for Individualized Learning).
Renewable energy courses
mEQUITY team aims to develop a modern education strategy to
introduce the Renewable Energy (RE) concepts and benefits through
Vocational Training (VT) to disadvantage people.
The courses concentrate on Photovoltaics PV since it is the most Job
generating RE technology in Jordan.
The objective of VT in RE should cover the need of business
activities of companies working in RE in Jordan which basically lay
within sales/installations of PV, and although there is a clear need
for qualified engineers and technician, engineers with
multidisciplinary skills (knowledge of finance, marketing, or
economics) are also needed.
Main results obtained from field surveys on the RE education in
Jordan, suggest that that renewable energy markets will suffer from
ill-educated and trained engineers and technicians in this field.
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The following table shows a group of educational objectives that was
identified for the renewable energy courses, the Educational
objectives are also divided into 3 groups as follow:

Basic
knowledge
related to PV and
solar water heaters
Introduction to solar
energy and other RE
technologies
Introduction of the
energy status in Jordan
Physics of solar
radiations (quantity,
quality, spectrum)

Practical
skills
of
Designer and installer
Occupational safety and
health
Personal protective
equipment
Site survey and
identification of
customer requirements
Design and sizing of an
on-grid PV system

Solar radiation
measurements (DNI,
GHI, DR, GNI, etc...)

Design and sizing of an
off-grid PV system

Solar radiation and PV
energy Balance

Design sizing, selection
and installation of a
solar water heater

PV system component
PV system design and
performance indicators
Tilt angle, Air mass,
Sizing ratio, IV curves,
MPPT etc...
Effect of environment
on the performance
and the IV (shading,
radiation soiling, etc...
Advantages and
disadvantages of PV,
Physics solar energy

Structural systems
calculation
Introduction to the
legislations and codes
that regulate the work
in solar energy in
Jordan
Electrical companies’
requirements for
issuing license to
connect RE system to
the grid
Pre-installation’s
calculation,
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Business
Designer
installer

skills

of
and

Soft business skills
including:
Communication skills.
Self-introduction and
CV writing
Job interview
management
Time management
and organization.
Presentation skills.
Goal identification.
Relationship building
at work.
Entrepreneurship
skills
Generating a business
idea
Developing a business
plan
Market analysis
Financial analysis
Realistic planning
Marketing
Costing and Pricing
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balance water heaters
Types of solar water
heaters and sizing
calculation

documentation and
drawing

Solar Market
Jordan;

in

Single line diagram.

current opportunities

Installation at site.

futures trends

Testing and inspection

suppliers and logistics

Operation and inverter
sittings

RE companies
registration

As-built, documentation
and drawing

Market stake holders

and

Maintenance
(preventive, failures,
reactive)

Based on the educational objectives above one academic
engineering course was updated and four others were developed
under project, the courses are:
1. Renewable Energy: updated by mEQUITY project and
taught in Pilot I and pilot II
2. Intro. to Energy Situation in Jordan: developed within
mEQUITY project taught in Pilot I and pilot II.
3. Photovoltaics (PV) Technology: developed within
mEQUITY project taught in Pilot I and pilot II.
4. Career orientation and Personal Development:
developed within mEQUITY project taught in Pilot I and pilot
II.
5. Photovoltaics (PV) System Design: developed within
mEQUITY project but was not taught in the pilot.
The last four courses are vocational training courses, three of them
were taught under the pilot. To turn the educational objectives into
tasks, DACUM technique was used. DACUM (Developing A
Curriculum) is a quick yet highly valid job analysis technique. The
DACUM process is used to determine the competencies that should
be addressed in a training curriculum for a specific occupation. This
technique will extend the use of the MDR after the course as it can
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serve as Performance support system for the students at the point of
need when they are employed.
Four professional engineers and two experience technicians were
interviewed and were asked to describe their daily tasks at work
and were asked to identify what are the competencies that they
consider when interviewing new engineer for work. Based on the
DACUM panel recommendation, the tasks of the courses were
developed.
After Pilot I the tasks of the last course were finalized based on the
feedback of the students and a professional engineer who audited
the course.
Agricultural engineering courses
3. Field Crops Production: updated by mEQUITY project and
taught in Pilot I
4. Seed Production and Technology: updated by mEQUITY
project and taught in pilot II.
The above courses are academic B.Sc. labs offered by Department of
Plant Production at JUST for Agronomy students. The course
consists of 12 lab activities. The students are required to submit a
report for each lab as a hardcopy as well as an electronic copy using
the DIPSIEL system.
Courses developed or updated within the mEQUITY project but
were not part of the pilot:
1. Internet of Thing course (IoT)
2. Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point Course
(HACCP)
3. Concept mapping course,
4. Photovoltaics (PV) System Design
These courses were developed within mEQUITY project using the
methodology of task-based learning or performance-based learning
for the targeted group above but were tough either after the pilot
(HACCP and IoT) or scheduled to be taught in the next semester.
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3.3 The pilot experiments at JUST
The pilot was conducted on two phases in accordance with the two
scenarios at the university; Academic courses and Vocational
training courses of the targeted groups. The results from the
submitted tasks are shown in the following tables:
Course 1: Field Crops Production
Start: Oct,2017 End: Feb,2018

Lecturer: Prof. Nezar Samarah

No

Task name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Crop morphology identification
Wheat
Barley
Corn
Sorghum
Chickpeas
Faba bean
Lentils
Bean
Pea
Sunflower

Number of
Submitted
Performances
0
7
7
8
8
9
9
4
5
5
4

Average
Points
9,85
9,79
8,92
9,21
9,89
9,75
9,43
9,56
9,56
9,92

Field Crops Production
12
10
8

9.85

9.79

7

7

8.92
8

9.21
8

9.89
9

9.75
9

6

9.43

4

4

9.56

9.56

5

5

2
0

No. of Submitted Performances 0
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Average Points -

9.92

4
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Course 2: Seed Production and Technology
Start: Feb,2018. End: Jun,2018

Lecturer: Prof. Nezar Samarah

No

Task name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Seeds identifying
Identifying flowers and fruits
Studying seed structure
Study seed chemical composition
Measure seed moisture content
Study seedling morphology
Conduct seed purity test
Conduct seed tetrazolium test
Conduct seed germination
Seed accelerated aging test
Conduct cold test
Electrical conductivity test

Number of
Submitted
Performances
32
33
32
32
35
34
33
32
32
34
31
33
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Average
Points
9,25
10
9,93
9,84
8,34
8,97
9,90
9,91
9,63
9,10
9,67
9,89
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Seed Production and Technology
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

32

33

9.25

32

10

32

35

34

33

9.93 9.84 8.34 8.97

No. of Submitted Performances

9.9

32

32

9.91 9.63

34

9.1

31

33

9.67 9.89

Average Points

Course 3: Renewable energy
Start: Dec,2017
Damra, M.Sc.

End: Apr,2018
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No

Task name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Introduction To RE
Solar Energy
Solar Cells
Grid Connected PV
Sand alone PV
Hydropower
Geothermal energy
Energy economics

Number of
Submitted
Performances
5
4
6
4
4
5
5
6

Average Points

8,45
7,98
8,76
9,12
9,34
8,89
9,23
9,78

Renewable energy
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

8.45
5

7.98

8.76

9.12

9.34

6
4

4

No. of Submitted Performances
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4

8.89
5

9.23
5

Average Points

9.78
6
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Course 4: Introduction to Renewable Energy Situation in Jordan
Start: Dec,2017
Damra, M.Sc

End: Apr,2018

Module
Name

Task name:

Course
Introduc
tion
Energy
Situatio
n in
Jordan
Renewa
ble
energy
in
Jordan

Performance centered
learning
How to use DIPSEIL
Jordan Energy Mix
Energy crisis in Jordan
Reforming Jordan Energy
Systems
Introduction to RE. in
Jordan
Renewable energy law in
Jordan
RE Technologies and
Resources in Jordan
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Lecturer: Eng. Qatada
Number of
Submitted
Performances
34

Averag
e
Points
8,65

29
30
30
22

9,34
9,65
8,7
8,56

15

9,25

4

8,98

4

8,74
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Introduction to Renewable Energy Situation in
Jordan
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

34

29

30

30

22
8.65

9.34

9.65

8.7

8.56

15
9.25

Number of Submitted Performances

8.98
4

8.74
4

Average Points

Course 5: Photovoltaics (PV) Technology
Start: Dec,2017
Qatada Damra, M.Sc.

End: Apr,2018
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Modul
e
Name

Task name:

Number of Submitted
Performances

Avera
ge
Points

Wafer
Based
PV

Monocrystalline
Polycrystalline PV
PV price over time
Equivalent Circuit of a Solar
Cell
Thin Film vs. Wafer-Based
PV System Classification
Research vs. Commercial
Grid-connected PV system
topology
Off grid PV system topology
Water Pumping PV system
topology
Other PV applications

30
26
18
2

9,76
9,14
9,32
9,16

21
20
18
22

9,54
8,14
8,78
8,33

4
10

9,66
9,5

16

9,78

Thin
Film
PV
PV
Syste
ms

Photovoltaics (PV) Technology
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

30

26

21

18
9.76

9.14

9.32

9.16

9.54

20

18

8.14

2

Number of Submitted Performances
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22
16
8.33 9.66 109.5 9.78
4

Average Points
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Course 6: Career orientation and Personal Development
Start: Dec,2017
Husam Al-Kuran, M.Sc.

End: Apr,2018

Lecturer: Eng.

Module
Name

Task name:

Submitted Performances

Average
Points

What Job
suits me

Personality Test
CV writing
LinkedIn profile
WHY CAREER planning?
CURRENT TRENDS
Career Options
Good Communication
interview management
Showing confidence

17
17
13
7
0
5
8
6
2

10
9,14
9,78
8,76
9,85
9,16
8,1
10

Career
Planning
Interview
Skills
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Career Orientation and Personal Development
Submitted Performances
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

17
10

Average Points

17
9.14

13
9.78

8.76
7

9.85
5

89.16

6

10

8.1
2

In total 149 students, who submitted 928 performances, and 8
academics, who prepared 59 tasks, were involved in the two phases
of the pilot. In Pilot I five courses were taught involving 49 students,
doing 46 tasks and in Pilot II five courses were taught involving 100
students doing 47 tasks. The following table summarizes the details
of each course at each pilot phase:
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N
o
1
2
3
4
5
6

Course Name

Modules

Tasks
11

Pilot 1
Stud.
11

Pilot 2
Stud.
0

Submitt
als
66

Field Crops
Production
Seed Production and
Technology
Renewable energy
Intro. to Energy
Situation in Jordan
Photovoltaics (PV)
Technology
Career orientation
and Personal
Development

11
12

12

0

36

393

3
3

8
8

8
12

7
20

39
168

3

11

10

24

187

3

9

8

13

75

The Analysis of the submitted performances from the conducted
pilot showed on average 83% of the submitted tasks were done
properly, this number draw a good conclusion about the level of
achievements and the extent of acquisition of the knowledge and
skills.
The main challenges
 Students related challenges:
a) Lack of motivation: Students need to dedicate an extra time
and effort to learn how to use the system.
b) Change Resistance: Academic courses’ students preferred to
use the e-Learning system at JUST at first.
c) Technology Habituation: some students asked for access to a
computers and scanners to be able to submit the handwritten reports while others insisted to use Scanner App on
their phones, which only was a waste their time and efforts.
But this is the ordinary way that they do it, even that it is not
necessary at all since DIPSEIL has a built-in and easy to use
camera function.
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d) The academic courses’ students had a problem with using
two eLearning systems at the same time (DIPSEIL and JUST
e-learning moodle), after taking the needed approval from
the university students were allowed to use DIPSEIL alone,
but the teachers needed to enter the marks using JUST elearning moodle.
In response with the above challenges students were provided with
a training session and hands-out on how to use DIPSEIL and on the
performance centered learning methodology. Sparing some time on
the beginning of the course to provide basic and simple training on
the use of platform proved to be very efficient, saving a lot of time
for both the students and the instructor in the comparison with the
students how did the DIPSEIL tutorial by themselves.
To encourage students to put extra effort to explore this learning
tool they were given extra grade incentive just enough to overpass
their basic instinct to resists the change.
The Major challenge with the Vocational training students was the
high drop rate. Considering the targeted group characteristics and
since the courses are free that was not surprising, in fact, this risk
was identified during early stage of mEQUITY project.
The students also said that the courses needed a lot of work, and
they were loaded with a lot of homework, that was solved by giving
them extra time to do class work instead of home works with the
help of the instructors. This happened when a considerate number
of students express that a home work is hard for them.


Resources related challenge:

Task structure needed to be updated based on the student’s
feedback, students were not part of process of turning the jobs into
tasks and according to some of them the tasks were long and
exhausting the tasks were updated based on feedback from the
students. Other possible solution is to make a tutorial course based
on tasks named by the students.
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The main results
1. Mobile based learning enhanced learning process for most
students engaged in the pilot, but it is found the technologies
has more significant impact on the targeted disadvantaged
students.
2. The students usually resists change, so to maximize the gain
from the mobile based learning technology students need to
be motivated and trained to use this new way of learning. It
was noted that if the students introduced properly to the
Tasked Based Learning and the benefits of mobile based
learning, they will learn faster and perform better.
3. Students engagement in tasks structuring will ease the
process of learning and it will increase their task
accomplishments rate.
4. Among the mobile learning various features, the following
are the most important with regard of the chosen target
group:
a. More student self-learning modules
b. Easy access to the teaching materials
c. Flexibility in time and place
d. Students can learn on their own pace.
5. Among the DIPSEIL various features the following were
identified by the teachers to be the most important:
a. Easy to upload the teaching materials and to navigate
through various tools
b. Reporting and tracking students’ grades are
convenient
c. Lab instructor can have an immediate feedback
d. Engage students in more interactive way
e. Easy to update and upload the teaching materials
with no extra cost
f. Flexibility, embodied videos, forms, quizzes all in the
same platform
g. The use of platform independent html package
h. It utilizes the advantages of the task-based Teaching
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6. The project built the capacity of JUST’s teacher to
development and offer course that utilize Mobile digital
resources for disadvantaged students.
7. 10 courses based on mobile learning technologies were
updated or created in JUST. The courses were developed
based on the special needs of the disadvantaged students.
8. The VT courses were developed in a way that it can be used
to support the performance of the future engineers.
9. We interviewed 5 students who attended course from pilot
one and graduated in the following semester and have found
work in RE companies. At least four of them told us that
they accessed the courses during their work for support.

4. Conclusion
This is a summary table of the developed courses within the Project
and the number of students participating in the pilot experiments at
the three Jordanian Universities:
N

Course Title

Semester

1

Advanced Renewable
Energy Systems
Renewable energy (Special
Topics in Thermals,
studied by UJ trainees)
Digital Signal Processing
Signals and Systems (UJ)
Electrical Engineering
Principles
Photo Voltaic
Fluid Mechanics Lab
Special Topics Renewable
Energy Systems
Thermal and Fluid
Sciences Lab
Signals and Systems
(PSUT)
Microelectronics
Communication Lab

1st Semester 2017/2018

Number of
students
21

1st Semester 2017/2018

68

2nd Semester 2017/2018
2nd Semester 2017/2018
2nd Semester 2017/2018

25
78
18

2nd Semester 2017/2018
2nd Semester 2017/2018
Summer Semester 2018

14
47
44

Summer Semester 2018

15

1st Semester 2017/2018

12

1st Semester 2017/2018
2nd Semester 2017/2018

16
15

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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13
14
15
16
17
18

Field Crops Production
Seed Production and
Technology
Renewable Energy
(studied by JUST trainees)
Introduction to Renewable
Energy Situation in Jordan
Photovoltaics (PV)
Technology
Career orientation and
Personal Development

1st Semester 2017/2018
2nd Semester 2017/2018

19
34

2nd Semester 2017/2018

6

2nd Semester 2017/2018

34

2nd Semester 2017/2018

30

2nd Semester 2017/2018

17
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CHAPTER 5
EVALUATION AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
1. Introduction
After the completion of the different Evaluation Reports within the
mEQUITY project, where each WP has been analyzed in detail, at its
end we present this Final Evaluation Report that includes the
achievements and the improvements that have been implemented in
the lifespan of the project. This document is based on the Quality
Assurance and Evaluation Plans, key to understand its structure and
the processes that have taken place.
Therefore, after this introduction, these plans are briefly analyzed
and afterwards we present the results of the evaluation process of
the mEQUITY project.

2. The Quality Assurance and Evaluation Plans of the
mEQUITY project
As detailed in the Quality Assurance Plan, a set of criteria and
measures were implemented in order to achieve the highest quality
standards within all phases of the mEQUITY project. Therefore,
quality assurance has played a fundamental role a means of
providing continuous advice and feedback on its activities and
results.
The Quality Assurance Plan was based on four key indicators
included in ISO 9001 2008 that are interconnected and related to
each other as well as distributed among the different WPs. The table
below shows how these indicators were adapted to the mEQUITY
project:
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KEY QUALITY INDICATORS
PLANNING

IMPLEMENTATION

EVALUATION

CHECK-UP

ACTIONS CARRIED OUT IN THE
PROJECT
Coordination, management,
definition of objectives, schedule of
tasks, meetings, communication
among partners, communication
tools.
Creation of the MDR model, use of
the MDR model, undertaking of
actions to guarantee efficiency in
fulfilling the goals and objectives of
the project
Monitoring of the evaluation of the
project (analysis of all phases and
elements of each WP, creation of
tools, analysis of data, conclusions).
Continuous and comprehensive
evaluation
Systematic review of the process.

Not only the components described above (planning,
implementation, evaluation and check-up) have been measured
within the Quality Assurance Plan. In addition we have analyzed the
indicators presented in the Common Quality Assurance Framework
(CQAF) and the indicators of the ISO 9001: 2008 international
standards. Thus quality in all phases of the project has been verified
and evaluated by using the following methodology:

• The objectives and processes necessary for achieving results
were established in accordance with the requirements and
policies of the organization
• The processes were implemented
• The processes were analyzed under the control and measuring
of policies, objectives and requirements through a constant
feedback that informed of the results achieved in each step of
the project.
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• The necessary actions were taken for improving continuously
the performance of the process by reviewing data obtained.
The Quality Assurance Plan details all the aforementioned, please
refer to it if further information is needed.
One of the most important elements of the Quality Assurance Plan is
the Evaluation Plan, a document that was created to evaluate the
project through a dynamic and systematic process that has allowed
us to measure each phase of the project: the kick-off, the
development and the final phase.
In the Evaluation Plan, the objectives of each of the packages, the
variables to be measured, the population to which it was addressed,
an action timeline, the evaluation criteria, and the different tools for
data collection were detailed.
This process was developed to identify the weaknesses of the
project and advance actions accordingly, correcting the weak points
and enhancing its strengths as well as drawing conclusions aimed at
achieving good results throughout the evaluation process. The next
step of the evaluation process was the presentation of the results
obtained to be able to verify if the objectives of the project were met.
For more information please refer to the Evaluation Plan of the
mEQUITY project.

3. Evaluation of the WPs of the project
As aforementioned, each WP of the mEQUITY project has been
evaluated, from the global objective to the specific ones and
detailing each of the different phases. The entire process has been
monitored by the partner responsible for the evaluation of the
project – UNED - with the support, approval and consensus of all
partners, thus respecting the commitment to transparency,
collaboration and participation established in the Quality Assurance
Plan.
Therefore, hereunder we present the evaluation of the different
WPs, their objectives, and the conclusions that have been reached in
the evaluation of each one of them. All the tools were developed by
UNED and agreed upon with all the partners, especially with the
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partner responsible and the participants of each WP. The second
phase of the evaluation process has been the analysis of data
collected with the different tools, with results and conclusions of
each WP, in order to present the results and conclusions of the
entire project.
3.1 WP1- Needs analysis
The objective of WP1, entitled “Needs Analysis”, was to ensure the
highest possible quality in the analysis of the educational needs of
the disadvantaged groups of people that have taken part in the
mEQUITY project, and how the pedagogical features of the mobile
technology designed with the MDR Model used in this project have
been adapted to their specific needs. Following this main objectives,
specific objectives were established:


To verify that the specific educational needs of the groups
taking part in the project have been correctly identified,



To reflect on the design of the model based on the needs of
the different educational contexts,



To evaluate how this analysis of needs has been undertaken,
as well as the performance of teachers and students at risk in
different scenarios.



To check the implementation of the improvements suggested
in the project

To carry out the evaluation of this WP1 a questionnaire titled
"Questionnaire on the assessment of the analysis of needs detected"
was created. This questionnaire was addressed to teachers of each
scenario and it is divided into 12 closed questions, where each
participant scores on a 4-point scale their opinion (1 = Strongly
disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3= Agree; 4 = Strongly agree).
Results obtained in the evaluation of the analysis of needs are very
positive as all questions have scored above 3 in a scale of 4.
The questions that scored the best are those referred to the
frequency of use and the definition of the adaptation of the
technological resources to the needs of the different groups or
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scenarios of the project. Precisely these items include the most
relevant element of the global objective of this WP, to ensure quality
in the analysis of the educational needs of disadvantaged groups,
and how to adapt their different needs to the pedagogical features of
the technological resources used in the MDR model created for this
research project.
It is also important to highlight the means of other items that have
obtained very high results and that are directly related to the
specific objectives of this package, such as:


The special educational needs of the different groups have
been identified and the resources have designed in a
pedagogical way.



The design of the model was based on the needs of the
different educational contexts.

In conclusion all questions in the questionnaire have obtained very
satisfactory results (with a mean above 3 out of 4), especially the
items related to the use, frequency and suitability of the mobile
devices used and adapted to the different educational and
technological needs of the different scenarios. Thus, we can conclude
that the desired results have been achieved in this package, both in
terms of the global and the specific objectives.
For more information please refer to the "Evaluation Report of
WP1".
3.2 WP2- MDR Model Development
The global objective of the evaluation of WP2, entitled “MDR Model
Development”, was to assess the development of the conceptual
model of educational digital resources for training of disadvantaged
groups of people with special needs (MDR model). To fulfill this
objective, the model used has been continuously checked in all its
aspects according to the Quality Assurance and Evaluation plans of
the project. Following this main objective, specific ones were
established:
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To verify that the basic components of the conceptual model
have been identified.



To reflect on the design of the model based on the needs of
the different educational contexts.



To evaluate the definition of the training methods used and
the work carried out by teachers and students at risk
according to the different scenarios.

To give an answer to the aforementioned objectives, a questionnaire
entitled "Questionnaire on the MDR conceptual model " was
designed as a tool for this purpose, and it measured the following
variables:
 Motivation / self-esteem / self-efficacy
The questionnaire revolves around the evaluation of the main
features of the MDR conceptual model. It consisted of 20 questions,
19 of them closed and using a scale where each partner could share
their opinion (1= Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3= Agree; 4=
Strongly agree), and ending with a final open question where the
partners could describe the elements they would improve or change.
Questions focus on knowing the opinion and satisfaction of teachers
of each scenario on the conceptual design of the MDR model.
According to the results obtained, partners are satisfied and have
granted a mean of 3.64 out of 4.
As per data obtained in the open question and the closed questions
of the questionnaire, it can be said that the MDR model is attractive
and useful, and it is considered to be a very motivating element for
teachers in all the scenarios of this research project.
As well, data shows that the model meets its objective and addresses
the main needs of teachers and disadvantaged groups of children,
obtaining in all items scores above 3 out of 4. In the open question
the results are equally positive.
Questions that have scored the highest (all with a mean of 3.7 or 3.6)
are:
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The MDR model benefits and makes it easy for those groups at
risk in the different scenarios of the project. (Mean: 3.78).



The MDR model allows, by means of mobile devices, the
implementation of knowledge and expertise defined in the
objectives of the training program. (Mean: 3.7).



The MDR conceptual model has been designed based on the
activities that are carried out by teachers and students at- risk
(Mean: 3.65).



The MDR model contributes to knowledge and integration of
skills and competences in different fields of expertise. (Mean:
3.65).



Education with mobile devices eliminates spatial barriers
between students of the different scenarios. (Mean: 3.65).



The MDR model allows the implementation of correct methods
and techniques suitable for the training of the different groups of
addressees (Mean: 3.61).

According to these results we can say that the design of the MDR
model has been satisfactory, based on the activities carried out and
taking into account the characteristics of the groups at risk, a factor
to improve the teaching work. High scores have been awarded to
how this model shows new knowledge that is otherwise complicated
for understanding: Respondents consider important that this system
promotes interactivity in education and the active participation of
those people involved.
Data collected highlights that the MDR model can boost interest of
students in studying the subject and attending class. Moreover, it
highlights that the MDR model can promote self-esteem and
motivation among disadvantaged groups, and in turn, the
development of skills and abilities in different areas of
specialization. In addition, the results show that the activities and
training objectives have been appropriately programmed according
to the MDR model.
As aforementioned, we can say that the global objective of WP2 has
been fulfilled, and its specific objectives have been met; data also
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shows that the basic components of the conceptual model were
identified. The design of the model has received very good reviews
as it is based on the needs of the different educational scenarios. As
well, the training methods and the work of the teachers and students
of the groups at risk have been well defined according to the
different scenarios of the project.
For further details, please refer to the “Evaluation Report of WP2”.
3.3 WP3 - Development and adaptation of mobile
applications and digital educational resources for the
needs disadvantaged groups of learners
The global objective of WP3, entitled “Development and adaptation
of mobile applications and digital educational resources for the
needs disadvantaged groups of learners”, was to evaluate the
development and suitability of the mobile application system with
augmented reality and the other technological resources of the MDR
model to the educational purposes in the different scenarios
proposed in the project. Following this main objective, specific
objectives were thus established:


To verify that the basic components of the conceptual model
have been identified.



To reflect about the design of the model based on the needs
of the different educational contexts.



To compare the definition of the different types of evaluation
used in the training process with mobile devices.



To evaluate the definition of the educational methods used
and the work of teachers and students at risk in the different
scenarios of the project

To give answer to the aforementioned objectives, the variables used
in the evaluation of the work package have been:
 Efficiency
 Usefulness
 Utility
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Two on-line questionnaires were designed for measuring the
variables mentioned above. One was addressed to students and
other to teachers, both for of all the groups and scenarios of the
project:
 Questionnaire for students on the evaluation of efficiency,
usefulness and utility of mobile applications and educational
digital resources
 Questionnaire for teachers on the evaluation of efficiency,
usefulness and utility of mobile applications and educational
digital resources
The questionnaires of WP3 intended to evaluate the efficiency,
usefulness and utility of the system. They consist of 18 questions
divided into three blocks with 5 closed questions in each one that
use a 4 point Likert scale where each respondents can give their
opinion (1= Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3= Agree; 4= Strongly
agree) and ending with a final open question where the elements to
be improved or changed can described.
Data obtained from the questionnaires shows that recipients are
satisfied with the MDR system, obtaining in all cases a mean above 3
out of 4. According to data collected from students and their
teachers, it can be affirmed that the variable efficiency of the MDR
model has been valued very positively by all users. As well we can
verify that items have obtained every high scores, with means close
to 3 out of 4. Both teachers and students consider that the system is
efficient and they are satisfied. On the other hand, teachers consider
that the DIPSEIL system offers the requested information on time
and when necessary.
Regarding the usability of the MDR model, we can point out that
students and their teachers have valued it positively since in all the
items have been granted very high scores, with means above 3 out of
4. In the open question of this variable (Usability), both teachers and
students consider that they feel satisfied and believe that this
system is suitable for the teaching-learning process.
Teachers and students alike consider that the experience of using
mobile devices has been positive with a mean above 3 out of 4.
Respondents consider that the MDR model has been designed in
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accordance with the educational needs of the students. Teachers
believe that digital learning resources have helped students learn
and complete assignments. In the open question of the
questionnaire, both teachers and students gave positive responses,
and no point of improvement has been added.
In the two questionnaires teachers and students:


Consider that with the use of this system the students can
finish the tasks;



Think that they have the knowledge and skills required to
use this system.

Participants consider that by using this system, students have been
able to complete their tasks and are very satisfied with the efficiency
of the MDR model. Finally, it is important to highlight that both
teachers and students would recommend this system to other
students.
In conclusion, it can be affirmed that the global and specific
objectives of WP3 objectives set in the evaluation of this package
have been met, obtaining very positive scores in all its variables:
efficiency, usability and usefulness.
For further details, please refer to the “Evaluation Report of WP3”.
3.4 WP4 - Implementation of the MDR package in trainingpilot experiment and analysis
One of the main elements of the Quality Assurance Plan of the
mEQUITY project is WP4, entitled “Implementation of the MDR
package in training- pilot experiment and analysis”. The objective of
the evaluation of WP4 is to measure the satisfaction of teachers and
students taking part in the courses that use the MDR model,
according to the different scenarios on which the project is based,
thus ensuring the highest possible quality in the implementation and
analysis of this model. Following the aforementioned, specific
objectives were established:


To review to what extent the improvements suggested have
been integrated
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To verify that the special educational needs of the different
groups have been identified.



To reflect about the design of the model based on the needs
of the different educational contexts.



To evaluate how the analysis of needs has been performed,
as well as the work carried out by teachers and students at
risk in each of the different scenarios



To verify that the basic components of the conceptual model
have been identified

The scenarios the project is addressed to are worth mentioning as
the evaluation of this project revolves around gathering and
handling the opinions of participants (teachers and students) both
in the pre and post phases:
 Main Scenario: Jordan Universities
 Other Scenarios:
 Scenario 1: General Secondary Schools for Children with
Special Needs
 Scenario 2: Higher Council for Affairs of persons with
Disabilities
 Scenario 4: Gaza refugees camp
 Scenario 5: Our Lady of Peace Center
Based on the aforementioned objectives - and taking into account
the importance of this package within the Quality Plan - the
evaluation of WP4 was designed and planned to measure the use of
mobile devices of the MDR model before and after its use, and it has
been divided into two phases:



The "Pre" phase, prior to using the mobile devices of the
MDR model.
The "Post" phase, after using the mobile devices of the MDR
model.
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These two phases are based on the global and specific objectives set
for this package, as well as elements as important as the hypotheses
and variables around which the design of the evaluation tools
revolves.
The project was based on the hypothesis where use of mobile
educational digital resources -designed with mobile technology for
the teaching and learning process- increases student motivation,
promotes socio-educational and labor integration as well as
autonomy and self-esteem of students with special needs, and
improves performance.
Based on this assumption, the hypotheses and variables arising that
have been evaluated are described in detail hereunder.
•

Hypothesis nº 1: The use of educational digital resources,
mobile devices, and augmented reality et al. in the teachinglearning process increases the motivation of students with
special educational needs and socioeconomic and labor
disadvantaged
o Dependent Variable (DV): Motivation
o Independent Variable (IV): educational digital
resources

•

Hypothesis nº 2: The use of educational digital resources,
mobile devices, and augmented reality et al. in the learning
process foster autonomy, socio-educational and labor
integration of students with special educational needs and
socioeconomic and labor disadvantaged
o Dependent Variable (DV): Autonomy, socioeducational and labor integration
o Independent Variable (IV): educational digital
resources
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•

Hypothesis nº 3: The use of educational digital resources,
mobile devices, and augmented reality et al. in the learning
process increases performance of students with special
educational needs and socioeconomic and labor
disadvantaged
o Dependent Variable (DV): Performance
o Independent Variable (IV): educational digital
resources

However, it should be noted that the evaluation of WP4 was
designed to cover all the areas that make up the evaluation and
addresses the different variables. Thus to carry out the evaluation of
this package, in its pre and post phases, the different tools created
that are described below:
The variables motivation, self-esteem, autonomy, socioeducational and labor integration, addressed to both teachers and
students, have been measured in all the scenarios of the project, and
in two specific and different moments:



In the "Pre" phase before using the digital mobile devices
and the MDR model;
In the "Post" phase after using the digital mobile devices
and the MDR model.

The measuring tools used in the pre phase (prior to the pilot test)
are the following on-line questionnaires:


WP4. Tool 1: Questionnaire on motivation, autonomy, sociocultural and labor integration of students. Students Pre Phase



WP4. Tool 2 Questionnaire on motivation, autonomy, sociocultural and labor integration of students. Teachers Pre Phase



WP4. Tool 6. Questionnaire on motivation / autonomy/ selfesteem/ sociocultural integration. Students “Pre” phase



WP4 Tool 8. Questionnaire on motivation / autonomy /selfesteem/ sociocultural integration. Teachers “Pre” phase
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After the pilot test, in the post phase, the measuring tools have been
the below on-line questionnaires:


WP4. Tool 3. Questionnaire on motivation and autonomy in
socio-cultural and labor integration of students. Students Post
Phase.



WP4. Tool 4. Questionnaire on motivation and autonomy in
the socio-cultural and labor integration of students. Teachers
Post Phase



WP4. Tool 9. Questionnaire on motivation / autonomy / selfesteem/ sociocultural integration. Students “Post” phase



WP4 Tool 11. Questionnaire on motivation / autonomy / selfesteem/ sociocultural integration. Teachers. “Post” phase

Courses and evaluation of courses: To analyze the use of digital
educational resources it is necessary to analyze the courses taught
and how the have been evaluated. This evaluation is carried out
globally in order to have a broad view, but a series of variables are
analyzed: course design, performance, content / methodology,
teachers, usability, tools, educational resources, organization, length
and timetable.
The tools created and used in the pre phase have been the following:



WP4. Tool 5: Report on the academic performance of
students, University pre Phase
WP4 Tool 7: Report on the academic performance of students
Schools pre Phase

The tools used to gather data on the performance of students in the
post phase – after using the educational digital resources - are:


WP4. Tool 10: Report on the academic performance of
students, University post Phase



WP4 Tool 12: Report on the academic performance of
students, Schools post Phase
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WP4 Tool 17 collected data of the courses carried out, such as
contents, competences, objectives, etc, that contributes to the
variable Performance / Education. In addition, to evaluate these
courses, the following questionnaires were used:
o

WP4 Tool nº 13: Questionnaire for the evaluation of courses Students

o

WP4 Tool nº 14: Questionnaire for the evaluation of courses –
Teachers

o

WP4 Tool nº 15: Questionnaire for the evaluation of courses Students (Schools)

o

WP4 Tool nº 16: Questionnaire for the evaluation of courses Teachers (Schools)

According to the objectives and hypotheses of the project,
motivation, self-esteem, autonomy and socio-educational integration
are key indicators to measure, since high motivation in students
favors their performance when studying and digital educational
resources can assist in socio-educational and labor integration of
groups of disadvantaged students, increasing their self-esteem and
improving their autonomy. Therefore, the aforementioned online
questionnaires aimed at teachers and students were created and
implemented.
These tools have been used to analyze the relationship between the
different variables from the perspective of the student and the
teacher and in two moments (pre and post phase), and they have
been useful to verify whether the use of mobile technology,
specifically the MDR model implies changes in the variables in
relation to the students.
The results obtained show very positive results from all respondents
for all the variables, scenarios and phases of the project with means
in many cases above 3 out of 4.
The global objective of the evaluation of WP4 was to assess, on the
one hand, each of the different variables that made up the research
hypothesis, as well as the courses designed in the pilot test that used
the MDR model, thus guaranteeing a high quality in the
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implementation and analysis of the model. To achieve this goal it
was necessary to create a series of tools - analyzed in this document
- to measure the different variables in the pre and post phases of the
pilot test, as well as the description (contents, competences,
objectives, etc.) of the courses that were taught by the universities
involved.
Although the “Report on the Evaluation of WP4” details and analyzes
all the results obtained, hereunder we summarize the results of the
variables measured in this WP in the pre and post phases.


Variable: Motivation – Teachers and teachers from the
universities and the other scenarios gave very positive
responses on this variable in both the pre and post phase,
with results above 3 out of 4. Therefore, it can be said that
the implementation of the MDR model has been a success
since the results in this variable in the post-phase increased.



Variable: Autonomy - The results of this variable have also
been very revealing and positive. Although both teachers
and students have given very high scores in the pre and post
phase, above 3 out of 4, data of the students who have
evaluated satisfactorily the model for this variable is
especially positive. Therefore, the evaluation of autonomy
increased after the implementation of the MDR model



Variable: Self-esteem - as with the results of other
variables, self-esteem obtained very positive scores from
teachers and students of the universities taking part as from
the other scenarios, with mean very close to 3 out of 4, both
in the pre and in the post phases. In this variable answers
given by students stand out in a more positive way.
Therefore, self-esteem improves after the implementation of
the MDR model.



Variable: Sociocultural and labor integration - According
to the answers given, students and the teachers, from
universities and the other scenarios think that the MDR
model is very beneficial to improve socio-cultural and labor
integration, with means in both phases close to 3 out of 4.
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Variable: Academic performance: data collected from the
academic reports and the evaluation of the teachers of the
different scenarios in which the MDR model has been
implemented shows the improvement in the academic
performance of students



Variable: Description and assessment of the courses
designed for the implementation of the MDR Model Each university that took part in the implementation of the
MDR model designed a series of courses identifying the
competences, objectives and contents that have been
detailed in their corresponding section of evaluation report
of this WP. According to the answers of students we can
verify that the means obtained in all the universities are very
similar. In all cases the means given to courses by teachers
and students of the universities that take part in the project
are close to 3 out of 4.

In conclusion it can be affirmed by the data analyzed in each of the
scenarios, that the objective has been met in a very remarkable way,
obtaining very revealing and positive data that show the satisfaction
of all those involved and in the different scenarios of the mEQUITY
project.
For further information, please refer to the “Evaluation Report of
WP4”.
3.5 WP6 - Dissemination and Exploitation
As part of the Quality Assurance and the Evaluation Plans, the global
objective of the evaluation of WP6 "Dissemination and Exploitation"
has been to ensure the dissemination and publication of the results
of the research project. Based on this global objective, the specific
objectives established were:


To verify that the results have been disseminated through
different channels, such as scientific journals and
publications in scientific congresses.



To check that the mEQUITY project has been publicized
through the design of a project logo that identifies it, as well
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as by the creation and maintenance of a web site where all
the information is collected.
In order to fulfill these global and specific objectives, a tool was
designed for collecting all the necessary indicators to measure the
main elements of this package: the online questionnaire entitled
"Questionnaire on the evaluation of dissemination and exploitation
of the mEQUITY Project", addressed to all partners of the project.
The questionnaire consisted of nine closed questions using a fourpoint Likert scale, and an open question where each participant
shared their opinion on this topic. The scale used in the
questionnaire (1= Strongly disagree; 2= Disagree; 3= Agree; 4=
Strongly agree) has been turned into numbers for being able to
understand the degree of satisfaction of the respondents. Thus, the
highest score that can be given to each question is 4, meaning to
totally agree with the statement, and the lowest score is 1 which
means to totally disagree with the statement
As per data presented in the questionnaire, it can be stated that the
global objective of WP6 has been effectively fulfilled. As well, data
shows that the specific objectives of this package have been fulfilled
since the results have been disseminated through different channels,
such as scientific journals and scientific congress publications. As
well, the project has been publicized through the design of a logo
that identifies it and with an updated website created to collect all
its details
In the responses to the questionnaire designed and used for this
WP6, all partners show their satisfaction with the dissemination and
circulation of the results obtained in the mEQUITY project. As per
data presented in the questionnaire, it can be stated that the global
objective of WP6 - to ensure the dissemination and publication of
the results of the research project- has been effectively fulfilled, with
a total mean of 3.44 out of 4, the highest score that can be obtained.
As well, data shows that the specific objectives of this package have
been fulfilled since the results have been disseminated through
different channels, such as scientific journals and scientific congress
publications. As well, the project has been publicized through the
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design of a logo that identifies it and with an updated website
created to collect all its details
The results of the closed questions in the questionnaire are very
positive. Data shows that the partners of the project are very
satisfied with the dissemination and circulation, obtaining in all
cases a mean above 3 out of 4. The partners, through their responses
to the online questionnaire, highlighted the dissemination of the
project through brochures in the different partner universities, and
that the project logo appears on all the pages, documents, websites,
conferences, reports, etc., that deal with the mEQUITY research
project. Very positive responses were also obtained in the open
question of the questionnaire, where partners considered that the
dissemination of the project was carried out in an adequate manner
and in accordance with its global objective.
In conclusion the results of the evaluation show the satisfaction of
partners with WP6, since they think that the research project has
been very popular in the universities that have taken part on it and
on the social context of the project. Therefore, partners consider
being interesting to extend its dissemination through virtual social
networks, Google Ads linked to the website of the project, as well as
mass media campaigns in newspapers and / or journals
For further information, please refer to the “Report on the
Evaluation of WP6”.
3.6 WP7 - Management of the project
The global objective of the evaluation of WP7, “Management of the
project”, was to ensure the highest possible quality in the
management of the project. To fulfill this objective, the
communication means that have been created, the platform and
other means used were continuously checked in order to share
information and have access where a dialogue was taking place
To achieve this desired quality in the management of the project,
these specific objectives were established:
•

To verify that communication established and the channels
used contributed to achieving the goals set in the project.
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•

To reflect on how to report management and planning
defined for the project, as well implementing those measures
needed to improve the development of the project.

•

To review to what extent the improvements suggested have
been integrated

The evaluation of this work package took place in two phases, one at
the beginning of the project - the "Pre Phase" - and another at its
end, the "Post Phase". To carry out the evaluation of this WP7 two
questionnaires entitled "Questionnaire on evaluation of
management and coordination, communication and tools” were
created as measuring tools, and correspond to each of the two
aforementioned phases. Both questionnaires are divided into four
parts and measure the following variables:
•

Co-ordination and management

•

Communication among partners

•

PMC tools

The first three blocks of the two questionnaires consisted of nine
closed questions using a Likert scale (1= Strongly disagree; 2=
Disagree; 3= Agree; 4= Strongly agree) as well as an open question
that focused on the global management of the project, and invited
partners to suggest how to improve it
The results have been very positive in all the variables, in the pre
phase but especially in the post phase of the project. This WP7 was
oriented to learn about the results of the management and planning
of the project where communication and the different channels used
are its central axes. According to these results, partners in the open
questions have highlighted as a priority good coordination and
leadership to establish communication, not suggesting
improvements to the established model.
Data shows that partners are satisfied with the management and
coordination of the project, obtaining in all cases mean above 3 on a
scale of 4 as a maximum score. In the pre phase, the total mean was
3.53 out of 4, while the results of this variable increased in the post
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phase to 3.6 out of 4, thus resulting in the variable best valued by the
partners
Data collected in the pre phase and, especially, in the post phase,
reflects that the purpose and objectives of the project were clearly
established. In addition, partners point out that there has been
enough information on the Quality Assurance Plan of the project.
Other important aspect highlighted as well is that there were
specified from the beginning specific tasks on the planning of the
project and the functions of each partner involved, with a specific
timeline. In the open question on co-ordination, partners consider
that the coordination of the project should not be changed and show
their conformity and satisfaction in this variable
On the other hand, results show that participant consider very
positive that communication between them has been fluid, clear and
efficient. The mean obtained on this set of questions was above 3 on
a scale of 4 as a maximum score. In the pre phase it was 3.38 out of
4, while the results of this variable increased in the post phase and
rose to a 3.51 out of 4, thus producing the largest increase among all
the variables analyzed. In their answers partners highlighted the
different means of communication that have existed in the project to
allow exchange between them. They have pointed out as well the
different communication channels used within the project. In the
open question partners consider that communication between them
has been very good and that any element in the communication
within the project should be changed
Partners are very satisfied with the tools used. The variable that has
obtained in all cases a mean above 3 on a scale of 4 as the maximum
score. In the pre phase, the total mean was 3.39 out of 4, while the
results of this variable increased in the post phase and amounted to
3.45 out of 4.
Partners have highlighted the ease of use, the clarity of the PMC
system to promote the exchange of results; as well they consider
that this tool has helped them to improve communication and to
achieve the objectives of the project. In the open respondents to
consider that the PMC system is a good working tool, and none of
the partners indicates a means to improve the tools.
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In conclusion, it can be affirmed that the global objective of WP7 has
been fulfilled and that the expectations have been exceeded during
the project, a fact reflected in the increase in all the variables
analyzed in the two phases. Likewise we can also affirm that the
specific objectives have been met, since the results show - especially
in the post phase - that the communication channels contributed to
the achievement of the goals of the project and that the platform as
well as other means of communication of the PMC tool were used to
share information effectively and have made easier the access to the
media where the dialogue took place.
For more information please refer to the “Evaluation Report of
WP7".

4. Final Conclusions
With satisfaction we can affirm that the general and specific
objectives of the mEQUITY project have been achieved. The global
objective is the cornerstone of the rest of the objectives of each work
package, so it is important to point out that all of them have been
met, and have been resolved satisfactorily with the general
objective. As a summary, the objectives achieved in each WP are
presented hereunder.


WP 1, entitled “Analysis of Needs”, focused on ensuring
quality in the analysis of the educational needs of
disadvantaged groups, and how to adapt their different
needs to the pedagogical characteristics of the technological
resources used in the MDR model. The items in the
questionnaire have obtained very satisfactory results (with a
mean above 3 out of 4 as the maximum score that can be
reached), especially those related to the use, frequency and
adequacy of the mobile devices used and adapted to the
different educational and technological needs of the different
scenarios. Thus, we can say that the desired results have
been achieved in this WP1, both in terms of the global
objective and the specific ones.



WP2, entitled “MDR Model Development”, revolved
around the development of the conceptual model of mobile
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digital resources for training the different groups of
disadvantaged people (MDR Model) and the global objective
and the specific ones have been fulfilled. The design of the
model has received very good reviews because it is based on
the needs of the different educational contexts, and that data
reflects that the training methods and the work of the
teachers and students of the six scenarios have been
correctly defined.


The conclusions of the evaluation of WP3, entitled
“Development and adaptation of mobile applications
and digital educational resources for the needs of
disadvantaged groups of learners” confirm that the
objectives set in the evaluation have been met, as all its
variables obtained very positive scores. The recipients
consider that by using this system, students have been able
to complete their tasks and are very satisfied with the
efficiency of the MDR model. Finally, it is important to note
that both teachers and students would recommend this
system to other students



WP4, entitled “Implementation of the MDR package in
training- pilot experiment and analysis”, was also a
success as its global objective was met. It can be affirmed by
data analyzed in each scenario that the objective has been
fulfilled in a remarkable way, obtaining some very revealing
and positive data that show the satisfaction of all those
involved and of the different scenarios of the mEQUITY
project.



The global objective of WP6, entitled “Dissemination and
Exploitation”, has also been fulfilled, as the dissemination
and publication of the results of the project is ensured. Its
specific objectives have also been met, as the results have
been disseminated through different channels, such as
scientific journals and its publication in scientific congresses.
As well the project was publicized through the design of a
logo that identifies it and the updated maintenance of its
web site where all the information was collected.
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WP7, entitled “Management of the project” fulfilled as
well its global objective, to ensure the highest quality in the
planning and management of the project" and the
expectations have been exceeded. The specific objectives as
well have been met, especially in the post phase, since
communication channels contributed to the achievement of
the goals of the project, and information was shared
effectively.

In conclusion, it can be affirmed that the mEQUITY project has been
a success from its planning, during its development and in its
complete implementation, with all the working packages obtaining
very satisfactory results.
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APPENDIX 1
Questionnaires used to measure students’ and
teachers’ preliminary attitudes towards
integrating mobile technology in
teaching/learning process
Instructor’s questionnaire
Dear Teacher,
Thank you for participating in our research. The purpose of this
research is to examine the need and desire to use mobile devices in
your teaching activity. We invite you to complete a short survey.
Information collected by this survey will provide valuable
implications for improving learning. Your responses are voluntary
and will remain confidential. Responses will not be identified by
individual participant surveys. All responses will be compiled
together and analyzed as a group. Please read the questions
carefully and indicate with an ‘X’ whether you agree with the
statement.
Thank you!
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Instructor’s Questionnaire in Arabic Language
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Student’s questionnaire
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Student’s questionnaire in Arabic Language
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األسئلة

أنا على دراية تامة باستخدام األجهزة المحمولة 1.
التعلم من خالل األجهزة المحمولة لن يتطلب مني الكثير من 2.
الجهد والوقت ،وذلك بسبب مهاراتي في استخدام هذه
األجهزة.

أشعر انني أكثر إهتماما وشغفاً في الدراسة باستخدام األجهزة 3.
النقالة.

التعليم باستخدام الهاتف النقال يمثل وسيلة أكثر سهولة من 4.
وجهة نظري وذلك ألنه استخدامه متاح في أي وقت وأي
مكان.

باستخدام األجهزة النقالة ،سيكون من السهل بالنسبة لي أن 5.
اطلب المساعدة من اآلخرين في األمور المتعلقة بالتعليم في
حال احتجتها.

من وجهة نظري فإنه من المسلي استخدام األجهزة النقالة 6.
كالهاتف والكومبيوتر اللوحي في العملية التعليمية.

باستخدام الهاتف النقال فإنه يمكنني البقاء على تواصل مع 7.
المدرسين وزمالئي الطالب داخل وخارج القاعات الصفية.

أرغب في تلقي بعض دروسي باستخدام أفالم الفيديو 8.
أود استخدام الجهاز النقال خالل دراستي في الجامعة 9.
والبيت.
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APPENDIX 2
Photos for students during the implementation of
DIPSEIL system at School of engineering, UJ
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APPENDIX 3
Photos for students during the implementation of
DIPSEIL system at PSUT
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APPENDIX 4
Photos for students during the
implementation of DIPSEIL system at JUST
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